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ABSTRACT
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Dr. Tami Martino

The circadian system plays a critical role in coordinating daily rhythms in
cardiovascular physiology and in molecular pathways regulating cardiac growth, renewal,
and remodeling. Conversely, disruption of circadian rhythms has adverse effects on
cardiovascular health, influencing both the incidence and progression of cardiovascular
disease. In order to translate these findings to improve human health, this thesis
investigates emerging approaches applying circadian medicine to target the time-of-day
regulation of cardiovascular biology and benefit outcomes in cardiovascular disease.
Study 1 demonstrates that short-term pharmacological targeting of the circadian
mechanism factor REV-ERB benefits long-term cardiac repair post-myocardial
ischemia/reperfusion in mice. Treatment for as little as 1 day post-reperfusion with the
REV-ERB agonist SR9009 limits the early activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome,
reducing inflammatory cell recruitment, leading to less infarct expansion, and preventing
the progression to heart failure. Second, using a circadian genetics approach, Study 2
shows that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from heart disease in a model of diet-induced
obesity. While both wild type and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice develop obesity and metabolic
dysfunction on a high-fat diet (HFD), in contrast to wild type, ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient
to HFD-induced cardiac transcriptional changes and oxidative stress and are protected

from cardiac remodeling and contractile dysfunction. These results demonstrate a novel
role for the molecular circadian clock mechanism in resilience to cardiovascular disease.
Thirdly, Study 3 uses an approach targeting the circadian environment to investigate the
role of rest in heart health and repair. This study establishes a novel mouse model of rest,
using light to extend the murine rest period. Using this approach, rest was shown to
influence diurnal cardiovascular physiology and regulate the expression of genes
important for cardiac growth and renewal. Moreover, rest benefits healing and repair in a
mouse model of pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy. Translational
investigations demonstrate that rest-responsive genes are conserved in human heart
disease, using open-access datasets, and are targets of current front-line cardiac
medications. Collectively, this work provides new understanding of the role of the
circadian mechanism in cardiac growth, renewal, and remodeling. These studies pioneer
new approaches to apply circadian medicine to cardiovascular health and disease.
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1.1

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
Circadian rhythms refer to endogenous temporal oscillations in a biological process,

that evolved to enable organisms to adapt to the 24-hour (h) environment on Earth. The
first evidence that these daily rhythms were internally-driven, rather than spontaneous
reactions to the environment, came from work by Jean-Jacques d’Ortous de Mairan in
1729. De Mairan discovered that the leaves of the Mimosa pudica plant would fold up at
night and unfold each day, even when placed in a cupboard under constant darkness
(Mairan, 1729). Evidence of circadian rhythms in animals came over a century later, with
experiments demonstrating the persistence of activity rhythms in rats kept in constant
darkness and constant temperature (Richter, 1922). Similarly, rhythms in eclosion and
activity were identified in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and other insects, as
reviewed by (Bruce and Pittendrigh, 1957). In 1959, Dr. Franz Halberg first coined the
term “circadian” from the Latin words circa meaning “about” and dies meaning “day”
(Halberg, 1960). In 1960, Dr. Colin Pittendrigh established the modern definition of
circadian rhythms as endogenously generated, self-sustaining biological rhythms with a
period of approximately 24 h, and which are entrained by environmental cues, known as
zeitgebers (Pittendrigh, 1960). Soon after, Jürgen Aschoff performed some of the earliest
experiments in humans, demonstrating that human subjects maintained sleep-wake
cycles and body temperature rhythms under isolated conditions in an underground bunker
(Aschoff, 1965). Together, this seminal work supported the existence of an internal
circadian timing system present in nearly all eukaryotes and laid the foundation for the
field of circadian biology.
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1.1.1 Hierarchical Organization – the Suprachiasmatic Nucleus
One of the early landmark discoveries in circadian biology was the identification of the
master circadian pacemaker, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), located in the anterior
hypothalamus of the mammalian brain, as reviewed in (Roenneberg and Merrow, 2005).
Initial evidence for the role of the SCN in driving circadian behaviour was the loss of 24 h
drinking and activity rhythms (Stephan and Zucker, 1972) as well as rhythms in adrenal
corticosterone (Moore and Eichler, 1972) in rats with bilateral electrolytic SCN lesions. To
determine whether the SCN functions as an autonomous circadian pacemaker, Inouye
and Kawamura demonstrated persistent circadian rhythms in electrical activity from SCN
neurons in vivo in the rat, even when surgically detached from the surrounding brain
tissue (Inouye and Kawamura, 1979). The functional significance of the SCN was further
demonstrated by the ability of neonatal SCN grafts to restore circadian activity rhythms in
SCN-lesioned rats (Sawaki et al., 1984). Moreover, the SCN is necessary and sufficient
to determine circadian period, as SCN grafts from tau mutant hamsters, with a shorter 20
h circadian period, resulted in activity rhythms matching the mutant circadian period, even
when transplanted into wild type SCN-lesioned recipient hamsters (Ralph et al., 1990).
Taken together, these studies demonstrate the SCN as the central circadian pacemaker,
underlying the endogenously generated and self-sustaining 24 h rhythms in human and
animal biology.
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1.1.2 Light Entrains the Circadian System
Circadian rhythms are synchronized with the environment through external cues, often
referred to as zeitgebers (German for “time giver”) (Aschoff, 1954). Light plays an
important role as a zeitgeber for circadian entrainment. For example, in humans,
exposure to evening bright light delays the circadian rhythm of both body temperature
and cortisol (Czeisler et al., 1986). Light entrains the circadian system via a specialized
neural pathway between the eye and SCN, known as the retinohypothalamic tract. In
experimental studies, normal circadian photo-entrainment was preserved in mice lacking
both rod and cone photoreceptors (rdta/cl mice), suggesting the presence of an additional
circadian photoreceptor in the eye (Freedman et al., 1999). In 2000, a novel
photoreceptor, melanopsin, was discovered and localized to the ganglion cell layer of the
primate and murine retina, following cloning of the melanopsin gene and in situ
hybridization experiments (Provencio et al., 2000). These melanopsin-expressing retinal
ganglion cells were shown to have axonal projections to the SCN, as mice with tau-lacZ
targeted into the melanopsin gene showed immunopositive staining of neural tracts
between the melanopsin-expressing cells of the retina and the SCN (Hattar et al., 2002).
This retinohypothalamic tract also exists in the human brain, as degenerated axons were
identified in the SCN of patients with prior optic nerve damage (Sadun et al., 1984). Thus,
a specialized pathway exists between the eye and the SCN, functioning to relay
environmental signals to the SCN to coordinate internal time.
The retinal ganglion cells innervating the SCN are intrinsically photosensitive, as was
shown using light stimulation in whole-cell recordings from the isolated rat retina (Berson
4

et al., 2002). These melanopsin-expressing photosensitive retinal ganglion cells are
maximally responsive to short-wavelength blue-spectrum light (Lucas et al., 2001), with
reduced sensitivity to longer wavelengths >600 nm (Berson et al., 2002). Together, these
studies demonstrate light as one of the major zeitgebers synchronizing the circadian
system, and our biology, to the external environment, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Hierarchical organization of the circadian system. Light entrains the
endogenous circadian clock via melanopsin-expressing photosensitive retinal ganglion
cells in the eye. Inputs via the retinohypothalamic tract synchronize the SCN with the
external environment. The SCN then coordinates whole body circadian physiology
through neuro-hormonal signals to peripheral organ clocks, including the heart.
Note: Adapted from Alibhai FJ, Tsimakouridze EV, Reitz CJ, Pyle WG, Martino TA.
Consequences of Circadian and Sleep Disturbances for the Cardiovascular System. Can
J Cardiol. 2015;31(7):860-72, with permission. See Appendix I for permission details.
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1.1.3 Molecular Circadian Mechanism
In 2017, the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine was jointly awarded to Dr. Jeffrey
C. Hall, Dr. Michael Rosbash, and Dr. Michael W. Young, for their discoveries
demonstrating that circadian rhythms were regulated by a molecular clock mechanism.
This mechanism exists in almost all cells in the mammalian body, in the SCN as well as
peripheral tissues, to synchronize molecular and cellular biology with the external
environment. The basic organization of the mammalian circadian clock mechanism is a
transcriptional/translational feedback loop (TTFL), oscillating with a period of
approximately 24 h. Several feedback arms contribute to the robust cycling of the TTFL,
including 1) the positive limb, driven by circadian locomotor output cycles kaput (CLOCK)
and brain and muscle ARNT-like 1 (BMAL1), 2) the negative limb, driven by period (PER1,
2, and 3) and cryptochrome (CRY1 and 2), and 3) an accessory loop, consisting of nuclear
receptor subfamily 1, group D, member 1 (NR1D1 or REV-ERBα) and member 2 (NR1D2
or REV-ERBβ) and retinoic acid receptor-related orphan receptor (RORα, β, and γ).
Together, the mammalian circadian clock mechanism is responsible for keeping cellular
time and coordinating the expression of numerous clock-controlled genes (CCGs)
regulating 24 h physiology, as summarized in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. The mammalian molecular circadian mechanism. BMAL1 and CLOCK bind
to E-box elements in their target gene promoters and drive the expression of circadian
output genes. PER and CRY are two such outputs, which feedback to the nucleus to
repress BMAL1:CLOCK-driven transcription, thereby reducing their own expression.
REV-ERB and ROR feed back to repress or activate, respectively, the expression of
Bmal1, Clock, and other clock-controlled outputs. Together, the TTFL cycles with a period
of approximately 24 h, driving the rhythmic expression of clock-controlled genes (CCGs)
coordinating rhythmic cellular function and physiology.

The Positive Limb
The positive limb of the mammalian circadian clock mechanism is responsible for
driving the expression of both core circadian clock genes as well as clock-controlled
outputs and is mediated by two transcription factors: CLOCK and BMAL1. The
mammalian Clock gene was first identified in 1994, following N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea
7

mutagenesis in mice and screening of progeny for circadian clock mutations (Vitaterna et
al., 1994). These experiments identified a semi-dominant mutation, resulting in a longer
free-running circadian period of 24.4 h in heterozygotes and 27.3 h in homozygotes, as
compared to 23.3 h in wild type mice (Vitaterna et al., 1994). This mutation was then
mapped to a single gene, named the Clock gene, which was characterized as part of the
basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH)-PER, ARNT, SIM (PAS) family of transcription factors. The
Clock mutation was identified to be the result of a single A-T transversion mutation in
intron 19, leading to alternative splicing and deletion of exon 19, and a 51 amino acid
deletion in the predicted CLOCK protein (King et al., 1997). The ClockΔ19/Δ19 homozygous
mutant mouse was thus a key discovery demonstrating the genetic basis of circadian
rhythms and provided a novel tool to study the physiological and molecular effects of
genetic circadian disruption.
BMAL1 was initially identified in 1998 as an orphan bHLH-PAS transcription factor that
could heterodimerize with CLOCK, forming a transcriptionally active complex, using an in
vitro luciferase reporter assay (Hogenesch et al., 1998). The CLOCK-BMAL1 heterodimer
was shown to bind an enhancer (E)-box promoter element to drive the transcription of the
circadian gene Period, forming the basis of the positive limb of the mammalian circadian
clock mechanism (Gekakis et al., 1998).

The Negative Limb
The negative limb of the circadian clock mechanism is mediated by PERIOD (PER)
and CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), which together create a feedback mechanism to repress
8

CLOCK:BMAL1-driven gene expression, leading to the characteristic rise and fall of
circadian gene oscillations. The Period gene was first identified in Drosophila in 1971 by
Konopka and Benzer, when ethyl methane sulfonate mutagenesis experiments
generated three types of mutant flies with a short (pers), long (perl), or arrhythmic (pero)
circadian period in eclosion and locomotor activity rhythms (Konopka and Benzer, 1971).
The mammalian homologue of the Period gene, Per1, was subsequently identified by two
independent groups, following screening of human and mouse DNA for sequences with
high similarity to the Drosophila gene (Sun et al., 1997, Tei et al., 1997). This gene was
found to encode a PAS dimerization domain-containing protein with robust circadian
oscillations in expression in the SCN, even under constant darkness (Tei et al., 1997).
The following year, two additional mammalian Period genes were cloned and
characterized, Per2 (Takumi et al., 1998) and Per3 (Zylka et al., 1998), all with a
conserved PAS domain and rhythmic mRNA expression in the SCN and peripheral
tissues.
The two mammalian Cryptochrome genes, Cry1 and Cry2, were also identified using
human cDNA screening for regions with high sequence similarity to the Drosophila (6-4)
photolyase gene and the blue-light photoreceptors found in plants (Todo et al., 1996, Hsu
et al., 1996). In the circadian clock mechanism, the PER and CRY proteins dimerize, as
was shown using coimmunoprecipitation experiments, and translocate to the nucleus to
repress CLOCK:BMAL1 transcriptional activity (Kume et al., 1999). Together, CLOCK
and BMAL1 drive the expression of the Per (Gekakis et al., 1998) and Cry (Kume et al.,
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1999) genes, which ultimately feedback to repress their own expression, creating a TTFL
within the cell, regulating 24 h gene expression.

Accessory Loop
Additional feedback loops also contribute to the tightly controlled cycling of the
mammalian circadian mechanism. The orphan nuclear receptor REV-ERBα was shown
to regulate Bmal1, binding to retinoic acid-related orphan receptor response elements
(ROREs) in the Bmal1 promoter to repress gene transcription (Preitner et al., 2002). REVERBβ acts in a similar manner, as Bmal1 mRNA expression was significantly reduced in
cultured cells overexpressing REV-ERBβ (Guillaumond et al., 2005).
REV-ERBs function as transcriptional repressors as they lack the activation-function
2 region involved in recruiting additional coactivator proteins (Burke et al., 1996). As a
result, REV-ERBs recruit endogenous nuclear receptor corepressor (NCoR) and histone
deacetylase 3 to target gene promoters, preventing gene transcription through histone
deacetylation and chromatin condensation (Yin and Lazar, 2005). Similar to the regulation
of Bmal1, REV-ERBs were also shown to directly regulate Clock expression via a RORE
element in the Clock gene promoter using a chromatin immunoprecipitation-microarray
screen (Crumbley and Burris, 2011). Outside of its actions on the core circadian
mechanism, REV-ERBs regulate numerous molecular outputs in a time-of-day manner,
coordinating daily rhythms in metabolism and inflammation, as reviewed in (Solt et al.,
2011a). Together, BMAL1 drives REV-ERB expression via E-box regions in the Rev-Erb
promoter (Preitner et al., 2002), and REV-ERB feeds back to regulate Bmal1, Clock, as
10

well as other output genes containing RORE promoter elements, including itself
(Adelmant et al., 1996).
Alternatively, RORα was found to activate RORE-mediated Bmal1 transcription, by
two independent groups using in vitro luciferase reporter assays (Nakajima et al., 2004,
Sato et al., 2004). All members of the ROR family, RORα, β, and γ, were subsequently
demonstrated to compete with REV-ERB at the same ROR response elements to
enhance Bmal1 transcription (Guillaumond et al., 2005). Collectively, over these 24 h
cycles of transcriptional activation/inhibition, other clock-controlled output genes (CCGs)
are rhythmically expressed, leading to the time-of-day regulation of cellular function and
physiology (Figure 1.2).

1.1.4 Peripheral Clocks
The existence of peripheral circadian clocks was first shown in immortalized rat
fibroblasts where oscillations in circadian gene expression persisted for up to three days
in vitro following a 2 h serum shock (Balsalobre et al., 1998). However, while circadian
oscillations persisted for over a month in cells from the SCN, Per1-driven luciferase
expression in peripheral cells from the liver, lung, and skeletal muscle dampened after
only 2-7 cycles in vitro, suggesting that the SCN drives the cycling of peripheral clocks
(Yamazaki et al., 2000). Peripheral clocks have subsequently been identified in almost all
tissues of the body, in human (Ruben et al., 2018), primate (Mure et al., 2018), and rodent
(Zhang et al., 2014) models. Peripheral clocks can be synchronized by both endocrine
11

signals and direct neural connections. Evidence that a diffusible signal from the SCN
regulates circadian rhythms in behaviour was first shown in mammals when SCN tissue
transplanted within a semipermeable capsule restored circadian activity rhythms in SCNlesioned hamsters (Silver et al., 1996). However, SCN transplants were unable to restore
24 h rhythms in endocrine function (Meyer-Bernstein et al., 1999), also demonstrating an
important role for direct neural connections between the SCN and target tissues.
Neuro-hormonal signals from the SCN follow tissue- and organ-dependent pathways,
as parabiosis between SCN-lesioned and SCN-intact mice restored circadian gene
expression in the liver and kidney of the lesioned animals, but these blood-borne signals
could not restore rhythms in the heart, muscle, or spleen (Guo et al., 2005). Direct neural
connections to the SCN coordinate adrenal function, for example, as SCN neurons were
identified by retrograde labelling following adrenal transneuronal virus injection (Buijs et
al., 1999). Moreover, multisynaptic neural innervation between the heart and the SCN
was

also

demonstrated

by

retrograde

pseudorabies

virus

tracing

following

intramyocardial injections (Scheer et al., 2001). In addition to these neural pathways,
endocrine signals also synchronize peripheral tissues, as glucocorticoids induced
circadian gene expression in cultured fibroblasts and in the mouse liver, kidney, and heart
(Balsalobre et al., 2000). Furthermore, catecholamines can synchronize circadian
rhythms, as was shown in the liver following daily adrenaline injections in SCN-lesioned
mice (Terazono et al., 2003). Thus, the central pacemaker in the brain synchronizes
numerous organ and tissue clocks throughout the body, including the cardiovascular
system, to coordinate normal 24 h physiology.
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1.2

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS IN CARDIOVASCULAR PHYSIOLOGY
The cardiovascular system is fundamentally different in the day vs. at night. As

illustrated in Figure 1.3, healthy cardiovascular physiology exhibits time-of-day
oscillations, including the rise of heart rate, blood pressure, and cardiac contractility
during the day, with reduced hemodynamic and cardiac workload during the subjective
night. This section will discuss the critical role of circadian rhythms in the cardiovascular
system.

Rest and repair

Increased heart rate, blood pressure,
cardiac contractility

Figure 1.3. Circadian cardiovascular physiology. Healthy cardiovascular physiology
undergoes day-night rhythms. During the subjective day, when we are awake, heart rate,
blood pressure, and cardiac contractility rise to match the increased oxygen demand of
the body. During the subjective night, when we are asleep, cardiac demand is reduced,
allowing the cardiovascular system to rest and repair. Rather than passive changes driven
by behaviour, these rhythms are orchestrated by the endogenous circadian system.
Note: Adapted from Reitz CJ and Martino TA. Disruption of Circadian Rhythms and Sleep
on Critical Illness and the Impact on Cardiovascular Events. Curr Pharm Des.
2015;21(24):3505-11.
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1.2.1 Cardiovascular Hemodynamics
Heart Rate (HR)
The ability to measure and record human HR data over 24 h was made possible by
the advent of the Holter electrocardiogram (ECG) monitor, which allowed for continuous
HR recording using a portable, self-contained instrument (Holter, 1961). One of the
earliest reports demonstrating a time-of-day pattern in human HR was by Glagov et al. in
1970, who showed that HR was higher when awake and lower during sleep, in recordings
from 100 men using custom built heart beat counters connected to electrodes placed on
the subjects’ chests (Glagov et al., 1970). Subsequently, in an effort to detect the
frequency of heart beat abnormalities, Clarke et al. demonstrated a diurnal rhythm in HR
in both male and female subjects, rising in the morning and falling at night, using ECG
tape recordings in 86 healthy individuals over two consecutive 24 h periods (Clarke et al.,
1976). This diurnal rhythm in HR is regulated by the endogenous circadian system, as
diurnal HR patterns were maintained in human subjects even under constant darkness
(Scheer et al., 1999).
Moreover, evidence that the central circadian pacemaker coordinates these diurnal
oscillations in HR comes from experimental animal studies, where bilateral SCN lesions
abolished the normal diurnal HR rhythm in rats, as measured using implantable radio
transmitters (Saleh and Winget, 1977). In addition, the molecular circadian clockwork
underlies the 24 h variation in HR, as ClockΔ19/Δ19 mutant mice on the Jcl/ICR background
showed a blunted diurnal HR rhythm in 24 h radiotelemetry recordings (Sei et al., 2008).
14

Together, these studies demonstrate a diurnal rhythm in HR in both humans and rodents,
driven by the core circadian mechanism.

Blood Pressure (BP)
Similar to heart rate, BP also exhibits a diurnal rhythm over the 24 h day, first shown
in humans by Millar-Craig et al. in 1978, where BP was highest during the day and lowest
at night using continuous intra-arterial BP recordings in 20 hypertensive and 5
normotensive patients (Millar-Craig et al., 1978). Likewise, Floras et al. demonstrated an
early morning rise in the circadian rhythm of BP, using ambulant intra-arterial BP
recordings in 14 untreated hypertensive subjects (Floras et al., 1978). In addition to
regulation by behaviour, these rhythms are under endogenous circadian control, as 24 h
rhythms in both BP and HR were maintained in healthy subjects under forced
desynchrony protocols, in order to segregate the effect of activity vs. the endogenous
circadian system (Shea et al., 2011).
Moreover, evidence from rodent studies demonstrates the regulation of blood pressure
rhythms by the central circadian pacemaker, as SCN-lesioned rats showed no significant
oscillation in mean arterial pressure (MAP), as compared to non-lesioned controls
(Janssen et al., 1994). As with HR, diurnal BP rhythms are regulated by the molecular
circadian clock, as Bmal1-/- knockout and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mutant mice showed blunted diurnal
BP rhythms as compared to wild type, as measured using implantable radiotelemetry
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probes (Curtis et al., 2007). Collectively, these studies demonstrate a diurnal rhythm in
BP in humans and rodents under the regulation of the circadian clock.

1.2.2 Autonomic Nervous System
Sympathetic and Parasympathetic Activation
The diurnal rhythms of both HR and BP are regulated in part by the daily oscillation in
autonomic nervous system activity, as the rhythm of vagal cardiac tone is consistent with
the day-night variation in HR (Scheer et al., 2004). Similarly for BP, sympathetic nervous
system activity was shown to increase in the morning, while vagal stimulation increased
at night, mirroring the diurnal variation in BP in human subjects (Furlan et al., 1990).
Using experimental models, light can directly modulate autonomic nervous system
activity, as light stimulation to the eye increased sympathetic outflows from the splanchnic
nerve and reduced parasympathetic output from the vagal nerve of anesthetized rats, and
this stimulation was abolished in SCN-lesioned animals (Niijima et al., 1993). The
anatomical basis for this SCN-driven regulation of autonomic output was subsequently
demonstrated by the identification of two populations of pre-sympathetic and preparasympathetic neurons signalling from the SCN to the hypothalamus to peripheral
organs, using retrograde tracing in the rat (Buijs et al., 2003). Thus, the central pacemaker
coordinates 24 h oscillations in autonomic nervous system activity, synchronized by
inputs from the external environment.
16

Circulating Catecholamines
Along with direct neural outputs, circulating catecholamine levels are also influenced
by time-of-day. For example, plasma catecholamine levels exhibited a diurnal pattern,
with higher levels of circulating norepinephrine and epinephrine in the day vs. at night,
mirroring the diurnal rhythm in arterial pressure in healthy human subjects (Richards et
al., 1986). Moreover, these rhythms are driven in part by the endogenous circadian
system, as both plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine showed significant circadian
(~24 h) variations in human subjects under a forced desynchrony protocol imposing a 20
h sleep/wake cycle (Scheer et al., 2010).
Experimental models demonstrate that these rhythms may be driven by the circadian
control of catecholamine synthesis and metabolism, as gene expression of
phenylethanolamine N-methyl transferase (Pnmt), monoamine oxidase B (maoB), and
catechol-O-methyl transferase (Comt) were reduced in heart and adrenal tissue from
Bmal1-/- and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice, coding for key enzymes regulating catecholamine
synthesis, re-uptake, and degradation, respectively (Curtis et al., 2007). Taken together,
these data demonstrate the circadian regulation of sympathoadrenal function, with
implications for cardiovascular physiology.
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1.2.3 Cardiovascular Circadian Clocks
Clock Genes in the Heart and Vasculature
In addition to the regulation of cardiovascular physiology by systemic factors, the heart
and vasculature also possess their own internal clocks, driving 24 h cardiovascular
function. The mammalian homologues of the core circadian mechanism genes, Bmal1,
Clock, Per1-3, Cry1-2, as well as clock-controlled output genes, Dbp, Hlf, Tef, all exhibit
circadian expression patterns in the rat heart under 12 h light: 12 h dark conditions, as
shown using quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
(Young et al., 2001b). Moreover, evidence for an intrinsic circadian clock in the
cardiomyocyte was demonstrated by the circadian expression pattern of Bmal1, Per2,
Rev-Erbα, and Dbp in isolated rat cardiomyocytes in vitro, following synchronization with
fetal calf serum (Durgan et al., 2005). Similarly, in the vasculature, the core circadian
mechanism genes were shown to cycle in both vascular smooth muscle cells in culture
and in vivo in aortas collected from mice at 4 h intervals over 48 h (McNamara et al.,
2001). Consistent with this, heart and vascular tissue showed rhythmic Per1-driven
luciferase activity in vitro, in heart, arterial, and venous tissue explanted from Per1-luc
rats (Davidson et al., 2005). Furthermore, the rhythmic expression of core circadian clock
genes has also been demonstrated in the human heart, using RT-PCR analysis of left
papillary muscle tissue from human patients stratified by the time-of-day of collection
(Leibetseder et al., 2009). Collectively, the cells of the heart and vasculature possess
intrinsic circadian clocks which, in combination with neurohormonal cues from the central
pacemaker, regulate diurnal cardiovascular physiology.
18

Diurnal Cardiovascular Transcriptome
The molecular circadian mechanism ultimately regulates the 24 h transcriptomes of
the heart and vasculature, thereby coordinating the daily timing of physiological
processes essential to the structure and function of the cardiovascular system (Figure
1.4). Approximately 8% of genes expressed in the mouse heart show circadian rhythms
in expression, using microarray analysis from murine heart tissue collected over 24 h
under conditions of constant darkness (Storch et al., 2002). As both human biology and
modern medicine exist under diurnal light-dark conditions, Martino et al. further
demonstrated that ~13% of genes in the cardiac transcriptome cycle over 24 h under
diurnal conditions (12 h light: 12 h dark) (Martino et al., 2004). These gene rhythms are
regulated by the molecular circadian mechanism, as approximately 60% of circadian
genes showed altered expression in the ventricles of cardiomyocyte-specific CLOCK
mutant (CCM) mice, mapping to important biological pathways, including signaling,
metabolism, transcription, and growth/remodeling (Bray et al., 2008). Moreover, a total of
1267 circadian genes showed attenuated or arrhythmic oscillations in the heart in
cardiomyocyte-specific Bmal1-/- mice (Young et al., 2014), underscoring the role of the
circadian clock mechanism in driving 24 h cardiac gene expression. Similarly, in the
vascular transcriptome, approximately 5% of genes oscillate over 24 h, shown using
microarray profiling of mouse aortic tissue under constant darkness (Rudic et al., 2005).
Collectively, the circadian mechanism drives the temporal expression of thousands of
genes in cardiovascular tissues, coordinating diurnal cellular and physiological functions.
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Figure 1.4. Time-of-day rhythms in cardiac gene expression. Mice were euthanized every
4 h over one full day-night cycle (n=4/timepoint). Hearts were collected and total RNA
was isolated for downstream microarray experiments. Cardiac gene expression was
assessed over 24 h using high-throughput microarrays and bioinformatics analysis. Red
lines = genes up-regulated in the heart at ZT03, blue lines = genes down-regulated in the
heart at ZT03.

Diurnal Cardiac Proteome
As proteins, rather than genes, ultimately execute the biological functions of a cell,
Podobed et al. investigated diurnal oscillations in the cardiac proteome. Approximately
7.8% of soluble cardiac proteins exhibit diurnal variation and are involved in critical
pathways including metabolism and signaling, shown using two-dimensional difference in
gel electrophoresis and liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (Podobed et al.,
2014a). The diurnal cardiac proteome is regulated by the cardiac circadian clock, as 3.8%
of soluble proteins showed altered expression in CCM hearts as compared to wild type
20

(Podobed et al., 2014a). Moreover, proteins directly involved in cardiac structure and
function are regulated by the circadian mechanism. For example, the sarcomeric protein
Titin cap (TCAP) is rhythmically expressed in the mouse heart, and its gene transcript is
a direct target of the CLOCK:BMAL1 heterodimer (Podobed et al., 2014b). Importantly,
although many rhythmic proteins are the products of rhythmic genes, almost 50% of
cycling proteins lack a corresponding rhythmic transcript, as shown using proteome
analysis of the mouse liver (Reddy et al., 2006), suggesting an additional important role
for post-transcriptional mechanisms in regulating time-of-day protein abundance.

1.2.4 Circadian Rhythms in Cardiac Contractility
This rhythmic expression of genes and proteins in the heart ultimately drives the timeof-day variation in cardiac contractile function. Diurnal variation in cardiac output was
demonstrated in the rat, with increased cardiac output in the active dark phase, using
radiolabeled microsphere tracking in the blood (Delp et al., 1991). One potential
mechanism for this is the diurnal variation in β-adrenergic receptor density and adenylyl
cyclase activity in the myocardium, peaking in the dark period, as shown in normotensive
Wistar-Kyoto rats (Witte et al., 1995). To exclude the influence of extracardiac
neurohormonal factors driving time-of-day contractility, Young et al. demonstrated
intrinsic diurnal variations in the ex vivo heart, with increased cardiac power and higher
expression of the myofilament gene myosin heavy chain β (Myh7) in hearts collected in
the dark phase, using isolated working heart preparations and gene expression analyses
21

(Young

et

al.,

2001a).

Moreover,

circadian

rhythms

also

regulate

cardiac

electrophysiology, through the expression of ion channels within the heart. For example,
expression of the transient outward potassium current α-subunit (Kcnd2) and regulatory
β-subunit (KChIP2) are rhythmic in the mouse heart over 24 h (Jeyaraj et al., 2012). As a
result, QT-interval duration, indicative of myocardial repolarization, shows time-of-day
variation, using ECG recordings in conscious mice (Jeyaraj et al., 2012). These circadian
oscillations in cardiac contractile function are mediated by the molecular circadian clock,
as diurnal rhythms in cardiac power in the ex vivo heart are lost in CCM mice (Bray et al.,
2008). Furthermore, hearts from Bmal1-/- mice show impaired contractile function and
disrupted sarcomere organization (Lefta et al., 2012). Together this work supports the
notion of time-of-day variation in cardiac contractility, driven by neuro-hormonal factors
as well as intrinsic oscillations in both cardiac myofilaments and regulatory ion channels.

1.2.5 Circadian Rhythms in Cardiomyocyte Metabolism
In line with the rhythmic variation in cardiac function, the heart also exhibits time-ofday oscillations in metabolism. The ex vivo perfused rat heart shows diurnal rhythms in
carbohydrate oxidation and oxygen consumption, increasing during the active dark phase
(Young et al., 2001a). Alternatively, genetic disruption of the circadian clock mechanism
leads to reduced waketime glucose oxidation, using cardiomyocyte-specific Bmal1-/- mice
(CBK) (Young et al., 2014). Investigation into cardiac fatty acid metabolism demonstrated
increased expression of the fatty acid-oxidation gene, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 4
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(Pdk4), during the dark phase in the rat heart (Stavinoha et al., 2004). Similarly, cardiac
muscle showed the greatest responsiveness to increased fatty acid availability during the
dark phase, using high-fat feeding, fasting, and streptozotocin-induced diabetes in the rat
(Stavinoha et al., 2004). Moreover, while the wild type mouse heart exhibits diurnal
rhythms in triglyceride levels and in the expression of enzymes involved in triglyceride
metabolism, these rhythms are attenuated in CCM hearts, suggesting an important role
for CLOCK and the circadian mechanism in regulating myocardial triglyceride metabolism
(Tsai et al., 2010). Taken together, these studies provide evidence that myocardial
substrate utilization and oxygen consumption undergo time-of-day oscillations, mirroring
the changes in cardiac demand over the day-night cycle.
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1.3

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS IN CARDIOVASCULAR PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

1.3.1 Onset of Adverse Cardiovascular Events
In addition to coordinating healthy cardiovascular physiology, circadian rhythms also
play a role in the timing of onset of adverse cardiovascular events, as reviewed in (Mistry
et al., 2017). Analyses of patient datasets and hospital records have revealed time-of-day
vulnerabilities leading to increased risk of adverse cardiovascular events at certain times
of day or night, as discussed below (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5. Circadian rhythms in adverse cardiovascular events. The SCN synchronizes
peripheral clocks in the endothelium, vascular smooth muscle, and myocardium,
underlying the time-of-day variation in the onset of adverse cardiovascular events.
Note: Adapted from Hastings MH, Reddy AB, Maywood ES. A clockwork web: circadian
timing in brain and periphery, in health and disease. Nat Rev Neurosci. 2003
Aug;4(8):649-61, with permission. See Appendix I for permission details.
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Myocardial Infarction
One of the earliest observations of a circadian pattern in the onset of myocardial
infarction (MI; heart attack) was by Muller et al. in 1985, who showed a peak in pain onset
from 6 am to noon, correlating with the initial elevation in plasma creatine kinase levels,
in 2999 patients admitted to hospital with MI, as part of the Multicenter Investigation of
Limitation of Infarct Size study (Muller et al., 1985). This finding led to the hypothesis that
the diurnal variation of heart rate, arterial blood pressure, vasoconstriction, blood
viscosity, and platelet aggregability may underlie the increased morning vulnerability to
thrombotic events leading to MI (Muller et al., 1989). Indeed, circulating levels of the
prothrombotic factor, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), exhibits an endogenous
circadian peak in the early morning hours, independent of behaviour, as shown in human
subjects using a forced desynchrony protocol (Scheer and Shea, 2014). Importantly, the
circadian pattern in MI onset has persisted decades later, as a morning increase in the
onset of MI symptoms was still observed in a 2013 study including 519 patients diagnosed
with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (Kanth et al., 2013). Thus, despite modern lifestyle
changes and medical advances, circadian rhythms continue to play an important role in
MI pathophysiology.

Infarct Size
In addition to the timing of onset of MI, the severity of the resulting infarct is also
influenced by time-of-day. The impact of circadian timing on clinical MI outcomes was first
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shown by Hansen et al. in 1993, as patients with morning onset of MI symptoms had
significantly greater infarct size, as measured by blood aspartate aminotransferase levels,
a marker of tissue injury (Hansen et al., 1993). Advancements in medical technologies
provided further evidence of this correlation, as MI severity was greatest in patients with
early morning symptom onset, using cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (Bulluck et al.,
2017). These findings have also been supported by experimental animal studies, as wild
type mice show the greatest severity in infarct size following MI onset at zeitgeber time
(ZT) 12 (i.e. 12 hours after lights on, the beginning of the murine wake period), using a
surgical model of myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (Durgan et al., 2010). Moreover, this
diurnal pattern was abolished in CCM mice, suggesting that these effects are mediated
by the circadian clock mechanism in the heart (Durgan et al., 2010). To investigate the
underlying mechanisms, Bennardo et al. showed that sleep and wake time MI in mice
resulted in different transcriptional and inflammatory responses in the heart, critical for
infarct healing (Bennardo et al., 2016). Together, these studies show that the time-of-day
variation in physiological and cellular parameters can influence clinical MI outcomes.

Arrhythmias
MI can also precipitate other serious adverse cardiovascular events, including
ventricular arrhythmias, for which circadian rhythms in symptom onset have also been
observed. In 1988, Lucente et al. demonstrated a circadian rhythm in the onset of
ventricular tachycardia, with a peak occurrence of these arrhythmias at approximately 2
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pm, using Holter ECG recordings in 94 patients with acute MI (Lucente et al., 1988).
Moreover, time-of-day variation in the onset of ventricular arrhythmias was also observed
in patients with both ischemic and non-ischemic heart disease, peaking in the morning
from 9 – 10 am and in the afternoon from 4 – 5 pm, using implantable cardioverter
defibrillators in 310 patients (Englund et al., 1999). As described in section 1.2.4 above,
normal cardiac electrophysiology is under circadian clock control, and together, these
studies provide evidence for a circadian rhythm in the timing of arrhythmia onset.

Sudden Cardiac Death
One of the life-threatening consequences of cardiac arrhythmias is sudden cardiac
death which, similar to the frequency of ventricular arrhythmias, exhibits a circadian
rhythm. This was first demonstrated by Muller et al. in 1987, with the greatest incidence
of out-of-hospital sudden cardiac death occurring between 7 – 11 am, using mortality
records from 2203 patients with ischemic heart disease (Muller et al., 1987). This finding
was subsequently repeated in other patient cohorts. For example, the frequency of
sudden death was 2.5 times greater between 6 am and noon in a study of 566 patients
with advanced heart failure (Moser et al., 1994). Collectively, these studies support a role
for the circadian system in influencing time-of-day heart disease outcomes and also
support the notion of timing therapies to target these periods of increased vulnerability.
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Stroke
In addition to adverse cardiac events, circadian rhythms have also been described in
the timing of onset of vascular events, including stroke. Marshall et al. first described this
phenomenon in 1977, as stroke onset occurred most commonly between midnight and 6
am in 554 patients with acute cerebral infarction, using retrospective records (Marshall,
1977). Independent findings of a rhythm in stroke onset has continued to be described,
with a 2015 study by Raj et al. demonstrating a morning increase in the onset of both
ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes in a cross-sectional observational study of 583 patients
(Raj et al., 2015). Collectively, these studies demonstrate a critical role for circadian
rhythms in the timing of adverse cardiovascular events, driven in part by the endogenous
variation in cardiovascular parameters under the control of the circadian clock.
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1.3.2 Adverse Cardiovascular Effects of Circadian Disruption in Humans
As described in section 1.2, the circadian system plays a critical role in coordinating
healthy cardiovascular physiology. However, disruption of these rhythms can have
serious adverse consequences for the cardiovascular system. As illustrated in Figure 1.6,
this section will review the impact of circadian rhythm disruption in clinical cardiology, in
both the etiology and progression of cardiovascular disease in humans.

Figure 1.6. Cardiovascular consequences of circadian disruption. Disruption of circadian
rhythms impairs the daily cycling of normal cardiovascular physiology as well as the
intrinsic circadian mechanism, contributing to the development and progression of
cardiovascular disease.
Note: Adapted from Reitz CJ and Martino TA. Disruption of Circadian Rhythms and Sleep
on Critical Illness and the Impact on Cardiovascular Events. Curr Pharm Des.
2015;21(24):3505-11.

Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
ICUs were first established in the 1950s in an effort to improve outcomes for patients
with life-threatening critical illness and injury, as it allowed for continuous monitoring,
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diagnostic testing, and therapeutic interventions (Ristagno and Weil, 2009). However, as
early as the 1970s, the adverse effects of circadian and sleep disruption in the ICU were
beginning to be recognized. For example, normal sleep/wake rhythms were disrupted in
patients admitted to the ICU with acute MI, with fragmented sleep patterns and disrupted
diurnal HR rhythms (Broughton and Baron, 1978). In order to investigate the
consequences of rhythm disruption in the ICU on patient healing, Alibhai et al. studied the
effects of short-term diurnal disruption on long-term cardiac outcomes using a murine MI
model (Alibhai et al., 2014). Desynchrony between the light/dark environment and
endogenous circadian rhythms immediately post-MI led to aberrant immune cell
recruitment, impaired healing, and worsened cardiac remodeling (Alibhai et al., 2014).
Strategies to better maintain normal circadian rhythms and sleep in the ICU may improve
patient healing and lead to better long-term outcomes.

Shift Work
Approximately 30% of Canadians are shift workers, referring to any work schedule that
is outside standard working hours (Shields, 2002). Described by the World Health
Organization as an occupational disturbance of our circadian rhythms (WHO, 2002), shift
work has also been associated with increased risk of heart disease. A meta-analysis of
34 independent studies revealed an increased risk of MI, ischemic stroke, and coronary
events in individuals who shift work, from a total study population of over 2 million people
(Vyas et al., 2012). Circadian rhythm disturbance can, in part, account for the adverse
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cardiovascular effects of shift work, as experimental circadian misalignment in healthy
humans led to impaired glucose tolerance, elevated blood pressure, and disrupted
sleep/wake patterns, all with potential adverse effects on the cardiovascular system
(Scheer et al., 2009). Disrupted rhythms in normal cardiovascular physiology may
precipitate future cardiovascular disease risk, as a 5% decrease in the normal nighttime
drop in BP was associated with an 20% increase in cardiovascular mortality risk, in a
long-term study of 1542 normotensive and hypertensive subjects in Japan (Ohkubo et al.,
2002). Collectively, circadian disruption as a result of shift work is a recognized
occupational risk factor for cardiovascular disease.

Sleep
Approximately one third of Canadians report getting less than the recommended
amount of sleep (NSF, 2013). Insufficient sleep has become such a widespread issue
that it was acknowledged as a public health epidemic in 2014 by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in the United States (CDC, 2014). Clinical studies demonstrate
that both short and long sleep durations outside of the recommended guidelines are
associated with increased risk of heart disease. For example, short (<7 h) and long (>9
h) sleep durations were associated with increased risk of overall cardiovascular mortality,
in a meta-analysis of 19 studies totaling over 800,000 individuals (Krittanawong et al.,
2017). Similarly, short and long sleep durations were associated with on average a 27%
higher risk of MI, while healthy sleep duration was protective against MI risk, in an analysis
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of 461,347 participants from the UK Biobank (Daghlas et al., 2019). Moreover, in addition
to sleep duration, sleep regularity may also play a role in cardiovascular disease risk, as
a high variability in day-to-day sleep duration was associated with up to a 2.14-fold higher
risk of cardiovascular disease (Huang et al., 2020). Sleep-disordered breathing is another
common cause of sleep disruption, and has been associated with increased risk of heart
failure, coronary heart disease, and stroke, following polysomnography and analysis of
self-reported cardiovascular disease in 6,424 individuals from the Sleep Heart Health
Study (Shahar et al., 2001). Daily sleep/wake cycles are tightly linked with circadian
rhythms, and sleep restriction was shown to alter the diurnal profiles of both BP and HR,
using ambulatory BP monitoring before and after experimental sleep restriction in 18
healthy subjects (Lusardi et al., 1996). Together, disruption of sleep and circadian
rhythms in humans is a risk factor for heart disease, and translational strategies to
promote healthy sleep and circadian rhythms are warranted.
Collectively, these studies demonstrate a critical link between circadian rhythm
disruption and the incidence and progression of cardiovascular disease in human
populations.
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1.3.3 Adverse Cardiovascular Effects of Circadian Disruption in Experimental
Models
In addition to the observations from human populations, experimental animal models
have also been an important tool to understand the underlying mechanisms mediating
the adverse effects of circadian disruption on cardiovascular physiology and in the
etiology and progression on heart disease. This section will summarize some of these
key findings from studies using environmental and genetic rodent models.

Circadian Desynchrony Causes Heart Disease
Circadian desynchrony, or a misalignment between the period of the endogenous
circadian pacemaker and the external environment, has been demonstrated as a causal
factor in the development of cardiovascular disease using a number of circadian rodent
strains. Golden hamsters with a heterozygous mutation in the circadian gene casein
kinase 1 epsilon (CK1ε) (tau/+) have an altered circadian period of 22 h (Ralph and
Menaker, 1988). These animals were shown to develop dilated cardiomyopathy, with
increased fibrosis and impaired contractility, when housed in a 24 h light: dark cycle out
of sync with their mutant period (Martino et al., 2008). In addition, male ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice,
with an endogenous circadian period of ~28 h, develop age-dependent cardiomyopathy
by 18 months of age, characterized by cardiac hypertrophy, fibrosis, and impaired
contractile function (Alibhai et al., 2017a). These experimental models reiterate clinical
findings of circadian rhythm disruption as a causal risk factor in the etiology of heart
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disease and demonstrate an important role for the molecular circadian mechanism in
coordinating healthy cardiovascular biology.

Diurnal Disruption and Cardiovascular Disease Outcomes
Diurnal disruption, through manipulations in the environmental light/dark cycle, has
also been shown to adversely affect cardiac remodeling in pre-existing heart disease. In
cardiomyopathic Syrian hamsters, chronic diurnal disruption led to congestive heart
failure and significantly reduced life span, as compared to non-shifted hamsters, following
continuous weekly reversal of the light: dark cycle (Penev et al., 1998). Moreover, Martino
et al. showed that wild type mice housed in a 20 h diurnal environment following pressure
overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy developed worse cardiac remodeling with left
ventricular dilation and impaired contractility, as compared to mice housed in a normal 24
h environment (Martino et al., 2007). Reversal back to the 24 h environment was sufficient
to attenuate the cardiac disease phenotype in disrupted mice (Martino et al., 2007),
underscoring the importance of maintaining normal diurnal rhythms to limit cardiovascular
disease progression and improve outcomes.
Collectively, this section highlights the adverse consequences of circadian rhythm
disruption in human and animal models of cardiovascular disease.
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1.4

CIRCADIAN MEDICINE
Circadian rhythms are fundamental to health, and disruption of rhythms worsens both

the incidence and outcomes of disease. The emerging field of circadian medicine aims to
target the time-of-day regulation of physiology and pathophysiology to improve human
health and benefit outcomes in disease (Figure 1.7). We have developed a three-pronged
approach using i) pharmacology, ii) genetics, and iii) environment in order to study how
circadian biology can be applied to medicine. Each of these approaches will be discussed
in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 1.7. Circadian medicine. Circadian medicine is an emerging field that aims to
apply our basic science understanding of the role of circadian rhythms in physiology and
pathophysiology into how we practice medicine, in order to develop new approaches to
benefit patients.
Photo by Dr. Tami Martino, August 2019.
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1.4.1 Pharmacology
A) Chronotherapy
The concept of chronotherapy refers to timing therapeutic interventions and drug
treatments to correspond with the endogenous circadian cycle in order to maximize
therapeutic efficacy, i.e. “clocking the drugs” (Sulli et al., 2018a). The translational
rationale for chronotherapy is that additional therapeutic benefit may be achieved by
considering the circadian rhythm of drug pharmacokinetics and of the biological drug
target within the body. To date, several clinical studies have applied the concept of
chronotherapy to the treatment of cardiovascular disease. In the treatment of
hypertension, for example, evening administration of the short-acting angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitor (ACEi) quinapril was shown to be more effective at reducing
24 h blood pressure, as compared to morning dosing, in 18 hypertensive patients
(Palatini, 1992). β-blocker therapy may also benefit from time-of-day dosing, as evening
administration of delayed-release propranolol resulted in greater plasma levels during the
vulnerable morning hours in healthy subjects, as compared to standard drug formulations
(Sica et al., 2003). Moreover, bedtime aspirin administration showed greater efficacy in
reducing morning platelet reactivity in healthy subjects, supporting that bedtime aspirin
intake may be more effective at mitigating the increased morning risk of adverse
cardiovascular events (Bonten et al., 2014). Collectively, evening dosing of antihypertensive medications has subsequently been shown to improve cardiovascular
disease outcomes, as hypertensive subjects taking at least 1 of their medications at
bedtime had a lower risk of future adverse cardiovascular events, in the Ambulatory Blood
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Pressure Monitoring for Prediction of Cardiovascular Events (MAPEC) study (Hermida et
al., 2010). Chronotherapy has wide-ranging applications in clinical medicine, with over
50% of the top 100 best-selling drugs in the United States targeting circadian gene
products (Zhang et al., 2014). In addition to the timing of drug treatments, surgical
interventions could also benefit from time-of-day approaches, as patients showed lower
incidence of adverse cardiac events following afternoon vs. morning aortic valve
replacement surgery, in a cohort study of 596 patients with severe aortic stenosis
(Montaigne et al., 2018). Taken together, evidence from clinical studies suggests that
chronotherapy may be an effective way to improve patient outcomes with established
therapies.
These clinical findings have also been supported by data from experimental animal
models demonstrating the benefits of chronotherapy. Martino et al. demonstrated that
sleep time administration of the short-acting ACEi captopril led to less adverse cardiac
remodeling and improved cardiac function as compared to wake time administration,
independent of differences in BP reduction, using the murine pressure overload-induced
cardiac hypertrophy model (Martino et al., 2011). The underlying biological mechanisms
mediating chronotherapy efficacy can also be explained by circadian rhythms in drug
elimination, as the β-blockers propranolol, metoprolol, sotalol, and atenolol all exhibited
greater half-lives when administered at sleep time versus wake time in the rat (Lemmer
et al., 1985). Moreover, time-of-day rhythms in the expression of drug targets in the body
may also influence therapeutic efficacy, as the prothrombotic factor PAI-1 was shown to
be under direct regulation of the CLOCK:BMAL1 heterodimer, using in vitro luciferase
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reporter assays (Schoenhard et al., 2003). Collectively, chronotherapy provides a unique
strategy to improve modern medicine by considering time-of-day in therapeutic
interventions to match patients’ underlying circadian biology.
Despite evidence demonstrating chronotherapy as a promising approach to improve
standard-of-care therapies, clinical data is still lacking. From the last 50 years of clinical
studies, only 106 published clinical trials reported testing more than one time-of-day of
dosing, as shown in a literature review of all prospective and retrospective clinical trials
from 1970-2019 (Ruben et al., 2019). In this thesis, Chapter 4 demonstrates that over
3/4 of the top prescribed heart medications listed by the American Heart Association
target genes that are rhythmically expressed in the heart, demonstrating the further
potential impact of chronotherapy in the treatment of heart disease.

B) Small-Molecule Circadian Clock Modulators
A new frontier in circadian rhythm research has been the development of smallmolecule modulators of the circadian clock mechanism, i.e. “drugging the clock” (Sulli et
al., 2018a). Many of these new drugs target the negative feedback and accessory arms
of the circadian clock mechanism, producing physiological effects that may be applied to
improve outcomes in disease, as shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1. Representative small-molecule circadian clock modulators in in vitro and in
vivo experimental models.
Circadian
target

Modulators

Circadian or
target activities

Physiological effects

REV-ERB

GSK4112

REV-ERB agonist

Inhibits
gluconeogenesis and
inflammatory responses
in primary cells

(Grant et
al., 2010,
Gibbs et
al., 2012)

SR9011

REV-ERB agonist

Improves glucose
homeostasis in obese
mice

(Solt et al.,
2012,
Banerjee
et al.,
2014)

Promotes wakefulness,
reduce anxiety
SR9009

REV-ERB agonist

Ref.

Benefits infarct healing
and reduces infarct
expansion in reperfused
MI

(Reitz et
al., 2019,
Sulli et al.,
2018b,
Stujanna
Impairs glioblastoma
et al.,
growth and improves
2017,
survival
Zhang et
al., 2017a,
Improves MI survival
Alibhai et
with pre-treatment
al., 2017a,
Reduces cardiomyocyte Sitaula et
hypertrophy
al., 2015,
Reduces plaque size in Banerjee
et al.,
atherosclerotic mice
2014, Solt
Promotes wakefulness, et al.,
reduce anxiety
2012)
Improves glucose
homeostasis in obese
mice

GSK2945,
GSK0999,

REV-ERB
agonists

Inhibits inflammatory
response
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(Trump et
al., 2013)

GSK5072,
GSK2667
SR8278

REV-ERB
antagonist

Reduces glucagon
secretion from
pancreatic alpha cells
Reduces anxiety and
promotes mania-like
behaviour

(Vieira et
al., 2013,
Chung et
al., 2014,
Montaigne
et al.,
2018)

Reduces infarct size in
the ex vivo perfused
heart following global
hypoxia-reoxygenation

ROR

ARN5187

REV-ERBβ
agonist

Cytotoxic against
cancer cells

(De Mei et
al., 2015)

SR1078

ROR agonist

Inhibits hepatoma cell
growth

(Byun et
al., 2015,
Wang et
al., 2016,
Zhao et
al., 2017)

Improves autistic
behaviour in mice
Benefits outcomes in
diabetic
cardiomyopathy
Nobiletin

ROR agonist

Improves metabolic
homeostasis in
obese/diabetic mice
Shows broad efficacies
against tumours,
inflammation, and
cardiovascular disease

(He et al.,
2016,
Zhang et
al., 2016,
Zhang et
al., 2017b)

SR1001

RORα/γ inverse
agonist

Inhibits TH17 cell
differentiation and
autoimmunity

(Solt et al.,
2011b)

SR2211,
SR1555,
Digoxin,

RORγ inverse
agonists

Inhibits Th17 cell
differentiation

(Kojetin
and Burris,
2014)
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Ursolic acid,
ML209
SR3335

RORα inverse
agonist

Reduces blood glucose
in obese mice
Exacerbates cardiac
remodeling in diabetic
cardiomyopathy

CRY1/2

CK1

(Kumar et
al., 2011,
Zhao et
al., 2017)

KL001

CRY stabilizer

Improves glucose
tolerance in obese mice

(Hirota et
al., 2012,
Humphries
et al.,
2016)

KS15

CRY inhibitor

Inhibits breast cancer
cell growth

(Chun et
al., 2014,
Chun et
al., 2015)

PF-670462

CK1δ/ε inhibitor

Restores 24 h activity
cycles in behaviourally
arrhythmic mice

(Meng et
al., 2010)

PF-4800567

CK1ε inhibitor

Minimal effects on
circadian period

(Walton et
al., 2009)

Note: Adapted from (Chen et al., 2018) and including more recent studies. Chen Z, Yoo
SH, Takahashi JS. Development and Therapeutic Potential of Small-Molecule Modulators
of Circadian Systems. Annu Rev Pharmacol Toxicol. 2018; 58:231-252. See Appendix I
for permission details.

In the accessory arm of the circadian clock mechanism, REV-ERB has emerged as a
potential drug target in the treatment of disease, through the development of synthetic
ligands to activate or antagonize receptor function, as reviewed by (Kojetin and Burris,
2014). In 2008, the first synthetic REV-ERB ligand, GSK4112, was developed and shown
to increase REV-ERB-NCoR binding using a fluorescence resonance energy transfer
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(FRET) biochemical screen (Meng et al., 2008). Using this initial scaffold, additional
ligands with greater potency and bioavailability were synthesized and studied in vivo. The
REV-ERB agonist SR9009, for example, was demonstrated to alter circadian behavior
and clock gene expression in the mouse brain, and was one of the first synthetic REVERB ligands to show in vivo efficacy in reversing the metabolic effects of diet-induced
obesity (Solt et al., 2012).
To date, evidence from experimental models has shown that circadian medicine
targeting REV-ERB can improve outcomes in cardiovascular disease. Alibhai et al. first
studied the potential of SR9009 to mitigate cardiac hypertrophy in the transverse aortic
constriction (TAC) model of cardiac pressure overload and found less cardiac remodeling
and reduced heart size in mice treated with SR9009 for two weeks post-TAC, as
compared to vehicle controls (Alibhai et al., 2017a). Zhang et al. subsequently
demonstrated that SR9009 enhances REV-ERB transcriptional repression of MEF2driven pathologic gene expression in cardiomyocytes, using in vitro experiments in
neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (Zhang et al., 2017a). Moreover, SR9009 was shown
to improve survival in mice post-MI when administered starting 1 day before surgery,
using the murine model of permanent left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery
ligation (Stujanna et al., 2017). Alternatively, pharmacological inhibition of REV-ERB, with
the synthetic antagonist SR8278, was shown to reduce cardiomyocyte death in the ex
vivo perfused heart following global hypoxia-reoxygenation (Montaigne et al., 2018).
Together these findings provide exciting evidence of the application of circadian medicine
using small molecule circadian modulators to treat heart disease.
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However, despite these promising findings in other cardiovascular disease models, no
previous studies have investigated the potential of circadian medicine to improve
outcomes in the clinically relevant model of myocardial ischemia/reperfusion. Our group
has subsequently shown that short-term, in vivo treatment with SR9009 following
myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (mI/R) injury can effectively limit cardiac remodeling and
prevent progression to heart failure (Reitz et al., 2019), as will be described in Chapter 2
of this thesis. Together, these studies demonstrate pharmacological targeting of the
circadian clock mechanism as an attractive therapeutic strategy in the treatment of
cardiovascular disease.

1.4.2 Genetics
Circadian rhythms in our behaviour and physiology are driven by the rhythmic
expression of genes under the control of the molecular circadian clock mechanism. This
discovery of the genetic basis of the mammalian circadian mechanism, coupled with the
subsequent sequencing of the entire mouse genome (Mouse Genome Sequencing et al.,
2002), has enabled researchers to design genetic mouse models of circadian gene
mutations to uncover the underlying role of these components in normal cell function and
physiology. For example, a single nucleotide transversion in the Clock gene was identified
to underlie the behavioural and physiological defects observed in the ClockΔ19/Δ19 mouse
model (King et al., 1997). This has subsequently led to the characterization of circadian
gene polymorphisms in humans, with potential implications for disease.
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In humans, genetic polymorphisms in circadian clock genes have been associated
with changes in both behaviour as well as disease risk. In 1998, a single nucleotide
polymorphism in the human Clock gene, the 3111C allele, was associated with increased
evening preference, i.e. a later chronotype, as compared to 3111C-negative subjects
(Katzenberg et al., 1998). Circadian gene polymorphisms were subsequently
demonstrated to underlie extreme sleep phenotypes in human subjects. For example, a
missense mutation in the human Per2 gene was identified as the underlying genetic
cause of familial advanced sleep phase syndrome (FASPS), following single-strand
confirmation polymorphism analysis in individuals with and without FASPS (Toh, 2001).
Similarly, extreme evening preference, known as delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS),
was associated with a length polymorphism in the human Per3 gene, following PCR
analysis of blood from 16 patients with clinically diagnosed DSPS and buccal swabs from
105 control subjects (Archer et al., 2003). Similarly, circadian genes play a role in
regulating normal human physiology, as a combination of 5004 clock gene
polymorphisms in 18 genes (Bmal1/2, Clock, Cry1/2, Dbp, Dec1/2, Npas2, Rev-erbα/β,
Per1-3, Pparα, Pparγ, Rorα, and Rorβ) showed a significant association with phenotypic
variance in systolic blood pressure, in a study of 819 participants from the Genetics of
Lipid Lowering Drugs and Diet Network (GOLDN) cohort (Dashti et al., 2015). Moreover,
circadian gene polymorphisms can influence individual susceptibility to disease, as the 3marker haplotype, rs6486121, rs3789327, and rs969485, in Bmal1 was associated with
increased risk of hypertension in a study of 1304 individuals from the British Diabetes in
Family cohort (Woon et al., 2007). Taken together, these studies demonstrate the critical
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role of circadian genes in regulating diurnal human behaviour and physiology and may
open new avenues for personalized circadian medicine.
Experimental models provide an invaluable tool to study how circadian biology can be
applied to medicine. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I demonstrate how key factors of the
molecular circadian mechanism, namely REV-ERB and CLOCK, play critical roles in
infarct healing following mI/R, using genetic mouse knockout and transgenic models.
Moreover, Chapter 3 will investigate the previously unknown role of the circadian
mechanism and CLOCK in resilience to cardiovascular disease. These studies open new
avenues that can be used to apply circadian genetics to human medicine.

1.4.3 Environment
The third approach in developing strategies to apply circadian medicine is the
circadian environment, or interventions to maintain normal circadian and sleep/wake
rhythms using timed light exposure or food intake, i.e. “training the clock” (Sulli et al.,
2018a). Human studies have demonstrated that interventions such as light therapy can
be applied in the treatment of circadian rhythm disturbances (e.g. jet-lag and shift work),
as reviewed in (Dodson and Zee, 2010). These interventions have been used to reduce
the disruptive effects of shift work, for example, as nurses were better able to adapt to
working permanent night shifts when exposed to nighttime bright light while also reducing
morning light exposure using tinted goggles (Boivin and James, 2002). In addition to light,
strategies aimed at restricting the timing of food intake have also shown potential in
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normalizing peripheral circadian rhythms. Time-restricted feeding (TRF) was shown to
both attenuate and reverse body weight gain in mice on a high-fat, high-sucrose diet, by
limiting access to food to only 8-9 h during the active phase (Chaix et al., 2014). The first
human trial of early TRF showed improved insulin sensitivity and reduced blood pressure,
even without weight loss, using a 6 h daily eating period intervention for 5 weeks in 8
male participants with pre-diabetes (Sutton et al., 2018). Taken together, strategies that
take advantage of the physiological and molecular underpinnings of the circadian system
can be applied to both normalize circadian rhythms in disease and to improve our
biological adaptation to disruptive environments.
As circadian rhythms regulate the physiology of multiple organ systems, including the
heart, circadian medicine applications targeting the circadian environment can be applied
to the treatment of cardiovascular disease. Chapter 4 of this thesis will investigate how
environmental strategies to improve nighttime rest can benefit outcomes in heart disease.
Using sleep time light exposure in the nocturnal mouse, this work establishes a novel
experimental model to understand the normal biological role of rest in cardiovascular
health and healing from heart disease.
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1.5

STUDY 1 BACKGROUND – CIRCADIAN MEDICINE FOR THE TREATMENT

OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION

This section will discuss the background leading into Chapter 2 of this thesis:
Circadian Medicine for the Treatment of Myocardial Infarction. Here we will review the
epidemiology of myocardial infarction in humans, disease pathophysiology as determined
from experimental studies, current clinical interventions, and new frontiers in the
treatment of MI.

1.5.1 Definition & Epidemiology of Myocardial Infarction
The clinical definition of myocardial infarction (MI) is myocardial cell death as a result
of ischemia or reduced blood flow to the heart (Thygesen et al., 2007). Ischemic heart
disease, also known as coronary artery disease, is the major cause of MI and is also the
most common type of heart disease, affecting approximately 2.4 million Canadian adults
(PHAC, 2018). In Canada, MI accounts for over 60,000 hospitalizations/year (PHAC,
2009), with cardiovascular disease as a whole costing the Canadian economy
approximately $20.9 billion per year (ConfBoardCan, 2010). Damage to the myocardium
as a result of MI ultimately progresses to the development of heart failure, for which there
is no cure. Even with current treatment strategies, there is a 25% mortality rate within 1
year of heart failure diagnosis (Yeung et al., 2012). As a result, there remains an urgent
need to investigate new targets in the treatment of MI.
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In 1912, Dr. James Herrick was one of the first to report the clinical features of MI in
humans, described as the sudden obstruction of the coronary arteries of the heart
(Herrick, 1983). Today, MI is classified based on imaging, ECG, and diagnostic biomarker
criteria (Thygesen et al., 2018). The major types of MI involve an impairment in oxygen
supply to the heart, either as a result of a thrombotic occlusion in the coronary arteries or
reduced blood flow from acute stressors or a narrowing of the coronary arteries
(Thygesen et al., 2018) (Figure 1.8).

Figure 1.8. Pathophysiology of myocardial infarction (MI). MI refers to myocardial cell
death due to prolonged ischemia (left). MI can result from the partial or complete occlusion
of the coronary arteries due to thrombotic rupture of atherosclerotic plaque (middle) or
from a variety of stressors resulting in reduced oxygen supply to the heart (right).
Note: Adapted from Thygesen K, Alpert JS, Jaffe AS, Chaitman BR, Bax JJ, Morrow DA,
White HD. Fourth Universal Definition of Myocardial Infarction (2018). J Am Coll Cardiol.
2018 Oct 30;72(18):2231-2264, with permission. See Appendix I for permission details.
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1.5.2 Pathophysiology of Myocardial Infarction
Myocardial tissue has limited ability to regenerate and is instead replaced with fibrous
scar tissue to maintain the structure of the heart (Lowe and Wartman, 1944). This process
of infarct healing involves a temporal sequence of inflammatory events leading to scar
formation. Importantly, the size of the resulting infarct is a critical determinant of functional
outcome post-MI, as was demonstrated experimentally in rats with small, moderate, or
severe infarcts following surgical occlusion of the LAD (Pfeffer et al., 1979). Therefore,
understanding the early healing responses in the pathophysiology of MI is essential to
develop treatments to limit infarct size and improve long-term outcomes.

Infarct Healing – Inflammatory Phase
MI results in the activation of innate and adaptive immune responses, critical for the
removal of cellular debris and tissue repair, but which can also exacerbate further injury.
Studies using experimental models of MI have demonstrated that initial damage to the
myocardium triggers inflammation through the activation of complement factors and
secretion of chemoattractive cytokines (Birdsall et al., 1997). These initial responses
trigger immune cell infiltration to the site of injury through the up-regulation of adhesion
molecules on immune and endothelial cells (Gamble et al., 1985).
Following myocardial ischemia, cells that are necrotic, damaged, or stressed can
release “danger signals” or danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). These
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substances bind to pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) on the surface of neighbouring
cells and infiltrating immune cells, activating a cascade of inflammatory events. Toll-like
receptor 4 (TLR4) has been demonstrated as a critical PRR in the pathophysiology of MI,
as TLR4-deficient mice develop significantly smaller infarcts and exhibit less inflammation
as compared to controls, following myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (mI/R) injury (Oyama
et al., 2004). One of the critical downstream effectors of TLR activation is the NACHT,
LRR, and PYD domains-containing protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome, which has been
shown to be activated in cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, and infiltrating leukocytes post-MI
(Mezzaroma et al., 2011). Stimulation of membrane TLRs activates an intracellular
priming signal, which induces the transcription and translation of Nlrp3 and associated
cytokines, Il-1β and Il-18, and this signal is a critical mediator of subsequent NLRP3induced cardiac remodeling (Toldo et al., 2015b). Following priming, extracellular ATP
triggers a second activation signal, enhancing K+ efflux from the cell, leading to the
formation of the active inflammasome complex (Franchi et al., 2007). The inflammasome
complex then activates caspase-1, leading to the production and secretion of the mature
proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 and the recruitment of additional inflammatory
mediators to the site of injury, as reviewed in (Toldo and Abbate, 2018).
In response to these early inflammatory signals, neutrophils are the first cell type to
infiltrate the myocardium, with recruitment detected in the first 24 h post-ischemia by
histological assessment in a rat mI/R model (Smith et al., 1988). Neutrophils release
peroxidases, generate reactive oxygen species, and are capable of phagocytosing dead
tissue (Root and Metcalf, 1977). Following neutrophil infiltration, monocytes are recruited
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to the heart, peaking at day 1 and decreasing during the first week post-mI/R in the mouse
(Dewald et al., 2004). Monocyte recruitment involves a two phase response, involving the
recruitment of pro-inflammatory Ly-6Chi monocytes with enhanced phagocytic and
proteolytic properties followed by the infiltration of Ly-6Clo monocytes with reduced
inflammatory capacity and proangiogenic properties (Nahrendorf et al., 2007). Following
MI, infiltrating monocytes then differentiate into macrophages within the heart,
contributing to the phagocytosis of cellular debris (Heidt et al., 2014). The activation and
recruitment of adaptive immune cells occurs by day 3 following mI/R in mice (Yan et al.,
2013). CD4+ T cells are important regulators of infarct healing, as CD4-knockout mice
have greater left ventricular (LV) dilation and disturbed scar formation post-MI, as
determined by echocardiographic and histological assessment (Hofmann et al., 2012).
Together these studies demonstrate the intricate temporal organization of inflammatory
events following myocardial infarction and the importance of the proper coordination of
these events for optimal infarct healing.

Infarct Healing – Proliferation and Maturation Phase
Experimental studies have characterized the proliferative phase of infarct healing by
the proliferation and differentiation of cardiac fibroblasts into myofibroblasts and the
deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, as reviewed in (Humeres and
Frangogiannis, 2019). By day 4 post-MI, proliferation of myofibroblasts and endothelial
cells was detected in the border zone of the infarcted mouse heart, following BrdU
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injection and immunostaining (Virag and Murry, 2003). Moreover, fibroblasts isolated from
infarcted myocardium showed increased rates of proliferation and collagen synthesis in
vitro, as compared to fibroblasts from healthy myocardium (Squires et al., 2005). During
the proliferation phase, α-smooth muscle actin (αSMA)-expressing myofibroblasts were
detected in infarcted myocardium from days 3-10 post-MI, correlating with increased
collagen deposition, as shown by picrosirius red staining (Fu et al., 2018). The maturation
phase is subsequently characterized by a loss of αSMA expression and a thickening and
reorganization of collagen III-type fibers in the infarct region from week 1-2 post-MI (Fu
et al., 2018). The proper temporal coordination of inflammation, proliferation, and scar
maturation is critical for infarct healing and ultimately determines long-term cardiac
structure and function.

Ventricular Remodeling
In order to compensate for the loss of myocardium and resulting fibrous scar tissue,
the heart undergoes maladaptive changes in structure and function in a process called
ventricular remodeling. In 1978, Hutchins and Bulkley demonstrated dilation and thinning
of the infarcted area of the heart, termed “infarct expansion”, in a post-mortem
assessment of hearts from human MI patients (Hutchins and Bulkley, 1978). Early left
ventricular (LV) dilation was demonstrated in human patients as early as 3 days post-MI,
due to dilation of the infarct region rather than remote myocardial remodeling, using
echocardiographic imaging in 27 patients (Erlebacher et al., 1984). However, longer term
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studies subsequently demonstrated the dilation of both infarcted and non-infarcted wall
segments, collectively contributing to increased LV volume and reduced function, in
echocardiographic assessment of 30 patients at 2 weeks post-MI (McKay et al., 1986).
Collectively, ventricular remodeling is influenced by initial infarct size, quality of infarct
healing, and subsequent ventricular wall stress (Pfeffer and Braunwald, 1990). The
processes of infarct healing and ventricular remodeling are summarized in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9. Cardiac repair and remodeling after myocardial infarction. Myocardial
infarction results in the death of the myocardium, triggering the initial inflammatory phase
of infarct healing, followed by myofibroblast proliferation and ECM deposition, and mature
scar formation. The proper temporal coordination of these events is a critical factor in
determining ventricular remodeling and long-term functional outcomes.
Note: Adapted from Weil BR and Neelamegham S. Selectins and Immune Cells in Acute
Myocardial Infarction and Post-infarction Ventricular Remodeling: Pathophysiology and
Novel Treatments. Front. Immunol. 2019; 10:300, under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (CC BY 4.0).
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1.5.3 Clinical Interventions in the Treatment of Myocardial Infarction
Strategies to limit infarct size have been a major focus in the treatment of MI. In 1959,
Fletcher et al. performed one of the first studies in humans theorizing that thrombolytic
therapy could dissolve coronary occlusions (Fletcher et al., 1959). This rationale was
supported by experimental studies demonstrating that coronary artery reperfusion at 3 h
post-MI resulted in significantly smaller infarct size by 1 week, in dogs undergoing LAD
ligation via a reversible arterial clamp versus permanent ligation (Ginks et al., 1972). Antithrombolytic therapies became one of the main clinical treatments for MI, with tissue
plasminogen activator (t-PA) reperfusion therapy improving left ventricular function and
reducing 30-day mortality (GUSTO, 1993). The second major type of reperfusion therapy
– percutaneous coronary angioplasty – was first published by Andreas Gruntzig in 1978,
demonstrating that introduction and inflation of a balloon-tipped catheter at the site of
coronary artery occlusion could restore downstream blood flow (Gruntzig, 1978). An
additional surgical method of coronary reperfusion is coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)
surgery, with one of the first successful human grafts performed by Garrett et al. using
saphenous vein bypass from the ascending aorta to the occluded LAD (Garrett et al.,
1973). In addition, pharmacological therapies to reduce neurohormonal activation, such
as β-adrenergic and renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) blockers, are a key
therapy in limiting remodeling and reducing progression to heart failure, as reviewed in
(von Lueder et al., 2017). While these therapies have resulted in a decline in post-MI
mortality, the incidence of heart failure in these patients continues to rise (Velagaleti et
al., 2008), highlighting the need for additional therapeutic strategies to improve outcomes.
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1.5.4 New Directions – Circadian Medicine to Improve Post-MI Repair
Although therapeutic strategies which reperfuse the occluded coronary arteries postMI

have

led

to

improved

patient

outcomes,

this

process

of

myocardial

ischemia/reperfusion (mI/R) is associated with a rapid inflammatory response and further
myocardial tissue damage, in a process termed ‘reperfusion injury’, as reviewed in
(Eltzschig and Eckle, 2011). Thus, key challenges still remain in developing strategies to
mitigate reperfusion injury, to be provided alongside conventional therapies. Chapter 2
of this thesis investigates circadian medicine targeting the core circadian mechanism
factor, REV-ERB, to reduce reperfusion injury using an in vivo rodent mI/R model. Shortterm pharmacological targeting of REV-ERB for as little as 1 day post-mI/R reduces early
NLRP3 inflammasome activation, leading to less cardiac inflammation, less infarct
expansion, and prevents the progression to heart failure. This is the first investigation
using circadian medicine in an in vivo model of mI/R, and demonstrates a novel and
effective strategy for improving outcomes.
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1.6

STUDY 2 BACKGROUND – CIRCADIAN MECHANISM AND RESILIENCE TO

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

This section will discuss the background leading into Chapter 3 of this thesis:
Circadian Mechanism and Resilience to Cardiovascular Disease. Here we will review the
epidemiology and pathophysiology of obesity and cardiovascular disease, the role of
resilience in the prevention of heart disease, and new frontiers demonstrating the
circadian mechanism as a novel factor underlying resilience to cardiovascular disease
using a mouse model of diet-induced obesity.

1.6.1 Obesity and Metabolic Syndrome
The terms obesity and overweight are defined by a body mass index (BMI) higher than
the healthy range for the given height of an individual (CDC, 2017). Obesity represents a
growing health problem, with a rising global prevalence now affecting over 35% of adults
worldwide (Ng et al., 2014). Importantly, obesity is associated with reduced life
expectancy, with a 30% higher overall mortality rate with every 5 kg/m 2 increase in BMI
in overweight and obese individuals (ProspectiveStudiesCollaboration et al., 2009).
Moreover, obesity is associated with metabolic syndrome, a term that encompasses
several metabolic risk factors, including abdominal obesity, dyslipidemia, hypertension,
and insulin resistance (Grundy et al., 2004). Interestingly, metabolic syndrome may be
more predictive of disease and mortality risk, as “metabolically healthy” obese individuals
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are at lower risk for obesity-associated health complications, as compared to
“metabolically unhealthy” obese patients (Appleton et al., 2013). Several factors are
thought to underlie the rising obesity rates in today’s society, including increased overall
energy intake (Swinburn et al., 2011) as well as diet composition and nutrient imbalance
(Mozaffarian et al., 2011). However, interestingly, studies demonstrate large individual
differences in the response to manipulations of diet and energy balance, suggesting that
gene-environment interactions may play a role in the etiology of obesity (Bouchard, 2008).

1.6.2 Obesity and Cardiovascular Disease
One of the major health complications of obesity and metabolic syndrome is
cardiovascular disease. Mortality from ischemic heart disease shows a strong positive
correlation with increasing BMI, accounting for more than a quarter of all deaths in obese
and overweight individuals (ProspectiveStudiesCollaboration et al., 2009). In human
patients, obesity is associated with increased LV mass, wall thickness, and decreased
cardiac contractile function, versus non-obese subjects (Avelar et al., 2007). Similarly,
metabolic syndrome is associated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease and
cardiovascular disease mortality, in a systematic review including over 950,000 patients
(Mottillo et al., 2010). Despite the increased likelihood of developing heart disease, there
is accumulating clinical evidence of an obesity paradox, in which overweight individuals
with existing heart disease have reduced mortality versus normal weight patients
(Romero-Corral et al., 2006, Kim et al., 2016). Moreover, obese individuals without
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concurrent metabolic syndrome (metabolically healthy) have lower risk for adverse
cardiovascular outcomes as compared to metabolically unhealthy obesity (Meigs et al.,
2006, Kim et al., 2016). These clinical findings demonstrate the multifactorial effects of
obesity and the variability across individuals in the resulting cardiovascular outcomes. In
the 1950s, evidence of a correlation between cardiovascular disease mortality and higher
levels of dietary fat led to the diet-heart hypothesis, that reduced dietary saturated fat
would reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease (Keys, 1953). Yet, despite interventions
to reduce dietary saturated fat, the prevalence of obesity and metabolic syndrome have
continued to rise. Interestingly, individual differences have also been observed in the
impact of diet interventions on health, with obese and overweight individuals showing no
metabolic benefit with reduced saturated fat intake (Hannon et al., 2017). Taken together,
there is a clear link between obesity and heart disease, yet the underlying factors
mediating the individual variability in cardiovascular disease outcomes are poorly
understood.

1.6.3 Pathophysiology of Cardiovascular Disease in Experimental Models of
Diet-Induced Obesity
Studies in rodents have provided additional experimental evidence of the link between
metabolic dysfunction and cardiovascular disease. LV hypertrophy and contractile
dysfunction were observed following 20 weeks of high-fat feeding in wild type mice (Park
et al., 2005). This was preceded by reduced myocardial glucose uptake and altered AMP
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protein kinase activity in the heart, suggesting that altered substrate metabolism may play
a role in the pathogenesis of diet-induced heart disease (Park et al., 2005). Similarly,
cardiac lipid accumulation, cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, and perivascular fibrosis were
observed in mice following chronic high-fat feeding (Noyan-Ashraf et al., 2013). Oxidative
stress may also play an important role in disease pathophysiology, as oxidative stress
markers 4-hydroxynonenal and 3-nitrotyrosine were increased in the myocardium of mice
fed a high-fat high-sugar diet, along with LV hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction (Qin et
al., 2012). Moreover, diet-induced obesity can activate pathological cardiac growth
pathways, as increased expression of phosphorylated Akt and the hypertrophic
transcription factor GATA4 were observed in murine hearts after 6 months of high-fat
feeding (Fang et al., 2008). Collectively, altered myocardial metabolism, stress, and
hypertrophy pathways are all pathological features of diet-induced heart disease.

1.6.4 Resilience
Although obesity and metabolic syndrome are known risk factors for cardiovascular
disease, variable long-term outcomes across individuals suggest that additional factors
may mediate resilience to adverse cardiovascular outcomes. Interestingly, the interaction
between genetics and environment may play a role, as was demonstrated in twin studies,
with heterogeneous outcomes in weight gain and fat deposition observed among pairs of
identical twins in response to long-term overfeeding (Bouchard et al., 1990). These
findings prompt the need for further investigation into resilience, broadly defined as the
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ability of an organism to respond appropriately to stressors in the environment
(Karatsoreos and McEwen, 2011). There has been a growing interest in the influence of
resilience on health, with resilience being positively associated with quality of life and
improved outcomes in chronic disease (Kim et al., 2019). While previous genetic
approaches have focused on identifying gene variants that are predictive of increased
disease risk, an alternative approach is to identify resilience factors that protect
individuals from disease (Leopold and Loscalzo, 2018, Friend and Schadt, 2014).

1.6.5 New Directions – CLOCK and Cardiovascular Disease Resilience
Previous work from our lab has demonstrated that CLOCK and the circadian
mechanism play a critical role in the pathophysiological adaptations to cardiovascular
disease, specifically in the neurobiological responses to heart failure (Duong et al., 2019).
Yet the role of the circadian mechanism in resilience to cardiovascular disease has not
been investigated. Experimental studies have shown that disruption of circadian rhythms
has implications for metabolic health. Turek et al. previously reported that genetic
disruption of CLOCK, in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice, leads to increased obesity when fed a high-fat
diet and metabolic syndrome by 8 months of age (Turek et al., 2005). Interestingly,
although this mouse model develops predisposing risk factors for cardiovascular disease,
to date, no studies have investigated the effects of this metabolic phenotype on cardiac
structure and function. Thus, Chapter 3 of this thesis first recapitulates the metabolic
dysfunction observed in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice on a high-fat diet, and further investigates the
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progression of high-fat diet-induced cardiac remodeling. I show that although ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice develop obesity and metabolic syndrome, remarkably, they are protected from
developing heart disease. ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to high-fat diet-induced gene
changes at the level of the cardiac transcriptome and up-regulate protective cardiac
antioxidants. Collectively, CLOCK is demonstrated as a novel factor mediating resilience
to cardiovascular disease in a model of diet-induced obesity, with important implications
for circadian medicine.
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1.7

STUDY 3 BACKGROUND – REST BENEFITS HEART HEALTH AND REPAIR

This section will discuss the background leading into Chapter 4 of this thesis: Rest
Benefits Heart Health and Repair. Here we will review the focus of current research in
understanding the pathophysiology of disturbing rest and circadian rhythms in human and
experimental models and will introduce new directions in understanding the healthy
biological role of rest for the cardiovascular system and in healing from cardiovascular
disease.

1.7.1 Disrupted Rest and Circadian Rhythms in Humans
A large focus of the circadian field has been in understanding the adverse biological
effects of rhythm disruption, as has been described in more detail in section 1.3.2 above.
The implications of circadian disruption to the general population are far-reaching in
modern society, owing to several factors, including lifestyle (work schedules, shift work,
jet lag), environment (excessive light, electronic devices at night), and medical conditions
(sleep disorders, chronic pain), as reviewed in (Tobaldini et al., 2019). In Canada, for
example, 40-50% of Canadian adults reported getting less than the recommended
amount of nighttime rest, using data collected from the 2009-2013 Canadian Health
Measures Survey (Chang et al., 2018). Many epidemiological studies have demonstrated
an association between disruption of rest and circadian rhythms with long-term health
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consequences, including well-described associations with cardiovascular disease (see
Section 1.3.2).

1.7.2 Disrupted Rest and Circadian Rhythms in Experimental Models
Evidence from experimental models have further demonstrated that disruption of
circadian rhythms and rest has adverse consequences for the cardiovascular system (see
section 1.3.3 above). Much of the focus has been on understanding the pathophysiology
of cardiovascular disease using genetic models of circadian disruption, like the tau/+
mutant hamster (Martino et al., 2008) and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mouse (Alibhai et al., 2017a).
Moreover, studies using environmental disruption, or altering the light/dark cycle to induce
environmental circadian desynchrony, have further demonstrated that disruption of rest
and circadian rhythms has adverse effects on the heart (Penev et al., 1998, Martino et
al., 2007, Alibhai et al., 2014). These adverse effects on cardiovascular biology have been
studied at the molecular level, as Anafi et al. demonstrated large-scale transcriptional
changes in the heart, involved in protein turnover and DNA repair, following one night of
sleep deprivation in mice (Anafi et al., 2013). Moreover, disrupting the nighttime rest
period can worsen cardiovascular disease outcomes, as sleep fragmentation led to
progressively larger atherosclerotic lesions in Apoe-/- mice, as compared to undisturbed
controls (McAlpine et al., 2019). Similarly, our lab has shown that genetic disruption of
the endogenous circadian mechanism leads to age-dependent cardiomyopathy, through
the dysregulation of cardiac growth and hypertrophy pathways in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice
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(Alibhai et al., 2017a). Collectively, these disruption studies have highlighted an important
underlying role for rest and circadian rhythms in cardiovascular health.

1.7.3 New Directions – Rest and the Healing Heart
Physicians recognized the link between rest and the heart over a century ago, as stated
by Dr. James Herrick in 1912, “the importance of absolute rest in bed for several days is
clear”, referring to the treatment of patients following a heart attack (Herrick, 1983). This
relationship holds true in modern medicine as well, as a healthy sleep duration of 7-8 h a
night was protective against MI in individuals with high genetic risk of coronary artery
disease, in a study of over 300,000 participants (Daghlas et al., 2019). In experimental
models, the current field of research has focused on the adverse consequences of rhythm
disruption. However, to date no studies have investigated novel models to understand the
normal biological role of rest and circadian rhythms in cardiovascular growth, renewal,
and repair. Chapter 4 of this thesis establishes an experimental rodent model to study
the healthy benefits of rest for the cardiovascular system. In the healthy heart, nighttime
rest regulates key transcriptional pathways regulating cardiac structure and function. In
cardiovascular disease, rest can limit adverse cardiac remodeling and improve outcomes.
Moreover, rest-responsive pathways are conserved in the diseased human heart,
suggesting future directions for circadian medicine to maintain normal rest and circadian
rhythms to improve outcomes in human patients with cardiovascular disease.
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OVERALL RATIONALE
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide.
Circadian rhythms play a vital role in human health and disease, with the 2017 Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine awarded for the discovery of the molecular circadian
clock. Today, one of the leading-edge frontiers in this field is circadian medicine. Here we
pioneer new approaches to apply circadian medicine to cardiovascular biology,
investigating: i) circadian pharmacology (Study 1), ii) circadian genetics (Study 2), and iii)
the circadian environment (Study 3) (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10. Three-pronged approach to study circadian cardiovascular medicine.

Hypothesis
Circadian rhythms are critical for heart health and healing from cardiovascular disease.
Circadian medicine is a novel strategy to understand the pathophysiological mechanisms
of cardiovascular disease and design new therapies to improve outcomes for patients.
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Objectives
1. Study 1 – Circadian Medicine for the Treatment of Myocardial Infarction
Patients commonly undergo reperfusion therapy following MI, yet the resulting
“reperfusion injury” is a major cause of cardiac inflammation and tissue damage. Our lab
has demonstrated that the circadian mechanism is a critical factor regulating immune
responses post-MI. In this study, I show that short-term pharmacological targeting of the
circadian mechanism with the REV-ERB agonist SR9009 post-mI/R can limit reperfusion
injury and benefit long-term outcomes in mice.
2. Study 2 – Circadian Mechanism and Resilience to Cardiovascular Disease
Genetic circadian disruption in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice leads to obesity and metabolic
syndrome. Although these are known risk factors for cardiovascular disease, the effects
on cardiac structure and function have not been evaluated. Here I show that ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice fed a high-fat diet are protected from heart disease, demonstrating that CLOCK is a
novel factor involved in resilience to cardiovascular disease in diet-induced obesity.
3. Study 3 – Rest Benefits Heart Health and Repair
Disruption of rest and circadian rhythms has adverse consequences for cardiovascular
health and outcomes in disease, in both human and experimental models. Alternatively,
no models exist to study the normal biological role of rest in cardiac growth and renewal.
This study establishes a novel model to interrogate the positive benefits of rest on
cardiovascular health and in healing from cardiovascular disease.
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Study 1 – Circadian Pharmacology

CHAPTER 2
CIRCADIAN MEDICINE TARGETING REV-ERB FOR ONE DAY POSTMYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA/REPERFUSION PREVENTS HEART FAILURE IN MICE
BY TARGETING THE CARDIAC INFLAMMASOME

Based on the publication:
REITZ CJ, Alibhai FJ, Khatua TN, Rasouli M, Bridle BW, Burris TP, Martino TA.
SR9009 administered for one day after myocardial ischemia-reperfusion prevents heart
failure in mice by targeting the cardiac inflammasome. Commun Biol. 2019. 2:353.
PMID: 31602405
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Springer Nature Limited
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Abstract
Reperfusion of patients after myocardial infarction (heart attack) triggers cardiac
inflammation that leads to infarct expansion and heart failure (HF). We previously
showed that the circadian mechanism is a critical regulator of reperfusion injury.
However, whether pharmacological targeting using circadian medicine limits
reperfusion injury and protects against HF is unknown. Here, we show that short-term
targeting of the circadian driver REV-ERB with SR9009 benefits long-term cardiac
repair post-myocardial ischemia reperfusion in mice. Gain and loss of function studies
demonstrate specificity of targeting REV-ERB in mice. Treatment for just one day
abates the cardiac NLRP3 inflammasome, decreasing immunocyte recruitment, and
thereby allowing the vulnerable infarct to heal. Therapy is given in vivo, after
reperfusion, and promotes efficient repair. This study presents downregulation of the
cardiac inflammasome in fibroblasts as a cellular target of SR9009, inviting more
targeting therapeutic investigations in the future.
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Introduction
Ischemic heart disease leading to myocardial infarction (MI, heart attack) is a leading
cause of morbidity and mortality (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Although many patients reach
hospitals in a timely manner and undergo post-ischemia reperfusion (mI/R), unfortunately
this triggers a profound inflammatory response termed “reperfusion injury”, which in turn
leads to infarct expansion and adverse cardiac remodeling and pathological progression
to heart failure (HF) for which there is no cure (Ibanez et al., 2015, Eltzschig and Eckle,
2011, Frangogiannis, 2012, Bolli et al., 2004). Although we cannot predict when an
individual will experience an MI, we can devise strategies to reduce reperfusion injury
after MI, thereby reducing deleterious remodelling to improve on quality of life and
outcomes. Here, we demonstrate how targeting the circadian mechanism reduces the
NLRP3 inflammasome, leading to less reperfusion injury. Treatment for as little as 1 day
post-mI/R provides a window of time in which the infarct region can intrinsically heal,
thereby reducing adverse remodeling and protecting against the development of HF.
The basis for our approach is built on the solid existing foundation of clinical and
experimental evidence showing that the immune system plays a fundamental role in
mitigating reperfusion injury post-mI/R (Vinten-Johansen, 2004, Horckmans et al., 2017,
Schloss et al., 2017, Epelman et al., 2015, Alibhai et al., 2014). It has long been thought
that reducing the early inflammatory responses is a key promising strategy for intervention
(Frangogiannis, 2012, Epelman et al., 2015, Nahrendorf et al., 2010). However, earlier
studies targeting the immune system used broad approaches that failed to show clinical
effectiveness, likely in large part because they mitigated not only the deleterious
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pathways involved in infarct healing but also the beneficial pathways that were crucial for
healing (Seropian et al., 2014). Our innovative approach is based on specific targeting of
the circadian mechanism, which we recently discovered is a key regulator of immunocyte
recruitment to infarcted myocardium (Alibhai et al., 2014). Here we show that targeting
the circadian mechanism at the time of reperfusion limits formation of the cardiac NLRP3
inflammasome to reduce the subsequent cascade of inflammatory responses that are
involved in infarct expansion, with clear benefits on cardiac structure, function, and
outcome.
Circadian medicine to benefit treatment of clinically relevant mI/R has never been
pursued, because to date we lacked the pharmacology to do so. However, most recently
we have developed pharmacology that targets the circadian mechanism, such as the core
driver REV-ERB. In this study, we target REV-ERB post mI/R to increase the constitutive
repression of genes regulated by REV-ERB (Solt et al., 2012), including the
inflammasome that drives adverse immune recruitment to the infarcted myocardium. We
use the clinically relevant murine coronary artery ligation/reperfusion mI/R model, and the
REV-ERB agonist SR9009 (Solt et al., 2012), to simulate the possible effects and benefits
on the evolution of ventricular remodeling in humans. Pharmacological targeting of the
circadian mechanism can be given in vivo, after mI/R and alongside conventional
therapies, and is highly effective for improving outcomes.
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Materials and Methods
Experimental design
All animal work was conducted under the guidelines of the Canadian Council on
Animal Care. Briefly, 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice (Charles River) were housed in a 12-h
light (L) and 12-h dark (D) cycle (12:12 LD) for 2 weeks prior to surgery. Mice were
anaesthetized with isoflurane, intubated and ventilated, and subjected to left anterior
descending coronary artery ligation for 45 min, followed by reperfusion (mI/R model), and
then maintained for 8 weeks (heart failure (HF) model). Sham animals underwent the
same surgical procedures, but without coronary artery ligation. All surgeries were
performed between ZT01 and ZT04, unless otherwise indicated, and all samples were
collected for molecular analyses at ZT07 unless otherwise noted. Following recovery from
mI/R, the mice were randomized to one of two groups. Either (i) they were given SR9009
(100 mg per kg in 15% cremophor, once daily at ZT06), or (ii) were given vehicle only
(15% cremophor). Dosage was based on murine studies of in vivo efficacy (Solt et al.,
2012, Alibhai et al., 2017a, Sitaula et al., 2015). Following treatment (for 1 to 5 days as
described in the studies), all groups were maintained without any further drug treatments
for up to 8 weeks post-mI/R. To show that all infarcts started the same, hearts were
collected within the first day, and Evans Blue and 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride
(TTC) staining was performed. Mice were then followed for pathophysiologic
assessments to determine the benefits of SR9009 targeting of Rev-Erb on outcomes
including by echocardiography (at baseline, 1, 4, and 8 weeks post-mI/R), morphometrics,
in vivo pressure–volume hemodynamics (8 weeks post-mI/R) and pathologic measures
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of infarct volume and infarct expansion (8 weeks post-mI/R). Hearts from a separate set
of mice were collected for examining the effects of SR9009 on Rev-Erb cardiac gene and
protein expression. A third set of hearts were collected for examining how targeting RevErb modulated cytokine and inflammasome responses at 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 14 days postmI/R by RT-PCR. A fourth set of mice was used to quantify how targeting Rev-Erb
affected cardiac immune cell infiltration post-mI/R to benefit outcome (cardiac
myeloperoxidase marker of myeloid cells; total leukocytes, macrophages, and T cell
activation and infiltration). A fifth set were REV-ERB (Nr1d1−/−) knockout mice on a
C57BL/6 background (Chomez et al., 2000), that were maintained in our breeding colony.
They were used to investigate the effects of SR9009 treatment post-mI/R in the absence
of REV-ERBα activity. A sixth set were ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice (Vitaterna et al., 1994) (these
are homozygous for the CLOCK point mutation) bred on a C57Bl/6 background, our
breeding colony is maintained in the Central Animal Facilities at the University of Guelph
(Alibhai et al., 2014, Alibhai et al., 2017a). These and wild type (WT) controls were used
to investigate the link between SR9009 treatment and REV-ERB activity for the benefits
of targeting the circadian mechanism to improve outcomes after mI/R. These animals
were divided into sets for use for determination of gene expression, infarct size after mI/R,
pathophysiology and outcome, and quantification of leukocyte infiltration to the infarcted
myocardium, as described above. A seventh set of mice were used to investigate how
time-of-day and length of treatment influence cardiac inflammation and remodeling and
improved outcomes in HF. For the time-of-day chronotherapy studies, a subset of mice
were killed every 4 h for 24 h, and hearts collected to determine the diurnal profile and
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peak and trough timing of REV-ERB in the heart. All endpoints assessed and n-values
and statistics are provided in detail in the Figure legends and the Supplementary
information.

Animals
Male C57Bl/6 mice (Charles River, Quebec, Canada), and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice (Vitaterna
et al., 1994, King et al., 1997) (homozygous for the CLOCK point mutation, C57Bl/6
background) and Nr1d1−/− mice (Chomez et al., 2000) (null mutation of Rev-Erb, C57Bl/6
background) were housed in a 12 h light (L):12 h dark (D) cycle with lights on at 9:00 am
(Zeitgeber time 0, ZT0) and lights off at 9:00 pm (ZT12). All animals were housed at the
Central Animal Facility, University of Guelph. Standard rodent chow and water were
provided ad libitum throughout the study. All studies were approved by the University of
Guelph Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, and the Canadian Council on
Animal Care guidelines. ClockΔ19/Δ19 and Nr1d1−/− mice were genotyped by allele-specific
PCR (see Supplementary Table 2.9 for primers). Genotyping, and phenotyping of
circadian locomotor activity using running wheel actigraphy, was previously described
(Alibhai et al., 2017a, Vitaterna et al., 1994, Preitner et al., 2002). Individually housed
mice were entrained to a diurnal 12:12 L:D cycle for 2 weeks, followed by transfer to
constant darkness (circadian cycle, DD). The data were analyzed using ClockLab
(ActiMetrics).
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Myocardial ischemia/reperfusion
Eight-week-old mice (22-25 g) underwent surgical ligation of the left anterior
descending (LAD) coronary artery followed by reperfusion. All surgeries were performed
between ZT01-04, unless otherwise described for the time-of-day experiments; for these,
surgeries were either done during the murine sleep time (ZT01-04) or murine wake time
(ZT13-16) using our established protocols (Bennardo et al., 2016). Mice were
anaesthetized with isoflurane, intubated, and ventilated (Harvard Apparatus model 687;
St Laurent, Quebec, Canada). Prior to incision, animals were administered a local
subcutaneous injection of a 50:50 mix of bupivacaine (1.5 mg per kg) and lidocaine (3 mg
per kg). A left-sided incision was made in the third intercostal space to view the heart,
and the pericardium was gently dissected to expose the LAD. A silk 7-0 suture (Ethicon)
was passed underneath the LAD at 1 mm below the left auricle, and a 5 mm piece of PE10 tubing was placed over the LAD. The suture was tied around the tubing and LAD to
induce ischemia for a 45 min period. The chest was temporarily closed, and a sterile cloth
placed over the incision site. After 45 min, the site was re-exposed and the tubing and
suture were removed to allow for LAD reperfusion. The chest and skin were then closed
using a silk 6-0 suture (Ethicon). Sham-operated animals underwent the same procedure
but the LAD was not ligated. Mice were administered buprenorphine (0.1 mg per kg)
analgesia upon awakening, and again at 8 and 24 h postoperatively. Mice were
randomized to either drug treatment or vehicle control, as described below.
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Evans blue and TTC staining
Following reperfusion, mice were anaesthetized, intubated, and ventilated as
described above. For infarct size quantification, the suture was left in the heart during
mI/R surgery to allow the ligature to be re-tied at the same site for infarct size assessment.
A 1% Evans Blue solution was infused through the inferior vena cava to visualize the
ischemic myocardium. The heart was removed, rinsed in 0.9% saline, and sectioned into
1 mm slices using a heart matrix (Zivic Instruments). Slices were incubated in 1% TTC
solution for 10 min, transferred to 10% neutral buffered formalin for 90 min, and
photographed. Infarct area and area at risk (AAR) as a percentage of left ventricle (LV)
were determined as described previously (Alibhai et al., 2014, Bennardo et al., 2016).
Briefly, infarct area and area at risk (AAR) as a percentage of left ventricle were
determined using Adobe Photoshop CS4. Samples were normalized to each slice weight
with the formula: weight (total AAR) = [weight (slice 1) × % AAR (slice 1)] + [weight (slice
2) × % AAR (slice 2)] + [weight (slice n) × % AAR (slice n)]. Infarct area was calculated in
a similar manner. Absolute infarct size was calculated as a ratio of weight (total infarct
area)/weight (total AAR).

SR9009 treatment
The REV-ERB agonist SR9009 treatment was given in a blinded manner,
intraperitoneally (i.p.) at a dose of 100 mg per kg in 15% cremophor, versus vehicle (15%
cremophor), to mice after mI/R. The first treatment was given at ZT06 following
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reperfusion, then once daily for 5 days, and then all animals were maintained without any
treatments for up to 8 weeks after mI/R. Dosage was based on murine studies of in vivo
efficacy (Solt et al., 2012, Alibhai et al., 2017a, Sitaula et al., 2015, Amador et al., 2016).
In a separate study investigating only normal healthy hearts, mice were injected i.p. at
ZT06 once per day for 2 weeks. A separate cohort of mice used to investigate the timeof-day effects of SR9009 treatment post-mI/R were given the drug at ZT18 at reperfusion
and then for all 5 days, or ZT18 post-reperfusion followed by ZT06 once daily for 5 days.
Another experiment investigated whether treatment was effective if given at ZT06 for 1,
3, or 5 days.

Echocardiography
To assess cardiac function and morphometry, animals were assessed at baseline, 1,
4, and 8 weeks post-mI/R, in a blinded manner under light anesthesia (1.5% isoflurane)
using a GE Vivid 7 Dimension ultrasound machine (GE Medical Systems) with a i13L 14
MHz linear-array transducer. Measurements were taken at the mid-papillary level and
used to determine left ventricular internal dimension at end-diastole (LVIDd), left
ventricular internal dimension in systole (LVIDs), % ejection fraction (% EF), % fractional
shortening (% FS), and heart rate (HR). A minimum of five images per mouse heart were
analyzed.
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Pressure-volume hemodynamics in vivo
Hemodynamics measurements were collected at 8 weeks post surgery. Animals were
anesthetised using 4% isoflurane, intubated, and hemodynamic measurements were
taken as previously described (Alibhai et al., 2014, Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al.,
2017b, Martino et al., 2008, Martino et al., 2011). Body temperature was continuously
monitored and maintained. The carotid artery was isolated, a small incision was made,
and a 1.2Fr pressure volume catheter (Transonic) was advanced into the LV via the
ascending aorta. Physiologic LV and aortic pressure measurements were recorded on an
ADInstrument PowerLab. Left ventricular end systolic pressure (LVESP), diastolic
pressure (LVEDP), systolic volume (LVESV), diastolic volume (LVEDV), stroke volume
(SV), cardiac output (CO), maximum and minimum first derivatives of LV pressure
(dP/dtmax; dP/dtmin), systolic/diastolic blood pressures (SBP/DBP) were recorded. Mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP) was calculated as DBP + (SBP-DBP)/3. Continuously
recorded pressures were analyzed with Lab Chart 7 (Colorado Creeks, USA).

Histology
At 8 weeks post-mI/R, mice were euthanized with isoflurane and cervical dislocation.
Body weight (BW), heart weight (HW), and tibia length (TL) were collected for each
animal. Hearts were perfused with 1 M KCl, fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for
24 h, and paraffin embedded. Hearts were sectioned (5 μm) from apex to base, collecting
ten sections every 300 μm. Sections were stained with Masson’s trichrome for infarct
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quantification. Infarct volume was calculated as a percentage of LV volume. Relative
infarct expansion was determined by dividing the sum of the endocardial and epicardial
circumference occupied by the infarct by the sum of the total LV epicardial and
endocardial circumferences. n = 5 hearts/group, with images taken by using Q-Capture
(QImaging; Surrey, BC) and analyzed in Image J 1.46 (NIH).

RNA isolation and RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated from hearts using TRIzol (Invitrogen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions, and quality assessed by Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific). RTPCR was performed on a VIIA7 real-time PCR system (Life Technologies) using the RNAto-Ct one step PCR kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) under the following protocol: reverse
transcription, 48 °C for 30 min, 95 °C for 10 min for one cycle, followed by amplification at
95 °C for 15 s, 60 °C for 1 min for 40 cycles, followed by hold at room temperature. The
primers for nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group D1 (Rev-Erbα), nuclear receptor subfamily
1, group D2 (Rev-Erbβ), circadian locomotor output cycles protein kaput (Clock),
interleukin 6 (Il-6), chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (Ccl2)/macrophage chemotactic
protein 1 (Mcp1), Ccl7, NLR Family Pyrin Domain 3 (Nlrp3), Il-1β, Il-18, and histone are
listed in Supplementary Table 2.9. RT-PCR was normalized to histone using the ΔΔCT
method, as described previously (Alibhai et al., 2014, Bennardo et al., 2016, Martino et
al., 2004, Tsimakouridze et al., 2012).
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Myeloperoxidase (MPO) assay
A separate set of hearts were collected at 1, 2, and 3 days post-mI/R for assessment
of myeloid cell infiltration of the infarcted myocardium, by MPO assay, as previously
described (Alibhai et al., 2014). Briefly, animals were killed by isoflurane and cervical
dislocation, and hearts were rinsed in phosphate buffered saline, weighed, and stored at
-80 °C until use. MPO was isolated using the EnzChek Myeloperoxidase Activity Assay
Kit (Life Technologies; Molecular Probes). Tissue was homogenized in 1 mL of 50 mM
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) with 0.5% (w/v) hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium
bromide. The homogenate was sonicated and freeze-thawed three times, then
centrifuged (20,000 rpm, 15 min) using a Beckman Ultracentrifuge (LE-80K). The
supernatant containing MPO was collected and quantified. Values were normalized to
tissue weight. n = 5 hearts/group, and all samples were run in duplicate.

Cell tracking
Cell tracking experiments were performed as previously described (Hofmann et al.,
2012). Briefly, 0.5 μm of fluoresbrite microspheres (Polysciences) were opsonized with
50% mouse serum:PBS, and injected into the infarct border zone in the LV anterior free
wall during mI/R or sham surgery. The myocardium, peripheral lymph nodes (mediastinal,
axillary, cervical, and inguinal), spleen, and bone marrow were collected 24 h later and
analyzed by flow cytometry.
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Immune cell quantification by flow cytometry
A separate set of hearts was collected to quantify immune cell recruitment to the
infarcted myocardium post-mI/R. Briefly, animals were killed as described above. Hearts
were exposed, perfused via cardiac puncture with 100 units heparin in 5 mL saline, and
then removed and rinsed in saline. Epicardial fat, atria, and the free wall of the right
ventricle were removed, and the left ventricle was minced into 1-2 mm pieces with a razor
blade. Hearts were digested for 60 min at 37°C with collagenase type II (1 mg per mL;
Worthington Biochemical Corporation) and DNase I (60 U per mL; Roche Diagnostics
Corporation) in 10 mL RPMI 1640 media (Life Technologies). Released cells were
separated using a 70 μm cell strainer (Fisher Scientific). Cell count and viability (> 90%)
were determined using the trypan blue exclusion method. Aliquots were diluted to 1×10 6
cells in 50 μl staining buffer (PBS, 2% BSA) and incubated with anti-CD16/32 (clone 93,
eBioscience) for 5 min at 4°C to block Fcγ receptors. After blocking, cell suspensions
were incubated with fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies in 50 μl of staining buffer in the
dark for 30 min at 4°C. To examine immunocyte recruitment cells were stained for total
leukocytes with anti-CD45-APC (clone 30-F11, eBioscience), or for macrophages with
anti-CD11b-PE (clone M1/70, Biolegend) and anti-F4/80-FITC (clone BM8, Biolegend)
and anti-CD206-AlexaFluor647 (clone C068C2, Biolegend; M1 = 206-, M2 = 206+), or for
T cells with anti-CD3e-FITC (clone 145-2C11, Biolegend) and anti-CD4-PE (clone GK1.5,
Biolegend), or anti-Ki67-APC (clone 16A8, Biolegend). Samples were analyzed on an
Accuri C6 Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences) using BD Accuri C6 Software (BD
Biosciences) and FlowJo software (Tree Star). n = 5 hearts/group.
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Irradiation and bone marrow transplantation (BMT)
Experiments were performed using established protocols (Kim et al., 2013a). Briefly,
the recipient mice (WT CD45.1+ or Nr1d1−/− CD45.2+, 8 weeks old) were lethally irradiated
with a total dose of 9 Gy (1 Gy per min dose rate; Clinac iX linear accelerator, Varian
Medical Systems) and the following day injected with 6-10×106 bone marrow cells from
donor mice (WT CD45.2+, Nr1d1−/− CD45.2+, or WT CD45.1+) through the tail vein. The
donor cells had been freshly harvested from mice killed by isoflurane and cervical
dislocation, by flushing femurs and tibiae with PBS. Irradiated and reconstituted mice
were housed in a strict barrier environment in autoclaved microisolator cages. Immune
cell reconstitution of recipient mice was validated as >96% by flow cytometry at 8 weeks
post-BMT using anti-mouse CD45.1 (APC, clone A20, Biolegend) and anti-mouse
CD45.2 (PE, clone 104; Biolegend). Using this protocol, we produced three types of BMT
mice: WT to WT (BMTWT→WT) mice, Nr1d1−/− to WT (BMTNr1d1−/−→WT) mice, and WT to
Nr1d1−/− (BMTWT→Nr1d1−/−) mice.

Cardiac myocyte and fibroblast cultures
Neonatal mouse cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts were cultured using standard
techniques (Alibhai et al., 2017a). Cells were plated at a density of 500 cells per mm2 in
the Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium/F12 (DMEM; ThermoFisher Scientific) with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS; ThermoFisher Scientific), 0.1% bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU;
Sigma). After 24 h, the cardiomyocyte cultures were changed to serum-free DMEM
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containing 1% transferrin (Sigma), insulin (Sigma) and BrdU, and SR9009 (dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO; Sigma) at 0 µM, 2.5 µM, 5 µM, or 10 µM. Plates were
incubated under normal (5% CO2/95% Air) or hypoxic (5% CO2/95% N2) conditions at
37°C for 4 h and then under normoxia conditions at 37°C for 18 h. Cardiomyocyte cultures
were assessed for cell viability by lactate dehydrogenase assay (Cytotoxicity Detection
Kit Plus, Roche), as per the manufacturer’s directions. For the neonatal fibroblast
cultures, cells were plated for 24 h and then changed to media containing 100 ng per mL
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) +/- SR9009, or vehicle controls for 24 h. Supernatant was
collected for ELISAs, and cells were collected into CelLytic MT Cell Lysis Reagent
(Sigma) for western blots. Adult mouse cardiac fibroblasts were cultured in 60 mm dishes
by the method of Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2014) for 24 h, and then treated with LPS +/SR9009 as described above, and cells were collected into 700 µl of TRIzol (Invitrogen)
for RNA isolation and RT-PCR of Nlrp3, Il-1β, and Il-18.

Western blots
Protein lysates were prepared using CelLytic MT Cell Lysis Reagent (Sigma) as
described previously (Alibhai et al., 2017a), then subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), with the Precision Plus Protein Dual
Color Standard marker (Bio-Rad) and transferred to PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). Primary
antibodies used were REV-ERBα (mouse monoclonal, clone 4F6; 1:1000; Abgent), or
REV-ERBβ (mouse monoclonal, clone D-8; 1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), or
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NLRP3 (mouse monoclonal, clone Cryo-2; 1:1000; Adipogen), or IL-1β (rabbit polyclonal,
GTX74034; 1:1000; GeneTex), and incubated overnight at 4°C. β-actin (mouse
monoclonal, clone C4; 1:10,000; Millipore) was used as a loading control. Membranes
were washed with tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T), and incubated for 1 h
at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (antimouse, 7076S, 1:5000; anti-rabbit, 7074S, 1:5000; Cell Signaling) in 3% skim milk/TBST. Proteins were visualized using Clarity Western ECL substrate (Bio-Rad), according to
the manufacturer’s specifications. Densitometry quantification was performed using
Image J 1.46 (NIH).

ELISAs
Heart protein lysates or cell culture supernatants were assayed for IL-1β (BMS6002,
Invitrogen) or IL-18 (BMS618/3, Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistics and reproducibility
Values are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical comparisons were done using an
unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test or a one-way or two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Tukey post hoc for multiple comparisons, as applicable. Values of
p ≤ 0.05 are considered statistically significant. All endpoints assessed and n-values and
statistics are provided in detail in the Figure legends.
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Results
Short-term in vivo SR9009 treatment post-reperfusion limits HF
We postulated that pharmacological targeting of REV-ERB after myocardial
ischemia/reperfusion could limit adverse cardiac inflammation, leading to less reperfusion
injury, reduced cardiac remodeling, and protection against heart failure (HF). To test this,
we first used a murine model of the left anterior descending coronary artery ligation and
reperfusion (mI/R), and treated with the REV-ERB agonist SR9009 for the first 5 days
after mI/R, and followed pathophysiology outcomes to 8 weeks HF (Figure 2.1a). Initial
infarct size was consistent among mice, as expected, as measured by Evans Blue and
tetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining (Figure 2.1b). Importantly, even though all infarcts
started the same, those in the SR9009-treated mI/R group developed significantly less
(p < 0.01) cardiac hypertrophy versus those in the mI/R+vehicle group, as indicated by
smaller heart weight (HW) and HW-to-body weight ratios (HW:BW) by 8 weeks HF
(Figure 2.1c). Thus, these data suggest that short-term SR9009 treatment targeting REVERB after mI/R is protective and benefits long-term outcome.
To examine whether these treatment-dependent differences in cardiac enlargement
post-mI/R correlate with in vivo structure and function changes, we performed
echocardiography. Figure 2.1d and Table 2.1 show that the mI/R mice treated short-term
with SR9009 developed significantly (p < 0.0001) less adverse remodeling with smaller
left ventricular (LV) internal diastolic (LVIDd) and systolic (LVIDs) dimensions, along with
better % ejection fraction (% EF) and % fractional shortening (% FS) by 8 weeks HF, as
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compared with vehicle-treated controls. Thus, consistent with the heart size
measurements, treatment with SR9009 for just the first few days after mI/R protects
against adverse cardiac remodeling after reperfusion, and reduces progression to HF.
To establish whether these functional improvements in the SR9009-treated group
were also associated with better cardiac hemodynamic responses, we next measured
these in vivo. The SR9009-treated mI/R mice had significantly (p < 0.005) better LV end
systolic pressure (LVESP) and end systolic (LVESV) and diastolic (LVEDV) volumes
compared with the vehicle-treated controls (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1e). Consistent with the
better cardiac hemodynamics, these mice also exhibited better (p < 0.005) stroke volume,
cardiac output, dP/dtmax and dP/dtmin values, and blood pressure as compared with
vehicle-treated controls (Table 2.1). Thus, short-term treatment with SR9009 results in
better cardiac function and reduced progression to HF as compared with mice not given
the drug in the early days post-mI/R.
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Figure 2.1. Short-term pharmacological targeting of REV-ERB after mI/R protects against
HF. (A) Experimental design, left anterior descending coronary artery ligation for 45 min
of ischemia followed by reperfusion and SR9009 treatment (i.p. once daily at ZT06 for up
to 5 days), and pathophysiologic assessments up to 8 weeks post-mI/R. (B) All infarcts
were reproducibly similar within the first day post-mI/R, as quantified by area at risk:left
ventricle (AAR:LV), infarct area:LV (IN:LV), and infarct area:area at risk (IN:AAR) (n=5
hearts/group). (C) mI/R mice treated with SR9009 for just 5 days had reduced heart
weight (HW) and HW:body weight (BW) vs. mI/R+vehicle controls, at 8 weeks post-mI/R.
*p < 0.01 mI/R+SR9009 vs. mI/R+vehicle. (D) Functional benefits of short-term SR9009
treatment after mI/R include smaller LV diastolic (LVIDd) and systolic (LVIDs) dimensions
and better % ejection fraction (% EF) and % fractional shortening (% FS), as compared
with mI/R+vehicle, by echocardiography over 8 weeks post-mI/R. *p < 0.0001
mI/R+SR9009 vs. mI/R+vehicle. (E) Preserved normal pressure-volume (PV) dynamics
in SR9009-treated mI/R mice, as compared with mI/R+vehicle, representative image. See
Table 2.1 for all pathophysiology values. Values are mean±SEM.
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Table 2.1. Short-term treatment with the REV-ERB agonist SR9009 post-mI/R benefits
long-term cardiac structure and function.
mI/R+SR9009
mI/R+Vehicle
Sham
n
10
10
6
Echocardiography
Baseline
LVIDd (mm)
4.02±0.02
4.01±0.02
4.02±0.03
LVIDs (mm)
2.41±0.03
2.43±0.04
2.39±0.03
EF (%)
76.81±0.60
76.21±0.87
77.76±0.53
FS (%)
39.91±0.53
39.75±0.64
40.69±0.50
HR (bpm)
472±5
472±4
468±7
1 week post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.14±0.04*
4.49±0.11
4.01±0.03
LVIDs (mm)
2.65±0.05*
3.23±0.14
2.38±0.02
EF (%)
72.31±0.87*
60.75±2.24
77.55±0.49
FS (%)
36.15±0.68*
28.22±1.54
40.54±0.44
HR (bpm)
455±7
460±8
474±7
4 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.35±0.03*
4.80±0.09
4.05±0.03
LVIDs (mm)
2.90±0.04*
3.65±0.10
2.43±0.03
EF (%)
68.37±0.82*
53.84±1.44
76.78±0.58
FS (%)
33.14±0.57*
23.92±0.79
39.81±0.53
HR (bpm)
468±4
469±5
485±5
8 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.38±0.04*
4.92±0.11
4.05±0.04
LVIDs (mm)
2.99±0.07*
3.77±0.12
2.39±0.03
EF (%)
66.44±1.67*
53.31±1.46
78.10±0.48
FS (%)
31.93±1.15*
23.61±0.84
40.99±0.45
HR (bpm)
461±9
449±4
471±3
Hemodynamics & morphometry
8 weeks post-mI/R
LVESP (mmHg)
97.11±1.29*
91.43±1.03
98.09±2.14
LVEDP (mmHg)
1.66±0.84
1.83±0.62
0.04±0.55
LVESV (μl)
17.83±1.15*
28.58±1.70
10.85±0.68
LVEDV (μl)
42.02±1.04*
48.90±1.30
37.19±0.96
SV (μl)
24.19±0.68*
20.32±0.79
26.34±0.64
CO (mL/min)
12.16±0.47*
9.97±0.32
13.33±0.64
+dP/dtmax (mmHg/sec)
9,302±339*
7,275±358
10,093±819
-dP/dtmin (mmHg/sec)
-8,543±223*
-6,621±374
-9,262±517
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SBP (mmHg)
95.87±0.86*
91.12±0.66
97.76±1.24
DBP (mmHg)
58.67±0.79
57.28±1.31
61.93±1.40
MAP (mmHg)
70.34±0.61
67.88±0.95
72.91±1.15
HW (mg)
125.30±1.77*
136.10±2.03
118.00±1.00
HW:BW (mg/g)
4.35±0.09*
4.64±0.06
3.96±0.12
BW (g)
28.89±0.64
29.37±0.48
30.02±1.01
HR (bpm)
503±13
495±22
506±18
LVIDd, left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole; LVIDs, LV internal dimensions at
systole; % EF, % ejection fraction; % FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate; LVESP,
left ventricle (LV) end systolic pressure; LVEDP, LV end diastolic pressure; LVESV, LV
end systolic volume; LVEDV, LV end diastolic volume; SV, stroke volume; CO, cardiac
output; dP/dtmax and dP/dtmin, maximum and minimum first derivative of LV pressure; SBP,
systolic blood pressure (BP); DBP, diastolic BP; MAP, mean arterial pressure; HW, heart
weight; BW, body weight. n=8 mI/R+SR9009, mI/R+vehicle, n=6 sham for
hemodynamics. *p<0.05 mI/R+SR9009 vs. mI/R+vehicle, by Student’s t-test. Values are
mean ± SEM.

In view of the better cardiac function in the SR9009-treated mice, we next investigated
whether this was associated with reduced cardiac remodeling and less infarct expansion.
Histopathology revealed that SR9009-treated mice developed less cardiac hypertrophy
(fewer equidistant sections) by 8 weeks HF versus vehicle-treated controls (Figure 2.2a).
Moreover, the treatment clearly prevented consequent damage to the LV infarct region,
versus controls. As shown in Figure 2.2b, a normal LV wall in mice is comprised of
healthy myocardium (top panels), whereas the LV wall in the mI/R+vehicle mice exhibited
clear transmural infarcts by 8 weeks HF (middle panels). In contrast, the LV infarct
expansion was greatly limited in the SR9009-treated mI/R mice (lower panel); indeed, the
myocardium appeared almost as healthy as that of shams with no infarct at all. Moreover,
the SR9009-treated group had significantly (p < 0.001) smaller infarct volumes and
reduced infarct expansion as compared with the mI/R+vehicle group at 8 weeks after
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mI/R, and consistent with the improved outcomes (Figure 2.2c). Thus, collectively these
functional and structural data demonstrate clear protection and that SR9009 given for just
the first few days after reperfusion leads to reduced infarct expansion, better outcomes,
and limits progression to HF.

Figure 2.2. SR9009 protects against long-term infarct expansion. (A) Representative
hearts showing cardiac morphology in sham (top panel) and mI/R mice. The SR9009treated mI/R hearts have less hypertrophy (less equidistant sections; middle panels), as
compared with mI/R+vehicle mice (more equidistant sections; bottom panels). (B) The
LV wall of sections #5 (s5) and #6 (s6) are shown with increased magnification to highlight
comparisons in the infarct region. Top panel, normal LV wall in sham mice. Middle panel,
transmural infarct in LV wall of mI/R hearts, as indicated by the blue-staining region.
Bottom panel, animals treated short-term with SR9009 after mI/R have reduced infarct
expansion by 8 weeks after mI/R. Scale bar (top right of each paired image) = 500 μm.
(C) Quantification demonstrating significantly (*p < 0.001) less infarct volume and infarct
expansion in the SR9009-treated hearts by 8 weeks post-mI/R. Values are mean±SEM.
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Pharmacological targeting of REV-ERB in the healing heart
To investigate the early mechanisms responsible, we first showed that SR9009
treatment downregulates Rev-Erb in the heart. We found that SR9009 treatment of
normal mice decreased (p < 0.05) Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ mRNA (Figure 2.3a) and
protein (Figure 2.3b) expression in the heart, as compared with vehicle-treated controls.
Moreover, we found that SR9009 treatment post-mI/R also decreased (p < 0.05)
expression of both Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ in the infarcted heart over all 5 days of
treatment (Figure 2.3c), consistent with the notion that the drug targets the circadian
mechanism to improve outcomes (Figure 2.3a-c; Supplementary Table 2.3). Next, since
the circadian mechanism plays a role in modulating immune responses in the infarcted
myocardium, we examined whether treatment with SR9009 also led to decreased
inflammatory cytokine mRNA responses in the infarcted heart. As early as 1 day postmI/R, cytokine mRNA levels were less (p < 0.05) in the SR9009-treated hearts, with less
expression of monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (Mcp1)/chemokine (C–C motif) ligand
2 [Ccl2] mRNA, (p < 0.05) interleukin 6 (Il-6) mRNA, and (p < 0.05) Ccl7 mRNA as
compared with vehicle-treated mI/R controls (Figure 2.3d). Moreover, there was less
cytokine mRNA expression in the hearts of SR9009-treated mice for all 5 days of
treatment compared with vehicle-treated controls, covering the critical period of
reperfusion injury (Figure 2.3d; Supplementary Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Pharmacological targeting of REV-ERB post-mI/R. (A) SR9009 reduced
cardiac Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ mRNA expression and (B) protein abundance by SDSPAGE and western blot as quantified in vivo, ZT07, *p < 0.05 (n = 4 hearts/group). (D)
SR9009 treatment for 5 days (green line) post-mI/R reduced Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ
mRNA expression in infarcted hearts only during the time of treatment, and (D) cardiac
cytokine mRNA expression was also reduced in infarcted hearts, *p < 0.05 (n = 5
hearts/time point/group), see Supplementary Table 2.3 for RT-PCR values. Values are
mean±SEM.

SR9009 post-reperfusion reduces inflammatory responses in the heart
Immune responses in the first few days post-mI/R trigger infarct expansion. In order
to determine the effect of SR9009 on mitigating these responses, we looked at
inflammatory cell infiltration to the heart in the early days post-mI/R. We found less
immunocyte recruitment following treatment with SR9009. We first investigated cardiac
neutrophil recruitment by myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity; MPO is carried by neutrophil
cells and thus serves as a biochemical marker of infiltration. Figure 2.4a shows that,
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compared with controls, the SR9009-treated mice had an attenuated response with less
(p < 0.01) MPO activity in the heart at day 2 (25.17 ± 1.03 versus 39.96 ±
4.94 ng/mL/100 mg tissue) and day 3 (18.46 ± 2.20 versus 25.23 ± 1.62 ng/mL/100 mg
tissue), further supporting the notion of reduced myocardial neutrophil recruitment in the
SR9009-treated mice. Consistent with MPO as a surrogate marker of cellular reperfusion
responses in LV remodeling post-mI/R, the sham mice had only minimal levels of activity
in the heart (Figure 2.4a). Thus, these data show that targeting the circadian mechanism
decreases inflammatory post-mI/R cellular responses to reduce infarct expansion.
To provide a more robust and definitive assessment of post-reperfusion cardiac
inflammation, we next measured the total leukocyte, macrophage, and T cell infiltration in
the mI/R myocardium by flow cytometry (Figure 2.4; Supplementary Table 2.4,
Supplementary Figure 2.10). Overall, fewer (p < 0.001) leukocytes (CD45+) infiltrated
the infarcted myocardium at day 3 post-mI/R with SR9009 treatment (Figure 2.4b),
consistent with downregulation of the inflammatory reperfusion response. We next
examined the macrophage response in mI/R+SR9009 hearts, by flow cytometry. As
shown in Figure 2.4c, treatment led to significantly (p < 0.001) less macrophage
infiltration (CD11b+F4/80+) to the infarcted myocardium for the first 3 days post-mI/R.
Importantly, there were fewer (p < 0.001) cells of both the M1 (CD206-) and M2 (CD206+)
subpopulation types following treatment with SR9009 (Figure 2.4d). Moreover, there was
also a higher proportion of reparative M2 type macrophages following SR9009 treatment,
as compared with more adverse inflammatory M1 types in the untreated controls (Figure
2.4e).
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Figure 2.4. SR9009 limits inflammation post-mI/R. (A) Neutrophil recruitment to the
infarcted myocardium by myeloperoxidase (MPO) assay (*p<0.01, n=5 hearts/time
point/group). (B) Fewer CD45+ leukocytes, (C) less total macrophages (CD11b+F4/80+),
and (D) fewer absolute M1 (CD206−) and M2 (CD206+) macrophage subpopulations
infiltrated the infarcted myocardium with SR9009, compared with mI/R+vehicle controls.
(E) The proportion of reparative M2 cells/adverse M1 macrophages was higher in
SR9009-treated mice consistent with the improved outcomes (*p<0.001, n=5 hearts/time
point/group). See Supplementary Figure 2.10 for leukocyte gating and Supplementary
Table 2.4 for leukocyte values. (F) To assess T cell responses, fluorescent particles were
injected into the anterior LV wall at the time of surgery and trafficked within CD11b+
myeloid cells to the mediastinal lymph nodes (Supplementary Figure 2.11). SR9009treated mice had reduced trafficking to the heart-draining mediastinal lymph nodes by day
1 and (G) less proliferation of Ki67+ lymphatic CD4+ T cells, and (H) reduced myocardial
T cell infiltration by day 3 (*p<0.001, n≥4 hearts/group). Values are mean±SEM.
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We also investigated adaptive (T cell) responses following treatment. We injected
fluorescent particles into the LV wall at the time of surgery, and tracked outcomes using
flow cytometry. We found that although the same proportion of myeloid cells (CD11b +)
within the heart took up the particles, there was reduced trafficking of particle-positive
myeloid cells to the heart-draining mediastinal lymph nodes of SR9009-treated mice as
compared with the lymph nodes from mI/R+vehicle controls (Figure 2.4f). Since T cells
are activated in the mediastinal lymph nodes (Supplementary Figure 2.11), this
suggests the possibility of less overall activation of T cells following SR9009 treatment in
vivo. Consistent with this notion, we found significantly (p < 0.001) less proliferation of T
cells (CD3+CD4+Ki67+) in the mediastinal lymph node (Figure 2.4g), and ultimately
significantly (p < 0.001) less T cell infiltration in infarcted myocardium by day 3 (Figure
2.4h; Supplementary Table 2.4). Taken together, our findings suggest that
pharmacological targeting of the circadian factor REV-ERB for just the first few days after
mI/R decreases both the innate and the subsequent adaptive inflammatory responses in
the infarcted heart post-mI/R, and that this reduction leads to reduced infarct expansion
and better outcomes.

SR9009 post-reperfusion reduces the adverse NLRP3 inflammasome
The adverse NLRP3 inflammasome is integral to mI/R injury; it exacerbates
myocardial damage. We postulated that REV-ERB activation with SR9009 would
decrease the production of its molecular output NLRP3, which would contribute to the
improved outcomes. Consistent with this notion, we show that SR9009-treated mice have
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decreased (p < 0.01) expression of the REV-ERB molecular output Nlrp3 mRNA (Figure
2.5a) and protein (Figure 2.5b) expression in the heart as early as 1 day post-mI/R.
Moreover, we also observed decreased (p < 0.01) production of the REV-ERB molecular
outputs Il-1β mRNA (Figure 2.5c) and protein (Figure 2.5d), and Il-18 mRNA (Figure
2.5e) and protein (Figure 2.5f), which along with NLRP3 contribute to inflammasome
formation. Thus, at as early as 1 day post-mI/R, SR9009 treatment limits the induction of
the adverse NLRP3 inflammasome, reducing myocardial damage.

Figure 2.5. SR9009 reduces the adverse NLRP3 inflammasome post-mI/R. (A) SR9009
treatment reduced cardiac Nlrp3 mRNA expression, and (B) protein abundance as early
as 1 day post-mI/R as compared with vehicle-treated controls, *p < 0.01. SR9009
treatment also reduced inflammasome cytokines in the heart, including (C) Il-1β mRNA
expression and (D) IL-1β protein, and (E) Il-18 mRNA expression and (F) IL-18 protein
abundance versus controls, ZT07, *p < 0.01 (n = 5 hearts/group). Values are mean±SEM.
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Genetic circadian models of loss and gain of function
SR9009 enhances REV-ERB repressor activity and this provides a mechanism
through which SR9009 protects against adverse remodeling post-mI/R, as shown above.
Conversely then, one would anticipate that loss of SR9009’s target REV-ERB would
abolish the protective benefits of SR9009 treatment. To explore this, we used REV-ERB
(Nr1d1−/−) mice. Genotyping and running wheel actigraphy are shown in Figure 2.6a. The
Nr1d1−/− mice were subjected to mI/R, treated with SR9009, and pathophysiology
measured. The Nr1d1−/− mice were susceptible to HF, with increased LVIDd and LVIDs
and decreased % EF and % FS by 4 weeks post-mI/R; they develop HF similar to WT
mI/R littermates (Figure 2.6b; Supplementary Table 2.5). As anticipated, we found no
protective benefits of SR9009 in the Nr1d1−/− mice lacking the REV-ERB target. Indeed,
the Nr1d1−/− mI/R mice treated with SR9009 were not different than the Nr1d1−/− mI/R
vehicle controls, or the WT-mI/R littermate controls, consistent with the notion that a
functional REV-ERB target is necessary for SR9009 efficacy (Figure 2.6b;
Supplementary Table 2.5). Moreover, SR9009 treatment only attenuated (p < 0.05)
cytokine and inflammasome mRNA expression in WT mice with a REV-ERB target, but
not in the Nr1d1−/− mice lacking the REV-ERB target (Figure 2.6c). Similarly, loss of REVERB led to increased expression of Nlrp3, Il-1β, and Il-18 in Nr1d1−/− cardiac fibroblasts
in vitro, consistent with a loss of repressor activity (Figure 2.6d). Moreover, while
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) similarly stimulated the inflammasome in in vitro cardiac
fibroblasts derived from WT or Nr1d1−/− knockout hearts (Figure 2.6e), SR9009 was more
effective at reducing the inflammasome expression in WTs as compared with Nr1d1−/−
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cells lacking the REV-ERB target (Figure 2.6f). As a corollary to the genetic loss-offunction studies using the Nr1d1 mice, we also studied mI/R responses using ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice, as a model of genetic gain of REV-ERB repressor activity. ClockΔ19/Δ19 mI/R mice
showed better cardiac structure and function as compared with WT mI/R controls, with
comparable benefit to that observed in SR9009-treated mI/R mice (Supplementary
Figure 2.12, Supplementary Table 2.6). Moreover, ClockΔ19/Δ19 mI/R mice also showed
less infiltration of leukocytes (CD45+), macrophages (CD11b+F4/80+), and T cells (CD4+)
to the infarcted myocardium as compared with hearts from WT mI/R mice
(Supplementary Figure 2.12, Supplementary Table 2.7), consistent with REV-ERB
activation. Thus, collectively these data are consistent with the notion that targeting the
circadian mechanism is sufficient to reduce inflammation in the infarcted myocardium,
mediated by downregulation of the inflammasome sensor in the heart.
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Figure 2.6. Genetic loss of REV-ERB repressor activity. (A) Genotyping of Nr1d1−/−,
Nr1d1+/−, and Nr1d1+/+ mice (top), and wheel running actigraphy (bottom) of mice under
diurnal (12 h light:12 h dark; LD) and circadian (constant darkness; DD) conditions.
Nr1d1−/− mice exhibited a shortened free-running circadian period, as anticipated. (B)
Nr1d1−/− mice lacking REV-ERB were not protected by treatment with SR9009, as
compared with WT littermates, see Supplementary Table 2.5. (C) Treatment with
SR9009 showed no benefits in Nr1d1−/− hearts for inflammatory cytokine mRNA
expression nor NLRP3 inflammasome expression, as compared to WT littermates (ΔΔCT,
*p<0.05, n=4 hearts/group). (D) Nr1d1−/− cardiac fibroblasts in culture exhibited increased
expression of Nlrp3, Il-1β, and Il-18 mRNA levels, consistent with a loss of REV-ERB
repressor activity, (E) LPS stimulated the inflammasome in both Nr1d1+/+ and Nr1d1−/−
cardiac fibroblasts, and (F) SR9009 was most effective at reducing inflammasome
activation in Nr1d1+/+ cells with a functional REV-ERB target (1/CT, *p<0.05, n=4/group).
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Identifying cellular targets of SR9009 treatment post-mI/R
We investigated which cellular targets mediate the protective benefits of SR9009:
immune cells, cardiac myocytes, or cardiac fibroblasts. First, we investigated the immune
cells, by performing adoptive transfer experiments using Nr1d1−/− mice to generate bone
marrow transplant (BMT) chimeric mice. The experimental design to generate these mice
(BMTWT→WT, BMTNr1d1−/−→WT, and BMTWT→Nr1d1−/−) is illustrated in Figure 2.7a. To verify
the reconstitution of bone marrow after transplantation, we validated the presence of
CD45.2+ and CD45.1+ donor cells in the blood and bone marrow of the BMT mice (Figure
2.7b). Flow-cytometry analysis showed that peripheral blood and bone marrow cells
consisted of >96% donor cells by 8 weeks after BMT. These mice were then subjected to
mI/R, treated with SR9009 or vehicle, and initial infarct size (Figure 2.7c) and
inflammasome and cytokine expression (Figure 2.7d) were determined. We found that
SR9009 works in WT mice transplanted with Nr1d1−/− bone marrow, similar to the WT
control mice, suggesting that immune cells in this context are not the primary protective
targets of SR9009 treatment. In contrast, SR9009 showed no effect in Nr1d1−/− mice
transplanted with WT bone marrow, suggested that the beneficial effects may be
mediated by resident cells of the heart.
Second, we investigated the cardiac myocytes as cellular targets, by performing
viability assays in vitro under normal and hypoxia/reoxygenation conditions. We found
that SR9009 treatment did not significantly rescue cardiomyocyte cell death under any
conditions (Figure 2.7e), suggesting that cardiomyocytes in this context are also not the
primary protective targets of SR9009 treatment.
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Figure 2.7. Cellular benefits of SR9009 treatment post-mI/R. (A) To investigate the role
of immune cells, lethally irradiated WT (CD45.1+) and Nr1d1−/− (CD45.2+) mice were
reconstituted with bone marrow cells from WT or Nr1d1−/− donor mice, generating bone
marrow transplant BMTWT→WT, BMTNr1d1−/−→WT, or BMTWT→Nr1d1−/− chimeras. (B)
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and bone marrow cells had >96%
reconstitution with CD45.2+ or CD45.1+ donor cells, at 8 weeks after BMT by flow
cytometry (n ≥ 5/group). BMT mice were subjected to mI/R and treatment with SR9009,
and (C) infarct size by day 2, and (D) activation of the cardiac inflammasome and cytokine
mRNA expression was assessed versus vehicle-treated controls, ZT07, *p < 0.05 (n = 5
hearts/group). (E) Cardiomyocytes treated with SR9009 showed no difference in hypoxiainduced cell death versus vehicle-treated controls (n = 6/group). (F) LPS activates the
inflammasome in cardiac fibroblasts, and co-treatment with SR9009 decreased levels in
the cells, and (G) supernatant, *p < 0.05 (n = 4/group). Values are mean±SEM.

Third, we investigated the cardiac fibroblasts as cellular targets by stimulating the cells
with LPS in vitro, and then assaying formation and activity of the inflammasome. We show
that whereas LPS induces expression of NLRP3 and IL-1β in cardiac fibroblasts, cotreatment with SR9009 protects against activation of the inflammasome (Figure 2.7f).
Along with this reduced inflammasome activity, there is also less mature IL-1β secreted
from the cells (Figure 2.7g). Thus, collectively these data suggest that cardiac fibroblasts
are a cellular target that contributes to the protective benefits of SR9009 in the heart.
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Timing of treatment (chronotherapy)
Rev-Erbα and Rev-Erbβ peak in the middle of murine sleep time (Supplementary
Figure 2.13) and thus we postulated that SR9009 treatment would be most effective
around the time-of-day when its target is highest. To test this, mice were divided into four
groups: (i) mI/R at sleep time, followed by SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT06, 5 days at ZT06);
(ii) mI/R at wake time, followed by SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT18, then 5 days at ZT18);
(iii) mI/R at wake time, followed by SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT18) and the following 5 days
at ZT06; and (iv) mI/R at wake time, vehicle control. To assess the benefits of SR9009
on preventing progression to HF, mice were followed by pathophysiologic assessments
for 8 weeks post-mI/R (Figure 2.8a; Supplementary Table 2.8). We found that when
mI/R occurred at sleep time, treatment at sleep time had the greatest benefit on healing,
consistent with our notion that treatment corresponding to the peak time of Rev-Erb
expression is most effective. When mI/R occurred at wake time, an initial treatment at the
time of reperfusion followed by subsequent treatment at sleep time was similarly
beneficial. This is important because humans may experience an MI at any time of day,
and thus the first treatment can be given with reperfusion, and subsequently
corresponding to the time of peak Rev-Erb expression, to maximize therapeutic benefits.
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Figure 2.8. Treatment with SR9009 is time-of-day dependent, and treatment for just 1
day leads to improved outcomes post-mI/R. (A) Mice subjected to mI/R during their sleep
time (ZT01-04) or wake time (ZT13-16) were treated with SR9009 at the peak (ZT06) or
trough (ZT18) of cardiac REV-ERB expression (see Supplementary Figure 2.13). First
or subsequent treatments at sleep time (ZT06) were most effective; see Supplementary
Table 2.8 for all pathophysiology values. (B) Mice were subjected to mI/R (ZT01-04) and
treated with SR9009 (ZT06) for 1, 3, or 5 days. Just 1 day of SR9009 treatment was
sufficient to benefit outcomes versus vehicle-treated control; see Table 2.2 for
pathophysiology data. Values are mean±SEM.
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SR9009 treatment for just 1 day protects against heart failure
Finally, we investigated the shortest treatment window needed to benefit long-term
outcome. Since giving the drug at the time of reperfusion, and then just one subsequent
day of SR9009 treatment post-mI/R attenuates the inflammasome (Figure 2.5), we
postulated that only 1 day of treatment was needed to promote efficient healing long-term.
To assess the minimum treatment regimen, mice were randomized to receive SR9009 at
ZT06 at the time of reperfusion, followed by an additional treatment at ZT06 for 1 day, 3
days, or 5 days post-mI/R, and long-term outcomes were measured by pathophysiology.
We found that just 1 day of SR9009 treatment significantly (p < 0.001) benefitted cardiac
structure and function and prevented progression to HF (Figure 2.8b, Table 2.2).
Moreover, the benefits observed with just 1 day of SR9009 treatment were similar to those
observed with 3 or 5 days of treatment, consistent with the notion that the benefits
conferred occur within the first day after mI/R (black arrows, Figure 2.8b). These findings
are very promising because they suggest that only a very short treatment window of 1 day
will reduce the adverse inflammasome, and create a better foundation to reduce infarct
expansion, remodeling, and protect against heart failure (Figure 2.9).
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Table 2.2. One day of SR9009 treatment benefits long-term cardiac structure and function
post-mI/R.
mI/R+SR9009 mI/R+SR9009 mI/R+SR9009
mI/R+Vehicle
(1 day)
(3 days)
(5 days)
n
6
6
6
6
Echocardiography - Baseline
LVIDd (mm)
3.99±0.02
4.01±0.02
4.01±0.04
3.99±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.42±0.03
2.43±0.03
2.38±0.03
2.40±0.04
EF (%)
76.30±0.72
76.06±0.46
77.58±0.43
77.12±0.90
FS (%)
39.44±0.61
39.45±0.53
40.59±0.39
40.32±0.72
HR (bpm)
460±13
483±8
476±3
467±4
BW (g)
22.73±0.77
23.38±0.80
21.90±0.35
23.42±0.97
1 week post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.28±0.03
4.23±0.03
4.13±0.02
4.43±0.02**
LVIDs (mm)
2.82±0.02
2.70±0.02
2.61±0.03
3.22±0.04**
EF (%)
69.80±0.40
72.40±0.37
73.18±0.71
59.91±1.03**
FS (%)
34.20±0.30
36.27±0.29
36.80±0.59
27.46±0.63**
HR (bpm)
463±6
480±6
464±6
456±6
4 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.34±0.01
4.33±0.01
4.31±0.01
4.71±0.04**
LVIDs (mm)
2.90±0.02
2.87±0.02
2.85±0.02
3.56±0.04**
EF (%)
68.51±0.66
69.09±0.37
69.25±0.71
54.73±0.73**
FS (%)
33.34±0.46
33.71±0.26
33.82±0.52
24.32±0.42**
HR (bpm)
448±6
464±8
470±3
471±4
Morphometry
HW (mg)
125.67±3.62
124.50±2.79
123.33±1.41 135.67±1.88**
HW:BW (mg/g)
4.50±0.09
4.52±0.06
4.36±0.11
4.73±0.04*
HW:TL (mg/mm)
6.19±0.15
6.15±0.13
6.11±0.07
6.68±0.11**
BW (g)
27.90±0.59
27.52±0.52
28.35±0.82
28.69±0.44
LVIDd, left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole; LVIDs, LV internal dimensions at
systole; %EF, % ejection fraction; %FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate; HW,
heart weight; BW, body weight; TL, tibia length. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, mI/R+vehicle vs. all
groups by ANOVA. Values are mean±SEM.
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Figure 2.9. Proposed mechanism for the beneficial effects of targeting REV-ERB postmI/R. SR9009 enhances REV-ERB repressor activity leading to reduced NLRP3
inflammasome priming and activation in the infarcted myocardium post reperfusion,
leading to more efficient repair processes and protecting against HF.

Collectively, we show using both pharmacologic and genetic approaches that shortterm targeting of the circadian mechanism in vivo and post-mI/R benefits outcome. As
illustrated in Figure 2.9, SR9009 targets Rev-Erb and activates repressor activity leading
to decreased priming of genes under its transcriptional control. This includes the Nlrp3
inflammasome, leading to reduced adverse innate and adaptive post-reperfusion
inflammatory responses, thereby protecting against infarct expansion and left ventricular
remodeling, and thus benefiting heart structure and function and protecting against heart
failure.
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Discussion
We found, in a murine model of mI/R using pharmacological and genetic approaches,
that as little as 1 day of targeting of the circadian mechanism in vivo and post-mI/R
reduces infarct expansion and prevents heart failure. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, our data
show that SR9009 treatment at ZT06 for just 1 day post-mI/R enhanced REV-ERB
repressor activity and led to downregulation of cardiac NLRP3, IL-1β, and IL-18. These
are critical constituents of the NLRP3 inflammasome; SR9009 treatment reduced
inflammasome activity. Downregulation of the inflammasome subsequently limited
recruitment of inflammatory cells and mediators in infarcted myocardium, and laid a better
foundation for healing, resulting in reduced infarct expansion and protection against heart
failure. In contrast, the untreated mI/R mice developed infarct expansion, adverse LV
remodeling, and clinically worse outcomes.
To our knowledge, this is the first study using pharmacological targeting of the
circadian mechanism to reduce inflammasome activity and inflammatory cells recruited
to infarcted myocardium after reperfusion, leading to reduced cardiac remodeling and
infarct expansion, and protecting against heart failure in vivo. Previously, we and others
showed that REV-ERB agonism with SR9009 reduces cardiac hypertrophy in pressure
overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy in mice (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Zhang et al., 2017a).
Also pre-treatment of mice with SR9009 before acute MI provides protective benefits
(Stujanna et al., 2017), although long-term prophylactic treatment in real life may not be
feasible. Montaigne et al. reported a time-of-day effect on outcomes for patients
undergoing aortic valve replacement; their study linked REV-ERB antagonism with
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upregulation of genes involved in cardiac remodeling ex vivo (Montaigne et al., 2018).
Here, we use the clinically relevant mI/R model, which simulates the benefits of
pharmacological targeting of the circadian mechanism on the evolution of ventricular
remodeling after heart attacks in humans. We show that REV-ERB agonism reduces
formation of the adverse NLRP3 inflammasome in vivo. Our approach is especially
promising because treatment is given only after MI occurs, and for only 1 day, and can
be given alongside conventional therapies such as reperfusion to improve healing.
Because treatment limits the early adverse reperfusion injury, then the infarct region of
the LV is capable of intrinsically healing, and subsequent LV remodeling and progression
to heart failure is prevented, which has important implications for patients that could lead
to longer and healthier lives.
Mechanistically, our results show that the benefits of pharmacologically targeting the
circadian mechanism coincide with an observed decrease in the NLRP3 inflammasome.
The inflammasome is a natural damage sensor that is activated in response to noninfectious stimuli such as cardiomyocyte debris following infarction. It triggers the immune
system to clear the debris; however, in doing so it is well documented to exacerbate
myocardial damage via local immune cell responders and released cytokines and other
mediators (Toldo et al., 2015a, Sutterwala et al., 2014). As has been elegantly reviewed
by Toldo and Abbate (Toldo and Abbate, 2018), recent experimental studies have
focussed on the NLRP3 inflammasome as an important new therapeutic target to reduce
reperfusion injury, infarct size, and prevent the development of heart failure following MI.
However, no selective NLRP3 inhibitors are clinically available for use in patients at
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present, indeed studies identifying selective NLRP3 inhibitors are eagerly anticipated
(Toldo and Abbate, 2018). Our findings here reveal very promising results that SR9009
treatment for just 1 day decreases formation of the cardiac NLRP3 inflammasome,
leading to reduced infarct expansion, and prevention of heart failure in mice.
There are several lines of evidence supporting a direct link between pharmacologically
targeting the circadian factor REV-ERB and downregulation of the NLRP3 inflammasome.
Previous studies by others showed that REV-ERB is a transcription factor that negatively
regulates NLRP3 in macrophages (Pourcet et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018), as well as
transcription of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-1β that is subsequently processed by the
NLRP3 inflammasome (Pourcet et al., 2018). Treatment with the REV-ERB agonist
SR9009 decreases NLRP3 inflammasome in macrophages (Pourcet et al., 2018, Wang
et al., 2018). Conversely, it has been shown that loss of REV-ERB leads to increased
NLRP3, IL-1β, and IL-18 in macrophages using REV-ERB knockout (Nr1d1−/−) mice
(Pourcet et al., 2018, Wang et al., 2018). Moreover, here, we show that REV-ERB also
appears to regulate the NLRP3 inflammasome in the infarcted heart. First, treatment with
SR9009 reduces the inflammasome and improves heart failure outcomes in WT mice as
compared with vehicle-treated controls. Second, we found that treatment with the REVERB agonist SR9009 reduces Rev-Erb mRNA and protein in the normal heart, and in the
infarcted heart, and reduces NLRP3 mRNA and its constituent cytokine mRNAs in the
infarcted heart. Third, we found no protective benefits of SR9009 on heart failure
outcomes in Nr1d1−/− mice lacking the REV-ERB target, consistent with the notion that a
functional REV-ERB target is necessary for SR9009 efficacy. Fourth, SR9009 treatment
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only attenuated inflammasome expression in WT mice with a functional REV-ERB target,
but not in the Nr1d1−/− mice lacking the REV-ERB target. Fifth, loss of REV-ERB led to
increased expression of Nlrp3, Il-1β, and Il-18 in Nr1d1−/− cardiac fibroblasts in vitro,
consistent with a loss of repressor activity. Sixth, SR9009 more effectively reduced
inflammasome expression in LPS-treated cardiac fibroblasts from WTs as compared with
Nr1d1−/− cells lacking the REV-ERB target. Finally, targeting REV-ERB is effective by day
1 and at sleep time, corresponding to when REV-ERB is most abundant. Thus,
collectively these data support the notion that REV-ERB is a critical regulator of the
NLRP3 inflammasome, and thus a promising target for reducing inflammasome-mediated
reperfusion injury in the heart in the first few days post-mI/R to improve outcomes.
It is important to note that in this study we are not preventing inflammation, only turning
down the immune response. A balance is important because immune cells exhibit
divergent functions, and some responses are important for infarct repair (VintenJohansen, 2004, Horckmans et al., 2017, Nahrendorf et al., 2010, Hofmann et al., 2012,
Weirather et al., 2014, Nahrendorf and Swirski, 2014, Nahrendorf et al., 2007). For
example, the early responding neutrophils deposit MPO, a potent enzyme to break down
cellular debris, but this also becomes involved in adverse remodeling after myocardial
injury (Askari et al., 2003, Vasilyev et al., 2005, Mollenhauer et al., 2017). Indeed,
chronically elevated plasma MPO levels found in human patients following ST-elevation
MI (STEMI) are a predictor of poor outcome (Kaya et al., 2012). Here, we show that
reducing the NLRP3 inflammasome leads to less reperfusion injury: a decreased cascade
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of the neutrophil, macrophage, and T cell recruitment to the infarct region. The LV infarct
can better heal, resulting in less adverse remodeling, and protection against heart failure.
REV-ERB is a strong regulator of the inflammasome pathway, and thus it presents as
an ideal target for reducing reperfusion injury responses post-mI/R. REV-ERB functions
as a constitutive repressor of gene transcription, binding to Rev-Erb Response Elements
(RevREs) in its target gene promoters, recruiting endogenous nuclear receptor
corepressor (NCoR) and histone deacetylase 3 (HDAC3), and preventing gene
transcription through histone deacetylation and chromatin condensation (Yin and Lazar,
2005). As a REV-ERB agonist, SR9009 binds directly to the REV-ERB protein, enhancing
its repressor function by increasing the recruitment of NCoR (Solt et al., 2012). SR9009
exhibits specificity for REV-ERB, as the agonist has been pharmacologically tested
against 48 nuclear receptors and shown to be selective for REV-ERB in these studies
(Solt et al., 2012). Moreover, it has been tested in the NIH psychoactive drug specificity
panel (PDSP, https://pdsp.unc.edu) against an array of GPCRs, transporters, and ion
channels, with no significant cross-reactivity (Solt et al., 2012). This specificity is
consistent with our genetic data for loss and gain of function in the circadian mutant and
knockout mice. Interestingly, REV-ERB also binds naturally occurring heme to modulate
its activity (Yin et al., 2007, Raghuram et al., 2007). Notably, reperfusion hemorrhage with
elevated heme levels is strongly associated with worse outcomes post-mI/R (Ghugre et
al., 2017, Khaper et al., 2017); thus it is tempting to speculate that SR9009 may also work
indirectly through displacement of heme to provide additional benefits to negate
reperfusion injury. This notion would be consistent with a recent report suggesting that
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SR9009 may also have REV-ERB-independent effects, demonstrating SR9009-driven
changes in hepatic gene expression in novel REV-ERBα/β double-knockout mice
(Dierickx et al., 2019). Despite these findings, our data demonstrating a loss of SR9009mediated protection in the REV-ERBα knockout (Nr1d1-/-) strain provide intriguing
evidence that the benefits observed in the mI/R disease model are REV-ERB-dependent.
It would be interesting to investigate the role of these pathways post-mI/R using REVERBα and/or REV-ERBβ mice in future studies. In summary, these data identify REVERB as a pharmacological target to downregulate the NLRP3 inflammasome and adverse
immune responses, for mitigating MI reperfusion injury and preventing heart failure.
MI is a well-recognized illness that triggers pathophysiologic cascades leading to heart
failure. There is an urgent public health need to prevent heart failure; it is a leading cause
of hospitalization, an enormous economic burden, and there is no known cure (Rosamond
et al., 2008, PHAC, 2017, Ross et al., 2006, Arnold et al., 2006). Infarct size is a powerful
predictor of death (Meizlish et al., 1984). Infarct expansion can be reduced by myocardial
post-ischemia reperfusion, which is the timely restoration of blood flow to ischemic
myocardium, for example through percutaneous coronary intervention or angioplasty
(Gruntzig, 1978, Bolognese et al., 2002). However, even if reperfusion is successful, this
triggers reperfusion injury; an adverse inflammatory response and many patients continue
to develop adverse remodeling leading to heart failure (Bolli et al., 2004, Bolognese et
al., 2002). Previously, we and others showed that the circadian mechanism plays a critical
role in cardiac inflammation post-MI (Schloss et al., 2017, Alibhai et al., 2014, Bennardo
et al., 2016, Schloss et al., 2016). This study now reveals that circadian pharmacology
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can target the inflammasome to reduce reperfusion injury, presenting the possibility that
we can intrinsically heal an MI. Notably, ischemia and reperfusion injury also contribute
to a wide range of cardiovascular pathologies (e.g. following organ transplantation,
hypoxia, valve replacement, post-ischemic arrhythmias) (Eltzschig and Eckle, 2011,
Mollenhauer et al., 2017), suggesting potential for additional important therapeutic
applications of targeting REV-ERB even beyond ischemic heart disease and infarct
repair. With the aging of our population, and the emerging epidemic of cardiovascular
disease, circadian medicine strategies hold promise for reducing cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality, leading to longer healthier lives.
Collectively, our studies shed light on a critical role for REV-ERB in cardiac repair, and
illustrate the importance of targeting the circadian mechanism to reduce reperfusion injury
post-MI and prevent the development of heart failure. Our pharmacological approach
reduces adverse inflammasome activation, thereby limiting cytokine and immune cell
recruitment to the infarcted myocardium, especially during the period of time when the
infarct is highly active biologically. This reduces stress on the vulnerable infarct, limiting
the profound and deleterious changes in LV structure, and benefits function after mI/R.
These studies have been done in mice, which bear some limitations, but at a minimum
the promising experimental results focus expectations toward pharmacology that can
benefit patients with heart disease. We hope our experimental study will stimulate the
initiation of translational research targeting REV-ERB, and indeed explore an emerging
class of drugs that target the circadian mechanism, to benefit treatment of patients
clinically.
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Supplementary Information

Supplementary Figure 2.10. Representative flow cytometry gating strategy.
Cells from mouse heart, lymph nodes, spleen, blood, or bone marrow were analyzed for
leukocyte surface antigens using flow cytometry techniques. (A) The gating strategy
incorporated the selection of cells, and (B) removed the debris. (C) From this gating
strategy, CD45+ leukocytes were selected, and transposed into a histogram. (D) The
CD45+CD3+CD4+ subset was selected from that population. (E) From the gating strategy,
CD11b+ macrophages were selected and transposed into a histogram. (F) The M1
(F4/80+CD206-) and M2 (F4/80+CD206+) subpopulations of CD11b+ macrophages were
selected from that population.
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Supplementary Figure 2.11. Leukocytes from the heart drain to the mediastinal
lymph node (LN) post-mI/R. Fluorescent microparticles were injected into the anterior
free wall of the LV during mI/R or sham surgery. After 24 h, cell suspensions from heart
tissue, LN, spleen, or bone marrow were analyzed by flow cytometry. Sham mice (top),
mI/R mice (middle), CD11b+ leukocyte trafficking from n ≥ 4 mice/group (bottom).
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Supplementary Figure 2.12. Clock
mI/R mice. (A) SR9009 reduces Clock mRNA
in WT hearts, consistent with enhanced REV-ERB repressor activity, ZT07, *p<0.001,
Δ19/Δ19
n=4. (B) Infarcts were similar at day 1, but (C) Clock
mice have smaller hearts by 8
Δ19/Δ19
w post-mI/R vs. WT. (D-E) Heart failure outcomes in Clock
mice (red) are similar to
WT mice treated with SR9009 (green), consistent with targeting the circadian mechanism
Δ19/Δ19
to benefit outcome; see Supplementary Table 2.6. (F) Clock
hearts have fewer
+
+
+
leukocytes (CD45 ; left) and macrophages (CD11b F4/80 ; middle) in infarcted
myocardium, including both M1 (CD206-) and M2 (CD206+) (right) subpopulations, with
(G) a greater proportion of reparative M2 cells, and (H) fewer CD4+ T-cells vs. WT, day 3,
*p<0.001, n=5 hearts/group, see Supplementary Table 2.7 for values.
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Supplementary Figure 2.13. Diurnal expression of Rev-Erb in the mouse heart.
Rev-Erbα (left) and Rev-Erbβ (right) cardiac mRNA expression was assessed every 4 h
over 24 h by RT-PCR. Peak expression was used to determine the timing of SR9009
treatment. JTK_CYCLE is a well-documented method used to estimate period, phase and
amplitude, with a threshold of *p<0.05 to identify rhythmicity. n=3 mice per time point, and
2 technical replicates by PCR.
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Supplementary Table 2.3. Short-term treatment with SR9009 reduces Rev-Erbα/β
and cytokine mRNA expression in the remodeling heart.
Gene
Day
Sham
mI/R+SR9009
mI/R+Vehicle
n
5
5
5
1.01±0.08
Rev-Erbα
0
1
0.31±0.02*
0.39±0.01
2
0.27±0.01*
0.33±0.02
3
0.20±0.02*
0.33±0.03
5
0.38±0.02*
0.58±0.08
7
0.61±0.06
0.71±0.04
14
0.90±0.04
0.93±0.02
1.01±0.07
Rev-Erbβ
0
1
0.62±0.04*
0.82±0.10
2
0.70±0.03*
0.84±0.05
3
0.49±0.07*
0.72±0.09
5
0.88±0.03*
1.08±0.09
7
0.93±0.05
1.04±0.07
14
1.00±0.04
1.02±0.07
Ccl2
0.94±0.10
0
1
15.75±0.98*
23.60±2.19
2
18.92±2.41*
32.15±5.04
3
17.99±1.85
21.83±6.21
5
1.88±0.23*
5.17±0.75
7
3.02±0.23
2.82±0.28
14
2.06±0.72
1.33±0.11
0.99±0.17
Il-6
0
1
13.54±1.15*
25.72±3.62
2
22.07±2.46*
34.11±5.38
3
13.22±1.21*
20.02±2.89
5
9.32±0.34*
16.75±3.44
7
5.79±0.66
7.16±0.91
14
3.37±1.23
3.28±0.52
1.12±0.15
Ccl7
0
1
3.14±0.35*
5.91±0.63
2
5.88±0.92*
9.32±1.60
3
4.61±0.52
6.02±2.06
5
0.49±0.08*
1.25±0.13
7
1.03±0.15
0.84±0.06
14
0.83±0.34
0.41±0.04
*p<0.05 mI/R+SR9009 vs. mI/R+vehicle, mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.4. Short-term treatment with SR9009 post-mI/R reduces
early inflammatory responses.
Day 1 post-mI/R
Day 3 post-mI/R
mI/R+
mI/R+
mI/R+
mI/R+
Sham
SR9009
Vehicle
SR9009
Vehicle
5
5
n
5
5
5
Cell Type (x103)
Leukocytes (CD45+)

120±49

759±38

780±123

202±43*

1,042±206

Macrophages
51±8
56±12*
72±9
40±5*
180±41
(CD11b+F4/80+)
M1 macrophages
18±3
42±9*
59±8
22±2*
120±28
(CD11b+F4/80+ CD206-)
M2 macrophages
33±4
10±1*
14±1
20±3*
60±10
(CD11b+F4/80+ CD206+)
Flow cytometry analyses, *p<0.05 mI/R+SR9009 vs. mI/R+vehicle, mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.5. REV-ERB (Nr1d1) knockout abates SR9009 efficacy
post-mI/R.
Nr1d1-/- mI/R Nr1d1-/- mI/R Nr1d1+/+ mI/R Nr1d1+/+ mI/R
+SR9009
+Vehicle
+SR9009
+Vehicle
n
8
8
8
8
Baseline
LVIDd (mm)
3.94±0.01
3.96±0.02
3.95±0.01
3.95±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.35±0.02
2.37±0.02
2.38±0.02
2.37±0.03
EF (%)
77.27±0.57
77.18±0.38
76.81±0.41
76.79±0.55
FS (%)
40.25±0.49
40.14±0.34
39.81±0.38
39.85±0.47
HR (bpm)
450±13
450±4
463±8
469±9
BW (g)
22.38±0.70
21.78±0.67
22.84±0.77
23.45±0.44
1 week post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
LVIDs (mm)
EF (%)
FS (%)
HR (bpm)

4.34±0.02
2.97±0.01
66.39±0.43
31.69±0.31
424±11

4.34±0.04
2.95±0.04
66.09±0.77
32.07±0.35
435±8

4.11±0.02*
2.57±0.03*
73.92±0.80*
36.98±0.80*
450±11

4.28±0.02
2.84±0.03
69.12±0.55
33.67±0.40
454±12

4 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.40±0.03
4.40±0.03
4.15±0.03*
4.33±0.03
LVIDs (mm)
3.11±0.05
3.09±0.04
2.68±0.04*
2.99±0.06
EF (%)
62.99±0.88
63.47±0.74
71.56±0.73*
65.31±1.43
FS (%)
29.39±0.57
29.73±0.50
35.51±0.55*
31.05±0.97
HR (bpm)
424±8
443±8
454±11
462±7
Echocardiography data showing left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole (LVIDd) and
systole (LVIDs); % EF, % ejection fraction; % FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate;
BW, body weight. *p<0.05, Nr1d1+/+ mI/R+SR9009 vs. Nr1d1+/+ mI/R+vehicle,
mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.6. ClockΔ19/Δ19-mI/R mice have better cardiac outcomes.
ClockΔ19/Δ19
ClockΔ19/Δ19
WT-mI/R
WT-Sham
mI/R
Sham
Echocardiography
Baseline
LVIDd (mm)
4.00±0.02
4.03±0.02
3.98±0.02
3.97±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.38±0.04
2.38±0.02
2.40±0.02
2.34±0.03
EF (%)
77.65±0.78
78.03±0.56
76.81±0.45
78.22±0.69
FS (%)
40.62±0.70
40.93±0.52
39.87±0.39
41.08±0.63
HR (bpm)
467±9
463±4
460±9
472±10
1 week post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.28±0.05
4.40±0.04
3.98±0.03
4.00±0.04
LVIDs (mm)
2.71±0.09
2.92±0.07
2.35±0.05
2.40±0.04
EF (%)
72.97±1.75
68.90±1.51
78.11±0.80
77.18±0.66
FS (%)
36.72±1.41
33.57±1.10
41.05±0.75
40.19±0.57
HR (bpm)
433±10
466±13
438±22
464±3
4 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.34±0.04
4.52±0.07
4.01±0.03
4.02±0.05
LVIDs (mm)
2.88±0.07*
3.25±0.11
2.41±0.02
2.37±0.04
EF (%)
69.13±1.77*
61.04±2.36
76.95±0.44
78.19±0.43
FS (%)
33.78±1.37*
28.28±1.55
39.95±0.39
41.04±0.41
HR (bpm)
452±10
461±11
438±6
480±9
8 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.54±0.06*
4.76±0.05
4.11±0.06
4.05±0.01
LVIDs (mm)
3.07±0.10*
3.47±0.10
2.46±0.05
2.38±0.02
EF (%)
67.16±2.17*
59.04±2.12
77.04±0.66
78.27±0.38
FS (%)
32.52±1.62*
26.63±1.06
40.18±0.62
41.16±0.37
HR (bpm)
445±9
479±3
461±6
515±14
Hemodynamics
LVESP (mmHg)
93.36±0.72
92.43±0.85
99.97±1.21
99.76±0.58
LVEDP (mmHg)
1.05±0.80
3.74±1.33
0.04±0.76
-0.17±1.02
LVESV (μl)
27.41±2.47*
35.95±1.54
11.13±2.06
12.09±1.25
LVEDV (μl)
46.23±1.11*
54.60±1.94
35.67±2.00
33.04±0.84
CO (mL/min)
11.04±0.27*
9.34±0.42
12.92±0.60
13.81±0.52
HW:BW (mg/g)
4.68±0.21*
5.20±0.15
4.35±0.18
4.24±0.07
HR (bpm)
553±16
504±26
518±16
573±11
LVIDd, left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole; LVIDs, LV internal dimensions at systole;
%EF, % ejection fraction; %FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate; LVESP, left ventricle (LV)
end systolic pressure; LVEDP, LV end diastolic pressure; LVESV, LV end systolic volume;
LVEDV, LV end diastolic volume; CO, cardiac output; HW, heart weight; BW, body weight. n=5
mice/group, *p<0.05 ClockΔ19/Δ19-mI/R vs. WT-mI/R, mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.7. Less inflammation in ClockΔ19/Δ19-mI/R vs. WT-mI/R
hearts.
ClockΔ19/Δ19-mI/R
WT-mI/R
n

5

5

290±35*

653±116

Macrophages (CD11b+F4/80+)

49±4*

106±17

M1 macrophages (CD11b+F4/80+CD206-)

30±4*

67±9

M2 macrophages (CD11b+F4/80+CD206+)

24±2*

38±7

M1:M (%)

55±3*

64±3

M2:M (%)

46±2*

35±3

M1:M2

1±0*

2±0

T cells (CD3+CD4+)

5±0*

8±1

Cell Type (x103)
Leukocytes (CD45+)

Flow cytometry at day 3 post-mI/R. *p<0.05, mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.8. Time-of-day dosing (chronotherapy) with SR9009.
mI/R+
mI/R+
mI/R+
mI/R+
SR9009
SR9009
SR9009
Vehicle
(ZT06)
(ZT18/06)
(ZT18)
(ZT18)
a
b
c
d
n
7
7
7
7
Echocardiography
Baseline
LVIDd (mm)
4.02±0.03
4.01±0.01
4.00±0.03
3.99±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.42±0.03
2.40±0.01
2.37±0.03
2.40±0.03
EF (%)
76.81±0.53
77.11±0.32
77.90±0.46
76.93±0.63
FS (%)
39.92±0.47
40.14±0.23
40.80±0.43
39.95±0.56
HR (bpm)
471±6
479±8
462±9
479±4
1 week post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.14±0.02*
4.23±0.06*
4.35±0.04
4.46±0.06
LVIDs (mm)
2.63±0.03*
2.82±0.09*
2.97±0.05
3.15±0.08
EF (%)
72.88±0.83*
68.73±1.99*
65.99±1.24
63.14±1.55
FS (%)
36.56±0.69*
33.50±1.35*
31.84±0.80
29.56±0.97
HR (bpm)
463±7
444±15
433±6
426±16
4 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.32±0.03*
4.39±0.03*
4.42±0.03
4.50±0.04
LVIDs (mm)
2.89±0.05*
3.01±0.05*
3.14±0.05
3.29±0.05
EF (%)
68.05±1.15*
65.95±1.21*
62.19±1.60
58.86±0.96
FS (%)
32.88±0.80*
31.43±0.82*
28.91±1.06
26.79±0.59
HR (bpm)
470±6
468±10
430±5
437±14
8 weeks post-mI/R
LVIDd (mm)
4.36±0.04*
4.52±0.06*
4.69±0.03
4.74±0.07
LVIDs (mm)
2.94±0.07*
3.11±0.09*
3.42±0.02
3.57±0.10
EF (%)
67.63±1.79*
65.58±1.70*
59.12±0.26
55.48±1.89
FS (%)
32.71±1.27*
31.25±1.10*
26.90±0.16
24.83±1.05
HR (bpm)
469±9
471±12
432±8
432±8
LVIDd, left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole; LVIDs, LV internal dimensions at
systole; % EF, % ejection fraction; % FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate. amI/R
at sleep time (ZT06) and SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT06) then ZT06 for 5 days. bmI/R at
wake time (ZT18) and SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT18) then ZT06 for 5 days. cmI/R at wake
time (ZT18) and SR9009 at reperfusion (ZT18) then ZT18 for 5 days. dmI/R at wake time
(ZT18) and vehicle control. *p<0.05, mI/R+SR9009 (ZT18/06) vs. mI/R+vehicle,
mean±SEM.
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Supplementary Table 2.9. RT-PCR primers.
Sequence 5’-3’
Gene
TGGGGTAAAAAGACCTCTTGCC
GGTCAAGGGCTACAGTTCG
ClockΔ19/Δ19
AGCACCTTCCTTTGCAGTTCG
TGTGCTCAGACAGAATAAGTA
CCACAGCTCTTAGCCCAGAC
Nr1d1-/CCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTGACG
CTTCCCACTCCAGTCACCAC
GGGCACAAGCAACATTACCA
Rev-Erbα
CACGTCCCCACACACCTTAC
GCCCAAAGATGAGCATTC
Rev-Erbβ
CTCTATCTGGCTGATGTC
GCCTCAGCAGCAACAGCAGC
Clock
ACCGCATGCCAACTGAGCGA
GCTAAGGACCAAGACCATCCAAT
Il-6
GGCATAACGCACTAGGTTTGC
GTCCCTGTCATGCTTCTGG
Ccl2
TCTTGCTGGTGAATGAGTAGC
TCTCTCACTCTCTTTCTCCAC
Ccl7
GGATCTTTTGTTTCTTGACATAGC
CATGTTGCCTGTTCTTCCAGAC
Nlrp3
CGGTTGGTGCTTAGACTTGAGA
TGGGCCTCAAAGGAAAGAAT
Il-1β
TGGGTATTGCTTGGGATCCA
TCCAGCATCAGGACAAAG
Il-18
ACGCAAGAGTCTTCTGAC
GCAAGAGTGCGCCCTCTACTG
Histone
GGCCTCACTTGCCTCCTGCAA
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Study 2 – Circadian Genetics

CHAPTER 3
CLOCK MUTANT MICE ARE RESILIENT TO OBESITY-INDUCED HEART DISEASE

Based on the publication:
REITZ CJ, Alibhai FJ, de Lima-Seolin BG, Nemec-Bakk AS, Khaper N, Martino TA.
Clock Mutant Mice are Resilient to Obesity-Induced Heart Disease. Submitted to the
Journal of Molecular and Cellular Cardiology.
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Abstract
In order to combat the growing epidemic of heart disease, research has focused on
understanding the pathophysiological mechanisms contributing to disease. Alternatively,
as cardiology increases focus on preventative strategies, an emphasis on resilience can
provide new insights into the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease and potential
therapies. The circadian system regulates healthy cardiovascular physiology, driven at
the molecular level by the circadian clock mechanism. Intriguingly, genetic disruption of
CLOCK precipitates obesity and metabolic syndrome; however, given that these are risk
factors for heart disease, we aimed to determine the effects on cardiac structure and
function. To investigate this, ClockΔ19/Δ19 and wild type (WT) mice were fed a high-fat diet
(HFD) or standard chow (SC) for 24 weeks. Both genotypes develop obesity and
metabolic dysfunction, as expected in response to HFD; however, surprisingly,
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice do not develop heart disease. In contrast to WT HFD mice,
ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice show no evidence of cardiac hypertrophy and maintain left ventricular
dimensions and contractility similar to SC controls. At the molecular level, ClockΔ19/Δ19
hearts are resilient to HFD-induced transcriptional changes, while WT HFD hearts show
altered expression of cardiac growth and remodeling pathways. Mechanistically,
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice show reduced oxidative damage and increased expression of key
antioxidant enzymes. Together, these findings provide new understanding of CLOCK as
an important factor that can mediate resilience to adverse cardiac remodeling in dietinduced obesity. Understanding the role of resilience can reveal novel strategies to
mitigate patient morbidity in the current epidemic of heart disease.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide
(Benjamin et al., 2019). Understanding the mechanisms that mediate resilience to
cardiovascular disease can provide new insights into disease pathogenesis and potential
therapies. Resilience is the ability of an organism to respond to stress in a way that is
biologically favourable (Karatsoreos and McEwen, 2011). For example, in individuals with
a high genetic risk of coronary artery disease, maintaining a healthy lifestyle can lead to
a nearly 50% lower risk of future coronary events (Khera et al., 2016). Obesity and
metabolic syndrome are known to underlie cardiovascular disease (Avelar et al., 2007,
Kenchaiah et al., 2002, Mottillo et al., 2010). However, clinical findings demonstrate
variable cardiovascular disease risk across obese individuals (Kaur et al., 2016). This
study shows for the first time a role for the circadian mechanism as a novel factor
mediating resilience to cardiovascular disease.
Circadian rhythms are fundamental to healthy cardiovascular physiology, regulating
cardiac structure, function, and metabolism (Reitz and Martino, 2015, Martino and Young,
2015, Alibhai et al., 2015). These rhythms are driven at the molecular level by the
circadian clock mechanism. CLOCK (Vitaterna et al., 1994) is a key component of this
mechanism, regulating cardiac metabolism (Bray et al., 2008), gene and protein
expression (Podobed et al., 2014a), and influencing outcomes in heart disease (Alibhai
et al., 2017a, Reitz et al., 2019). Intriguingly, Turek and colleagues previously reported
that mice with a genetic CLOCK mutation (ClockΔ19/Δ19) develop obesity and metabolic
syndrome (Turek et al., 2005). Importantly, however, given that these are predisposing
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factors for cardiovascular disease, no studies have investigated whether this indeed
occurs.
Here we find CLOCK as a critical factor influencing resilience to cardiovascular
disease. We show that ClockΔ19/Δ19 and wild type mice fed an ad libitum high-fat diet (HFD)
develop obesity and metabolic dysfunction, as anticipated. However, surprisingly, even
though ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice develop obesity, they do not develop heart disease. They show
no evidence of cardiac hypertrophy and maintain left ventricular dimensions and
contractility similar to normal diet controls. Moreover, whereas HFD drives extensive
changes in cardiac gene expression in wild type mice, including genes important for
cardiac growth, renewal, and remodeling, the ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice are resilient to these
changes. Intriguingly, ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts are protected through up-regulation of cardiac
antioxidants, mediating protection from oxidative stress, whereas wild type hearts are
susceptible to HFD-induced oxidative damage. Collectively, CLOCK plays a critical role
in resilience to heart disease in mice with diet-induced obesity. These findings provide
new understanding of the genetic and environmental factors underlying resilience and
reveal an important role for the circadian mechanism.
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Materials and Methods
Animals
Eight week old male homozygous ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice (Vitaterna et al., 1994), on a
C57Bl/6 background, and wild type (WT) C57Bl/6 mice were housed in a 12-hour (h) light
(L): 12 h dark (D) environment, with food and water provided ad libitum (Alibhai et al.,
2014, Alibhai et al., 2017a, Reitz et al., 2019). Mice were fed for 24 weeks with either
HFD, containing 45% fat, 20% protein, and 35% carbohydrate (TD.06415, Envigo Teklad
Diets), or a normal standard chow (SC) diet, containing 10% fat, 20% protein, and 70%
carbohydrates (TD.08806, Envigo Teklad Diets), consistent with Turek et al. (Turek et al.,
2005). Body weight was measured weekly. For analysis of diurnal cardiac gene
expression, a subset of 8-week-old WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice on a standard ad libitum
diet were euthanized over 24 h, and hearts collected for molecular experiments. All
studies were approved by the University of Guelph Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee under the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

Comprehensive lab animal monitoring system (CLAMS)
The non-invasive CLAMS (Columbus Instruments) was used to monitor food intake
and metabolic parameters, as previously described (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al.,
2017b, Bennardo et al., 2016), in ClockΔ19/Δ19 and WT mice after 24 weeks under HFD or
SC. Animals were individually housed and acclimatized for 48 h in the CLAMS unit.
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Oxygen consumption (VO2), carbon dioxide production (VCO2), whole body substrate
utilization (respiratory exchange ratio; RER), energy expenditure, food intake, and activity
were measured every 15 min over a 24 h period.

Metabolic measurements
After 24 weeks of HFD or SC, mice were fasted for 6 h and blood was collected for
glucose and cholesterol measurements at zeitgeber time (ZT) 0. Blood was collected from
manually restrained, non-anesthetized mice via the saphenous vein and fasted blood
glucose levels were measured using a hand‐held glucometer (Freestyle Lite, Abbott).
Blood was also collected into microvette capillary tubes with clotting activator (Sarstedt),
clotted on ice for 1 hour, centrifuged at 10,000xg for 5 min at room temperature, and
serum was aliquoted and stored at -80°C until use. Serum samples were used to measure
cholesterol concentrations using a commercially available kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Cholesterol E kit, Wako Diagnostic).

Echocardiography
At baseline (8 weeks of age, standard chow) and after 4, 8, 12, 16, and 24 weeks of
HFD or SC, cardiac structure and function were assessed under light anesthesia (1.5%
isoflurane) using a GE Vivid 7 Dimension ultrasound machine (GE Medical Systems) with
a i13L 14MHz linear-array transducer, as described previously (Reitz et al., 2019, Alibhai
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et al., 2014). Measurements were taken at the mid-papillary level from at least 5 images
per mouse.

In vivo hemodynamics
Hemodynamics measurements were collected in animals anesthetized with 4%
isoflurane, intubated, and ventilated (Harvard Apparatus model 687), using our described
methods (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2017b, Alibhai et al., 2014). The right carotid
artery was isolated and a 1.2Fr pressure catheter (Transonic) was advanced into the left
ventricle (LV). In vivo LV and aortic pressure measurements were recorded with
ADInstrument PowerLab and analyzed using Lab Chart 7 (Colorado Creeks, US).
Following hemodynamic recordings, mice were euthanized with 4% isoflurane and
cervical dislocation.

Histology
Following sacrifice, hearts were collected for histopathology, as previously described
(Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2017b). Briefly, hearts were removed, perfused with
1 M KCl to arrest in diastole, and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 h. Formalin
fixed hearts were processed, embedded, and 5 μm sections were collected at the midpapillary level. Sections were stained with Masson’s trichrome for quantification of
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myocyte cross sectional area (MCSA) from at least 100 cardiomyocytes/heart. Images
were taken using Q-Capture (QImaging; Surrey, BC) and analyzed in Image J 1.46 (NIH).

RNA isolation, microarray, and bioinformatics analyses
ClockΔ19/Δ19 and WT mice fed HFD or SC for 24 weeks were euthanized with 4%
isoflurane and cervical dislocation at ZT07. Hearts were collected, snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until use. RNA isolation, microarray, and bioinformatics
analyses were performed as described previously (Tsimakouridze et al., 2012, Bennardo
et al., 2016, Martino et al., 2004, Martino et al., 2007). Briefly, total RNA was isolated from
hearts using TRIZOL (Invitrogen). RNA quantity and quality were assessed by Nanodrop
(Thermo Scientific) and Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies Inc.). Whole
genome microarray experiments were performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse
Gene 2.0 ST array (GEO Accession: GSE110245). Bioinformatics analyses were
performed using GeneSpring GX v14.8 (Agilent Technologies Inc.). Data were normalized
from raw fluorescence values using the exon robust multiarray algorithm and significant
differences were determined for genes with a >1.4-fold change in expression. Gene
Ontology (GO) analyses were performed on differentially expressed gene lists using
GeneSpring GX v14.8. For Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway
analysis, entrez gene IDs were uploaded into the Database for Annotation, Visualization,
and Integrated Discovery Functional Annotation Tool (DAVID Bioinformatics 6.8,
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NIAID/NIH) (Huang da et al., 2009) and network pathways were visualized using
PathwayConnector (Minadakis et al., 2019).

Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
To validate microarray expression profiles, RT-PCR was performed using the Power
SYBR Green RNA-to-Ct one step kit (Life Technologies) on a ViiA7 real time PCR system
(Applied Biosystems), as previously described (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2014,
Reitz et al., 2019, Bennardo et al., 2016). The primers used are listed in Table 3.1.
Relative gene expression was normalized to histone using the ΔΔCT method.
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Table 3.1. Forward and reverse RT-PCR primers.
Gene
Nqo1
Sod3
Pparγ
Nrf2
Ucp3
Lonp1
Ddah1
Cybb
Nampt
Rcan1
Nppa
Nppb
Thbs1
Irs2
Nr4a1
Cldn5
Atf3
Histone

Forward (5’-3’)
ggctagtcccagttagatg
gacccagatccttaatgc
ccagtttcgatccgtagaag
cctcgctggaaaaagaagtg
cccaacatcacaagaaatgcc
caaggaggacaaggatgg
ccagtggatagaagtgag
gttcctgctatgctcttg
agcaggtgatcctaagac
cccgtgaaaaagcagaatgc
gggtaggattgacaggattgg
gcgagacaagggagaacac
ctccactctgccttactc
ctatcgctagagggactg
ctctggtcctcatcactg
gctcagaacagactacag
gtccttggctacaaactg
gcaagagtgcgccctctactg

Reverse (5’-3’)
ttcccttctgccctaaac
gagagcagactcaaagac
cttgagcagagtcacttgg
ggagaggatgctgctgaaag
acagaagccagctccaaag
cacgagcataggtgtagg
gaagcaaggaagagatgg
agggcaacaattctcctg
accatgaccacactactc
tccttgtcatatgttctgaagaggg
agaatcgactgccttttcctc
gcggtgacagataaaggaaaag
cggtgagttctagtgagtc
gcctcaccaaagtcaatg
atgtgctccttcagacag
cagtttggtgcctacttc
ggctgtggttatctttgg
ggcctcacttgcctcctgcaa

Protein isolation and immunoblotting
To assess oxidative stress and antioxidant protein levels, we used Western blotting,
as described previously (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2017b, Puukila et al., 2015).
Tissues (heart and liver) were homogenized at 20 Hz for 2 min (TissueLyser; Qiagen)
with PathScan Lysis Buffer (25 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton,
20mM sodium fluoride, 1mM Na3VO4) containing protease inhibitor cocktail (SigmaAldrich). Tissue debris was removed by centrifugation at 8,000xg for 10 min at 4°C and
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supernatant was collected for downstream experiments. Protein from liver (15 µg) and
heart (30 µg) were subjected to SDS-page gel electrophoresis and transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat milk in Tris-buffered
saline for 1 h at room temperature and incubated overnight at 4°C with the following
primary antibodies: Liver: 4-hydroxynonenol (4-HNE; Abcam) (1:1000), glutathione
peroxidase (GPx; Abcam) (1:5000), Heart: catalase (CAT; Millipore) (1:2000), GPx
(1:1000), and GADPH (1:2000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used as a loading control.
Blots were then incubated with anti-rabbit or anti-mouse horseradish peroxidaseconjugated secondary antibodies (1:1000-1:5000). Proteins were visualized by
chemiluminescence and densitometry was analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH).

Statistics
All values are mean ± SEM. Statistical comparisons were made by unpaired Student’s
t-test or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey post-hoc test for
multiple comparisons, as applicable, using GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software).
Results of p≤0.05 are considered statistically significant. Diurnal rhythms in physiological
and molecular parameters were analysed using the non-parametric algorithm
JTK_CYCLE v3.0, as previously described (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Reitz et al., 2019,
Hughes et al., 2010).
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Results
ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice develop obesity and metabolic dysfunction
First, we confirmed the adverse metabolic effects of circadian disruption in ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice, so we could next investigate the effects on cardiac structure and function.
ClockΔ19/Δ19 and WT mice were fed a HFD or normal SC diet ad libitum for 24 weeks.
Body size was increased in the WT mice after 24 weeks of HFD, as shown in Figure 3.1a.
Body weight (BW) was significantly greater (p<0.01) in the WT HFD mice as early as 4
weeks into the HFD, as compared to WT SC controls (Figure 3.1b, Table 3.2). After 24
weeks, WT HFD mice had significantly higher (p<0.0001) BW versus controls (Figure
3.1c, Table 3.2). In comparison, ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice also showed increased body size after
24 weeks of HFD, as shown in Figure 3.1d. BW was significantly increased (p<0.05) by
4 weeks in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice, as compared to all other groups (Figure 3.1e, Table
3.2). At the 24-week endpoint, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice had significantly higher BW versus
WT HFD (p<0.05) and versus ClockΔ19/Δ19 SC (p<0.0001) (Figure 3.1f, Table 3.2).
Together these findings demonstrate that ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice develop increased
obesity, as compared to WT mice, as expected.
To characterize the effects of CLOCK disruption on diurnal metabolic parameters,
mice were analysed using the CLAMS and rhythms were assessed by JTK_CYCLE
analyses. ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice showed increased weight gain, although interestingly,
caloric intake was similar between ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD and WT HFD mice across both the
sleep and wake phase, suggesting that this was not due to an increase in food intake
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(Figure 3.1g). In order to assess whole-body metabolism, we measured substrate
utilization and found that WT HFD mice had reduced respiratory exchange ratio (RER)
over 24 h and blunted diurnal variation, as compared to normal SC controls (Figure 3.1h,
left). In contrast, ClockΔ19/19 SC mice lacked diurnal variation in RER at baseline (Figure
3.1h, right). Likewise, ClockΔ19/19 HFD mice showed no diurnal variation in RER with
reduced overall levels, suggesting a shift towards increased fatty acid utilization (Figure
3.1h, right). Under HFD, both WT and ClockΔ19/19 mice showed similar RER (Figure 3.1i).
Next, to confirm that ClockΔ19/19 mice develop features of metabolic syndrome, we
measured plasma markers of metabolic dysfunction. Serum cholesterol levels were
significantly elevated (p<0.02) in ClockΔ19/Δ19 versus WT mice maintained on regular SC,
by 8 months of age (Figure 3.1j, left). Similarly, fasting blood glucose was also
significantly elevated (p<0.01) in ClockΔ19/Δ19 versus WT mice (Figure 3.1j, right).
Collectively, these results recapitulated the development of increased obesity,
hypercholesteremia, and glucose intolerance anticipated in Clock mutant mice.
Interestingly, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice also showed differences in these metabolic risk
factors, with elevated (p<0.05) serum cholesterol, but lower (p<0.05) fasting blood
glucose in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice versus WT HFD (Figure 3.1k). These results suggest
that despite developing obesity and metabolic dysfunction, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice may
have preserved glucose tolerance, as compared to WT HFD mice.
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Figure 3.1. Obesity and metabolic dysfunction in WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. (A)
Increased body size in WT HFD mice compared to normal diet controls, as shown by
representative images. (B) WT HFD mice show increased body weight beginning at 4
weeks into the HFD, as shown over the 24-week period. *p<0.01 WT HFD vs. WT SC by
Student’s t-test. (C) Increased body weight in WT HFD mice after 24 weeks under HFD
or SC. *p<0.001 WT HFD vs. WT SC by Student’s t-test. (D) Increased body size in
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ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice compared to normal diet controls, as shown by representative
images. (E) ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice show increased body weight by 4 weeks into the HFD
and (F) continuing over the 24-week period. *p<0.001 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD vs. ClockΔ19/Δ19
SC, #p<0.05 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD vs. WT HFD by two-way ANOVA. (G) Quantification of
sleep and wake phase energy intake in HFD mice. (H) Diurnal rhythms in RER in WT
(left) and ClockΔ19/Δ19 (right) mice are attenuated with HFD. *p<0.05 HFD vs. SC, by
Student’s t-test. (I) Quantification of sleep and wake phase RER in HFD mice. (J) Serum
cholesterol levels (left) and fasting blood glucose (right) are elevated in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice.
*p<0.02 ClockΔ19/Δ19 SC vs. WT SC, by Student’s t-test. (K) Serum cholesterol levels are
elevated in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD (left), yet they show preserved fasting blood glucose (right),
after 24 weeks of HFD. *p<0.05 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD vs. WT HFD, by Student’s t-test.

ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice are protected from cardiac hypertrophy
We next looked novely at whether these metabolic changes predisposed ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice to heart disease. WT HFD mice showed increased (p<0.05) heart weight (HW)
versus WT SC controls after 24 weeks, by organ morphometry (Figure 3.2a, Table 3.2).
Surprisingly, despite greater weight gain, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice did not show increased
HW versus SC controls, by morphometric analysis (Figure 3.2a, Table 3.2). As a result
of the increased BW in the diet-induced obesity model, HW:BW ratios were significantly
reduced (p<0.005) in both WT HFD and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice, as compared to SC
controls (Figure 3.2b, Table 3.2). In support of this, both WT HFD and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD
mice showed increased (p<0.001) epididymal white adipose tissue (eWAT) weight, as
compared to SC controls, suggesting that the increase in overall body weight was due to
an increase in fat mass (Figure 3.2c, Table 3.2). Collectively, although WT mice develop
cardiac hypertrophy with 24 weeks of HFD, this cardiac remodeling is not observed in
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice.
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Figure 3.2. Cardiac hypertrophy in WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. (A) WT HFD mice
develop cardiac hypertrophy, as shown by HW quantification after 24 weeks of HFD.
*p<0.05 WT HFD vs. WT SC, by Student’s t-test. (B) Reduced HW:BW in WT and
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. *p<0.005 HFD vs. SC, by Student’s t-test. (C) Body weight gain is
driven by increased fat mass, shown by increased epidydimal white adipose tissue weight
in HFD mice versus controls. *p<0.001 HFD vs. SC, by Student’s t-test. See Table 3.2
for all morphometry values. n=6-7/group. (D) Representative WT histopathology images
stained with Masson’s trichrome and histogram of cardiomyocyte cross sectional area
(MCSA) in WT hearts. n=3 mice/group from ≥100 cardiomyocytes/heart. (E)
Representative ClockΔ19/Δ19 histopathology images and histogram of cardiomyocyte cross
sectional area. n=3 mice/group from ≥100 cardiomyocytes/heart. Values are mean±SEM.
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ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice are resilient to adverse cardiac remodeling and contractile
dysfunction
At the structural level, we next investigated changes in cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. WT
HFD hearts showed a greater percentage (p<0.01) of larger cardiomyocytes, as
compared to SC controls, by histopathology (Figure 3.2d). However, no increase in
cardiomyocyte size was observed in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD versus SC hearts (Figure 3.2e).
Thus, these data show that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from HFD-induced cardiac
hypertrophy.
Given that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice showed resilience to HFD-induced changes in heart size,
we next examined how this correlated with cardiac structural and functional outcomes
using echocardiography at baseline and over 24 weeks of HFD. Changes in LV structure
and function in WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice after 24 weeks are shown by representative Mmode echocardiography images (Figure 3.3a). Consistent with the cardiac hypertrophy
observed in WT HFD mice, WT HFD hearts showed adverse LV remodeling starting at 8
weeks, with significantly (p<0.001) increased LV dimensions at diastole (LVIDd) and
systole (LVIDs) and reduced % ejection fraction (% EF) and % fractional shortening (%
FS), as compared to SC controls (Figure 3.3b, Table 3.2). In contrast, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD
mice maintained cardiac structure and function, with no significant change in chamber
size (LVIDd and LVIDs) until 24 weeks into the HFD, and no decline in contractile function
(% EF and % FS) versus SC controls (Figure 3.3b, Table 3.2). Together these
echocardiography data support cardio-protection in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice.
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Table 3.2. ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from cardiac remodeling following 24w of HFD.
Wild type
Wild type
ClockΔ19/Δ19
ClockΔ19/Δ19
SC
HFD
SC
HFD
Echocardiography - Baseline (2 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
3.88±0.04
3.96±0.04
3.91±0.03
3.88±0.05
LVIDs (mm)
2.30±0.03
2.38±0.03
2.23±0.06
2.25±0.05
EF (%)
77.84±0.63
76.90±0.28
79.92±1.07
79.05±1.22
FS (%)
40.75±0.58
39.89±0.25
43.13±1.04
42.22±1.37
IVSd (mm)
0.78±0.01
0.78±0.01
0.77±0.01
0.77±0.02
LVPWd (mm)
0.74±0.02
0.74±0.01
0.73±0.02
0.74±0.01
LV mass (mg)
83.22±2.84
86.25±2.28
82.63±1.61
82.21±3.00
BW (g)
22.07±0.36
23.32±0.80
24.33±0.40
24.72±0.56
HR (bpm)
470±10
484±10
467±5
454±3
4 weeks on diet (3 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
3.97±0.03
3.94±0.04
3.94±0.04
3.89±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.35±0.03
2.39±0.05
2.25±0.04
2.25±0.03
EF (%)
77.84±0.38
76.47±0.58
79.96±0.75
79.19±0.54
FS (%)
40.78±0.32
39.56±0.50
42.82±0.73
42.06±0.54
IVSd (mm)
0.78±0.01
0.79±0.01
0.78±0.01
0.79±0.01
LVPWd (mm)
0.76±0.01
0.76±0.01
0.76±0.01
0.76±0.01
LV mass (mg)
87.71±1.07
87.61±1.42
87.11±2.79
85.49±1.03
BW (g)
24.17±0.36
26.43±0.56**
26.78±0.42
31.60±0.99##
HR (bpm)
472±13
505±11
460±14
455±12
8 weeks on diet (4 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
3.98±0.01
4.08±0.03*
4.00±0.02
3.99±0.03
LVIDs (mm)
2.37±0.02
2.56±0.03*
2.36±0.03
2.37±0.05
EF (%)
77.33±0.57
73.57±0.79*
78.26±0.40
77.47±1.06
FS (%)
40.44±0.45
37.09±0.63*
41.14±0.37
40.50±0.96
IVSd (mm)
0.78±0.01
0.80±0.01
0.79±0.01
0.80±0.01
LVPWd (mm)
0.76±0.01
0.77±0.01
0.76±0.01
0.77±0.01
LV mass (mg)
88.10±0.59
93.71±1.73*
89.29±1.14
90.57±1.24
BW (g)
26.43±0.71
31.62±0.83***
29.55±0.17
36.15±1.48##
HR (bpm)
479±8
497±7
456±6
478±8
12 weeks on diet (5 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
4.00±0.02
4.12±0.06*
4.04±0.02
4.06±0.04
LVIDs (mm)
2.39±0.04
2.62±0.08*
2.40±0.03
2.41±0.05
EF (%)
77.22±0.89
72.63±1.33*
77.49±0.44
77.57±0.89
FS (%)
40.29±0.81
36.56±1.05*
40.49±0.39
40.16±0.62
IVSd (mm)
0.79±0.01
0.80±0.01
0.79±0.01
0.80±0.01
LVPWd (mm)
0.76±0.01
0.77±0.01
0.76±0.01
0.78±0.01
LV mass (mg)
89.66±0.87
95.68±2.37*
91.19±0.76
93.54±1.36
BW (g)
28.03±0.89
34.97±1.04***
31.67±0.62 40.93±1.65###
HR (bpm)
484±9
487±7
472±7
464±12
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16 weeks on diet (6 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
4.05±0.03
4.34±0.08**
4.13±0.02
4.17±0.02
LVIDs (mm)
2.45±0.04
2.86±0.09**
2.51±0.02
2.57±0.02
EF (%)
76.09±0.84
69.46±1.49**
75.82±0.52
74.89±0.62
FS (%)
39.36±0.73
34.16±1.12**
39.16±0.43
38.42±0.53
IVSd (mm)
0.78±0.01
0.80±0.01
0.79±0.01
0.80±0.01
LVPWd (mm)
0.76±0.01
0.78±0.01
0.78±0.01
0.78±0.01
LV mass (mg)
91.21±1.22
104.60±3.26**
95.64±0.57
98.10±1.32
BW (g)
29.45±0.89
38.45±0.81***
35.35±0.79 44.78±1.79###
HR (bpm)
495±7
499±3
478±9
488±8
24 weeks on diet (8 months of age)
LVIDd (mm)
4.09±0.03
4.57±0.05***
4.17±0.04
4.35±0.04#
LVIDs (mm)
2.48±0.04
3.12±0.05***
2.53±0.05
2.74±0.04#
EF (%)
76.40±0.82
66.27±0.99***
76.09±0.87
73.12±1.04
FS (%)
39.53±0.72
31.76±0.69***
39.32±0.75
36.92±0.83
IVSd (mm)
0.78±0.01
0.81±0.01***
0.81±0.01
0.82±0.01
LVPWd (mm)
0.76±0.01
0.79±0.01***
0.78±0.01
0.80±0.01
LV mass (mg)
92.38±0.98 116.65±1.90*** 100.00±1.41 108.88±1.85#
BW (g)
32.57±1.36
45.25±1.32***
37.13±0.97 51.38±1.67###
HR (bpm)
488±9
480±8
465±10
477±11
In vivo hemodynamics & morphometry
HR (bpm)
567±17
521±20
571±10
543±27
SBP (mmHg)
97.70±1.19
97.76±0.80
96.60±0.78
98.05±0.61
DBP (mmHg)
66.56±0.94
63.78±1.13
65.00±0.66
65.54±1.43
MAP (mmHg)
76.17±0.78
74.36±0.79
74.78±0.50
75.62±1.11
LVESP (mmHg)
98.27±0.87
98.45±1.33
100.84±0.73
100.27±1.60
LVEDP (mmHg)
-0.42±0.44
2.59±0.56**
0.01±0.37
1.36±0.63
dP/dtmax (mmHg/s)
10626±380
7756±287***
10042±527
9135±353
dP/dtmin (mmHg/s)
-9789±231
-7911±221***
-9184±253
-9234±500
Tau (msec)
7.13±0.32
10.94±0.88**
7.33±0.41
8.54±0.50
BW (g)
32.57±1.36
45.25±1.32***
37.13±0.97 51.38±1.67###
HW (mg)
132.71±3.50
145.57±2.66*
150.83±2.12
157.43±4.15
HW:BW (mg/g)
4.12±0.13
3.36±0.15**
4.23±0.10
3.19±0.06###
HW:TL (mg/mm)
6.63±0.16
7.26±0.13**
7.46±0.11
7.80±0.19
eWAT (g)
1.10±0.08
1.93±0.15***
1.63±0.07
2.39±0.10###
LVIDd, left ventricle (LV) internal diastolic dimension; LVIDs, LV systolic dimension; % EF, %
ejection fraction; % FS, % fractional shortening; IVSd, interventricular septal wall at diastole;
LVPWd, left ventricular posterior wall at diastole; BW, body weight; HR, heart rate; SBP,
systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; MAP, mean arterial pressure; LVESP,
LV end systolic pressure; LVEDP, LV end diastolic pressure; dP/dtmax and dP/dtmin, maximum
and minimum first derivative of LV pressure; Tau, LV diastolic time constant; HW, heart
weight; TL, tibia length; eWAT, epididymal white adipose tissue weight. n=5-7/group. *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001 WT HFD vs. WT SC, #p<0.05, ##p<0.01, ###p<0.001 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD
vs. ClockΔ19/Δ19 SC by Student’s t-test. Values are mean±SEM.
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To further examine changes in cardiac contractility and diastolic function, we
measured in vivo pressure hemodynamics after 24 weeks of HFD. WT HFD mice showed
impaired contractility and relaxation, evidenced by reduced (p<0.001) dP/dtmax and
dP/dtmin, respectively, versus WT SC (Figure 3.3c, Table 3.2). Conversely, ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice showed no adverse effect of HFD on cardiac contractility, with dP/dtmax and dP/dtmin
values similar to control (Figure 3.3c, Table 3.2). Furthermore, WT HFD showed
impaired LV relaxation, with significantly higher (p<0.005) LV diastolic pressures (LVEDP)
versus WT SC, while levels were maintained similar to control in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice
(Figure 3.3d, Table 3.2). In addition, the LV diastolic time constant, tau, was significantly
increased (p<0.005) in WT HFD hearts as compared to WT SC, and this difference was
not observed in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice (Figure 3.3e, Table 3.2). Collectively, these data
demonstrate that although ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice develop metabolic risk factors for
cardiovascular disease, they are resilient to adverse cardiac remodeling.
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Figure 3.3. ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice maintain cardiac structure and function. (A)
Representative M-mode echocardiography images of cardiac structure and function in
WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice. (B) ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice have preserved LVIDd and LVIDs,
with better % EF and % FS, following serial echocardiography at baseline, 4, 8, 12, 16
and 24 weeks under HFD or SC conditions. See Table 3.2 for all echocardiography
values. (C) dP/dtmax and dP/dtmin are significantly reduced in WT HFD mice, yet are
maintained in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice, versus SC controls. (D) LVEDP and (E) LV diastolic
time constant, tau, are preserved in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. See Table 3.2 for all
hemodynamic values. n=5-7/group. *p<0.05 WT HFD vs. WT SC, by Student’s t-test.
Values are mean±SEM.
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ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to HFD-induced changes in cardiac transcriptional
pathways regulating growth and remodeling
To investigate the underlying gene expression patterns driving cardiac remodeling in
WT mice and, in parallel, the cardio-protection observed in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice, we
performed genome-wide microarray analysis. First, we examined the transcriptional
changes driven by HFD in WT hearts. A total of 125 transcripts (≥1.4-fold change, p<0.05)
showed differential expression in WT HFD versus WT SC hearts, with 42 up-regulated
and 83 down-regulated genes (Figure 3.4a, Supplementary Table 3.3). Conversely,
ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts were resistant to these transcriptional changes, as 90% of the genes
altered in WT HFD hearts showed either smaller differences in expression or remained
unchanged in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD versus SC hearts (Figure 3.4a). Indeed, there were less
overall differentially expressed genes in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts, with only 25 genes
showing similar up- or down-regulation (fold change≥1.4) in response to HFD in
ClockΔ19/Δ19 and WT hearts (Supplementary Table 3.3). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis
revealed that the differentially regulated genes in WT HFD hearts mapped to functional
biological categories of stress signaling, growth/remodeling, and metabolism (Figure
3.4b). Interestingly, KEGG analysis of this gene list mapped to key signaling pathways
involved in cardiac hypertrophy and remodeling, including PI3K-Akt and MAPK signaling
(Figure 3.4c, Supplementary Table 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to HFD-induced cardiac transcriptional
reprogramming. (A) Heat map demonstrating cardiac transcriptional changes in WT HFD
hearts, with 125 differentially regulated genes between WT HFD and WT SC (fold
change≥1.4, p<0.05; see Supplementary Table 3.3). (B) GO analysis of significantly
(p<0.05) enriched functional biological categories from this gene cassette. (C) Pathway
network of significantly enriched KEGG terms. Black = cardiac growth/remodeling
pathways, green = metabolic signaling pathways, blue = stress pathways. Nodes in blue
are significantly enriched in this microarray gene cassette, note in grey denote
complementary pathways generated using the PathwayConnector algorithm. See
Supplementary Table 3.4 for KEGG analysis. (D) A unique cassette of cardio-protective
genes is down-regulated in WT HFD hearts, with preserved expression in ClockΔ19/Δ19
HFD hearts. n=4/group, *p<0.05 by unpaired Student’s t-test. (E) Diurnal expression of
this gene cassette in hearts from 8-week-old WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice fed a normal ad
libitum diet. See Supplementary Table 3.5 for JTK_CYCLE analyses. n=3-4/timepoint,
*p<0.05 WT vs. ClockΔ19/Δ19 by Student’s t-test. Values are mean±SEM.

Analysis of the top differentially regulated genes revealed a unique cassette of cardioprotective genes down-regulated in WT HFD hearts (Figure 3.4d). Intriguingly, although
these genes exhibited significant fold change differences (p<0.05) in WT HFD versus SC
control hearts, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts showed similar expression to normal diet controls
(Figure 3.4d). To determine if these genes may be under CLOCK-regulation, this gene
cassette was then further interrogated to examine diurnal expression in WT and
ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts. Of these genes, Rcan1, Nppb, Thbs1, Irs2, Nr4a1, Cldn5, and Atf3
showed rhythmic expression in WT hearts, with blunted or loss of rhythmicity in
ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts, by JTK_CYCLE analysis, suggesting that their expression is gated by
the circadian clock mechanism (Figure 3.4e, Supplementary Table 3.5). Thus, these
data reveal that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to HFD-induced reprogramming of the
cardiac transcriptome and are protected from subsequent cardiac remodeling.
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ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from HFD-induced oxidative stress
Finally, given that ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice were protected from adverse cardiac
remodeling and were resilient to HFD-induced changes in cardiac growth and remodeling
gene pathways, we next investigated the role of oxidative stress, which is a key driver of
heart disease pathophysiology. First, in order to examine whole-body levels of oxidative
stress, we measured the hepatic expression of genes involved in free radical signaling.
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD livers showed significant up-regulation (p<0.05) of protective antioxidant
signaling genes, Nqo1, Sod3, Nrf2, Lonp1, and Ddah1, as well as down-regulation of
Nampt, involved in recycling of reactive oxygen intermediates, compared to livers from
WT HFD mice (Figure 3.5a). Moreover, WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD livers showed higher
levels of the lipid peroxidation marker 4-HNE, as compared to SC controls, yet this
upregulation was significantly less (p<0.05) in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD (Figure 3.5b). In addition,
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD livers showed greater up-regulation of the antioxidant enzyme GPx,
versus SC controls, with a significantly greater (p<0.01) fold change increase in
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD versus WT HFD livers (Figure 3.5b).
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Figure 3.5. ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice up-regulate protective antioxidants. (A) mRNA
expression of genes regulating free radical biology in the liver, shown as fold change
increase from SC of the same genotype. n=4/group, *p<0.05 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD vs. WT
HFD by Student’s t-test. (B) ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice have less up-regulation of liver 4-HNE
and greater up-regulation of GPx by representative western blot (left) and fold change
from SC (right). n=4/group, *p<0.05 by unpaired Student’s t-test. (C) mRNA expression
of free radical biology genes in the heart, shown as fold change increase from SC.
n=4/group, *p<0.05 ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD vs. WT HFD by Student’s t-test. (D) ClockΔ19/Δ19
HFD hearts show increased GPx and catalase protein expression, by representative
western blot (left) and fold change from SC (right). n=4/group, *p<0.05 by Student’s t-test.
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Having demonstrated evidence of protection against oxidative stress in the liver, we
then examined oxidative stress pathways in ClockΔ19/Δ19 and WT hearts. ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD
hearts showed significant up-regulation (p<0.05) of protective antioxidant signaling
genes, Nqo1, Pparγ, Nrf2, Ucp3, Lonp1, and Ddah1, as well as down-regulation of Cybb
and Nampt, involved in the generation and recycling of reactive oxygen species (Figure
3.5c). At the protein level, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts showed up-regulation of GPx versus
normal diet controls, with a significantly greater (p<0.01) fold-change increase in
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts versus WT HFD (Figure 3.5d). Similarly, catalase protein
expression was also up-regulated in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts versus controls, with a
significantly greater (p<0.05) fold change increase in expression versus WT HFD (Figure
3.5d). Taken together, these data demonstrate HFD-induced oxidative stress in WT mice,
whereas ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice show increased antioxidant defenses, which likely protects
from oxidative damage and the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease.

Figure 3.6. Schematic illustration. WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice develop obesity and
metabolic syndrome, yet ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to cardiac transcriptional changes
and oxidative stress, leading to preserved cardiac structure and function.
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Discussion
In this study, we found that CLOCK contributes to resilience to cardiovascular disease,
in a mouse model of diet-induced obesity. As summarized in Figure 3.6, HFD drives
obesity and metabolic dysfunction in both WT and ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice. While WT HFD mice
show transcriptional markers of cardiometabolic dysfunction and increased oxidative
stress, ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice are resilient to these cardiometabolic changes and are
protected from oxidative damage through the upregulation of cardiac antioxidants.
Collectively, although both genotypes develop obesity, remarkably, we show that
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice are protected from heart disease. WT mice develop cardiac
hypertrophy and reduced contractile function in response to HFD, as anticipated, whereas
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice show no evidence of cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and maintain left
ventricular dimensions, systolic, and diastolic function, similar to normal diet controls.
Intriguingly, this study shows that CLOCK plays an important role in mediating resilience
to adverse cardiac remodeling in diet-induced obesity, with important implications for the
circadian mechanism in how the heart responds to stress.
One of the important findings from this study is that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice fed a HFD are
resilient to obesity-induced cardiovascular disease. This may be in part because CLOCK
is a critical factor gating the molecular responses in the heart to HFD, as we’ve
demonstrated here in the transcriptional and antioxidant responses to cardiometabolic
stress. Interestingly, this is in line with previous findings in cardiomyocyte-specific CLOCK
mutant (CCM) mice, demonstrating that the circadian clock mechanism regulates
myocardial substrate utilization at baseline and in response to high fatty acid availability
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(Tsai et al., 2010). Moreover, studies investigating other circadian genetic models have
demonstrated a protective phenotype in response to diet-induced obesity. For example,
muscle-specific deletion of the core circadian regulator Bmal1 was protective against dietinduced obesity (Wada et al., 2018). Our findings that the ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected
from heart disease are also supported by previous work from Rudic et al., who
demonstrated that ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice better maintain insulin sensitivity and are
protected from overt diabetes (Rudic et al., 2004). Taken together, these findings provide
new knowledge on resilience to obesity-induced heart disease in Clock mutant mice.
Furthermore, we show that HFD drives extensive transcriptional reprogramming in WT
hearts, mapping to critical pathways regulating cardiac growth, renewal, and remodeling,
whereas ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are resilient to these gene changes. This is consistent with
previous studies in WT mice, demonstrating that reorganization of behavioural and
molecular rhythms is a hallmark of the pathogenesis of diet-induced obesity (Kohsaka et
al., 2007, Dyar et al., 2018). Surprising, at the molecular level, we show that ClockΔ19/Δ19
mice are resilient to these HFD-induced changes in the cardiac transcriptome. Our lab
has previously shown that key cardiac growth pathways are regulated by CLOCK.
Specifically, we have shown that CLOCK regulates AKT signaling in the heart and that
activation of these hypertrophic pathways is blocked in young ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice (Alibhai
et al., 2017a). This mirrors our echocardiography and histopathology results here
demonstrating no increase in cardiac hypertrophy in the ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. It would
be interesting to examine if these same signaling pathways also contribute to the absence
of adverse cardiac remodeling in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice.
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Mechanistically, the cardio-protection in ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice is also mediated in part
through the regulation of oxidative stress. We found that ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice have less
oxidative damage and higher levels of protective antioxidants. Similarly, studies by others
have also shown that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from cardiac oxidative stress when
challenged with deoxycorticosterone and dietary salt (Fletcher et al., 2017). Importantly,
key protective antioxidant pathways are regulated by the circadian system (Khaper et al.,
2017), as Gpx and catalase exhibit rhythmic diurnal variation in the mouse liver (Xu et al.,
2012). Interestingly, the CLOCK:BMAL1 complex of the circadian mechanism was
demonstrated to drive the expression of NRF2 (Pekovic-Vaughan et al., 2014), a master
transcriptional regulator of antioxidant defenses (Patel et al., 2014). Here we found that
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts exhibit preserved Nrf2 expression, whereas expression is downregulated in WT HFD hearts versus SC controls. Together, these findings demonstrate
the CLOCK-regulation of free radical biology as a mechanism underlying the cardioprotection in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice.
Collectively, our findings implicate a role for CLOCK and the circadian mechanism in
resilience to cardiovascular disease. This is critically important given the global epidemic
of heart disease, taking an estimated 17.9 million lives every year (WHO, 2017).
Interesting, our findings of resilience can be recapitulated in human data, with recent
investigations into circadian gene polymorphisms revealing associations with protective
cardio-metabolic disease outcomes. For example, minor allele carriers for the CLOCK
polymorphism, rs4580704, had a significantly lower risk of developing both diabetes and
hypertension versus non-carriers, in participants from the Genetics of Lipid Lowering
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Drugs and Diet Network (GOLDN) study (Garaulet et al., 2009). Importantly, despite our
understanding of the connections between obesity and cardiovascular disease, it remains
a growing health problem. Beginning in the 1950s, the diet-heart hypothesis proposed
that increased dietary fat led to cardiovascular disease and increased cardiovascular
mortality (Keys, 1953). However, rates of obesity and metabolic syndrome have
continued to rise. It is beginning to be appreciated that a high-fat or low-carbohydrate diet
can benefit certain individuals, for example, by reducing blood glucose levels in patients
with type 2 diabetes (Boden et al., 2005). Moreover, it is worth considering the individual
variability in the impact of diet interventions on health as, for example, evidence from
clinical trials showed no benefit of reducing saturated fat intake on metabolic health in
obese and overweight individuals (Hannon et al., 2017). Collectively, understanding the
role of resilience in the pathogenesis of obesity-induced cardiovascular disease can lead
to healthier choices for people and reveal novel biological factors that can improve health
and prevent disease in human patients.

Conclusions
In summary, we show that ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice develop obesity and metabolic syndrome,
yet remarkably they are protected from developing heart disease. We show that
ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice are protected from HFD-induced cardiac hypertrophy with preserved left
ventricular dimensions and contractile function, as compared to WT HFD controls. We
demonstrate that this is mediated by resilience to HFD-driven transcriptional
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reprogramming of critical cardiac growth and remodeling pathways and through the upregulation of protective antioxidant signaling in ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts. Ultimately, these data
provide new understanding on the previously unknown role of the circadian mechanism
in mediating resilience to heart disease in diet-induced obesity, opening new avenues for
improving health in human patients.
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Supplementary Information
Supplementary Table 3.3. Differentially expressed genes in WT SC and WT HFD
hearts, all transcripts ≥ 1.4-fold change (125 transcripts).
Transcript
ID

Gene
Symbol

Gene Description

Fold Change
(WT HFD
vs. SC)

Fold Change
(ClockΔ19/Δ19
HFD vs. SC)

-3.96

-1.53

-2.95

-1.53

-2.70

-1.18

-2.46

1.04

-2.34

-1.03

17413945

Nr4a3

17315178

Nr4a1

17481960

Arntl

17335467

Cdkn1a

17374488

Thbs1

Nuclear receptor subfamily 4, group A,
member 3
Nuclear receptor subfamily 4, group A,
member 1
Aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear
translocator-like
Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1A
(P21)
Thrombospondin 1

17421540

Nppb

Natriuretic peptide type B

-2.18

-1.19

17231033

Atf3

Activating transcription factor 3

-2.18

-1.30

17484610

Scgb1c1

Secretoglobin, family 1C, member 1

-2.05

-1.77

17343263

Sik1

Salt inducible kinase 1

-2.03

-1.02

17463727

Apold1

Apolipoprotein L domain containing 1

-1.99

-1.06

17507374

Irs2

Insulin receptor substrate 2

-1.97

-1.57

-1.95

-1.50

-1.92

-1.93

17548950
17548055

BC023105

17421972

Errfi1

ERBB receptor feedback inhibitor 1

-1.89

-1.01

17450501

Gbp10

Guanylate-binding protein 10

-1.89

-1.15

17315686

C7

-1.86

-2.11

17385374

Nr4a2

-1.85

-1.23

17421545

Nppa

Complement component 7
Nuclear receptor subfamily 4, group A,
member 2
Natriuretic peptide type A

-1.84

-1.08

-1.84

-1.70

-1.82

1.05

-1.82

-1.57

17548460
UDP-glucose dehydrogenase | small
integral membrane protein 14

17350932

Ugdh |
Smim14
BC023105

17438963

Ppbp

Pro-platelet basic protein

-1.81

-2.13

17254047

Ccl7

Chemokine (C-Cmotif) ligand 7

-1.81

-1.21

17436237

Fosl2

Fos-like antigen 2

-1.80

-1.09

17265164

Bcl6b

B cell CLL/lymphoma 6, member B

-1.77

-1.22

17350925

Iigp1

Interferon inducible GTPase 1

-1.77

-1.69

17254041

Ccl2

Chemokine (C-Cmotif) ligand 2

-1.75

-1.13

17323755

Cldn5

-1.75

1.10

17514346

Gm10717

Claudin 5
Predicted gene 10717 [Acc: MGI:
3642031]

-1.72

-1.00

17448308
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17337110

H2-Q5

Histocompatibility 2, Q region locus 5

-1.70

-1.39

17460861

Slc41a3
H2-Q8 | H2Q6

Solute carrier family 41, member 3
Histocompatibility 2, Q region locus 8 |
histocompatibility 2, Q region locus 6
Tumor necrosis factor receptor
superfamily, member 10b
Immunity-related GTPase family M
member 2
Interferon gamma induced GTPase

-1.69

-1.24

-1.68

-1.37

-1.67

-1.07

-1.66

-1.19

-1.64

-1.16

RIKEN cDNA2010320O07 gene

-1.63

-1.50

-1.59

-1.39

-1.59

-1.16

-1.59

-1.38

-1.59

-1.02

-1.58

-1.17

-1.57

-1.15

-1.57

-1.08

-1.57

-1.30

-1.56

-1.79

-1.56

-1.50

-1.55

-1.01

-1.55

-1.10

-1.54

-1.30

17337122
17301697

Tnfrsf10b

17249990

Irgm2

17249980

Igtp
2010320O07
Rik

17349974

17547859

H2-K1 | H2D1
Gm2573

17376549

Prnd

17331705

Adamts1

17514330

Gm10719 |
Gm10721 |
Gm10718

17337120

H2-Q5

Solute carrier family 7 (cationic amino
acid transporter, y+system), member1
B cell translocation gene 2, antiproliferative
Interleukin 1 beta
Predicted gene 10715 [Acc: MGI:
3642376] | predicted gene, 17535 [Acc:
MGI: 4937169] | predicted gene 10717
[Acc: MGI: 3642031]
WD repeat and SOCS box-containing 1
Signal transducer and activator of
transcription 1
Glutamine fructose-6-phosphate
transaminase 2
Histocompatibility 2, K1, K region |
histocompatibility 2, D region locus 1
Predicted gene 2573
Prion protein dublet | prion protein gene
complex
A disintegrin-like and metallopeptidase
(reprolysin type) with thrombospondin
type 1 motif, 1
Predicted gene 10719 [Acc: MGI:
3641690] | predicted gene 10721 [Acc:
MGI: 3641688] | predicted gene 10718
[Acc: MGI: 3642028]
Histocompatibility 2, Q region locus 5

17332228

Rcan1

Regulator of calcineurin 1

-1.54

-1.18

17543572

Il2rg

Interleukin 2 receptor, gamma chain

-1.53

-1.23

17513995

Acta1

Actin, alpha 1, skeletal muscle

-1.53

1.95

17358544

Cd274

-1.51

-1.39

17548213

Gm13770

-1.51

-1.79

17276386

Rhoj

CD274 antigen
Predicted gene 13770 [Acc: MGI:
3651719]
Ras homolog gene family, member J

-1.50

-1.01

17322750

Abat

4-aminobutyrate aminotransferase

-1.49

-1.29

17455401

Slc7a1

17227089

Btg2

17391565

Il1b

17514352

Gm10715 |
Gm17535 |
Gm10717

17266563

Wsb1

17212750

Stat1

17249036

Gfpt2

17343710
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17237280

Phlda1

17469136

Adamts9

17222149

Neurl3

17375373

B2m

17272785

Lgals3bp

17278757

Gm24564

17224540

Tuba4a

17497058

Cpxm2

17514349

Gm10717

17342642

Dusp1

17293348

Ctla2b

17479644

Platr32

Pleckstrin homology-like domain,
familyA, member1
A disintegrin-like and metallopeptidase
(reprolysin type) with thrombospondin
type 1 motif, 9
Neutralized E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 3

-1.48

-1.16

-1.48

1.04

-1.48

-1.57

Beta-2 microglobulin
Lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 3
binding protein
Predicted gene, 24564 [Acc: MGI:
5454341]
Tubulin, alpha 4A

-1.48

-1.24

-1.47

-1.11

-1.47

-1.10

-1.46

-1.22

Carboxypeptidase X2 (M14 family)
Predicted gene 10717 [Acc: MGI:
3642031]
Dual specificity phosphatase 1
Cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated
protein 2 beta
Pluripotency associated transcript 32
[Acc: MGI: 3801726]

-1.46

-1.05

-1.45

1.01

-1.45

-1.06

-1.44

1.12

-1.44

-1.27

-1.44

-1.14

-1.43

-1.25

-1.43

-1.03

17550428
17265156

Slc16a13

17325608

Cd80

Solute carrier family 16
(monocarboxylic acid transporters),
member 13
CD80 antigen

17269250

Gm11564

Predicted gene 11564

-1.42

-1.05

17261542

Fgf18

Fibroblast growth factor 18

-1.42

-1.23

17266520

Lgals9

Lectin, galactose binding, soluble 9

-1.42

-1.58

17447081

Spon2

Spondin 2, extracellular matrix protein

-1.41

-1.34

17502789

Gypa

Glycophorin A

-1.41

-1.16

17361073

Gstp1

Glutathione S-transferase, pi 1

-1.41

-1.21

17212087

Npas2

-1.40

-1.23

17249034

Gm23813

-1.39

-1.83

17306867

Cideb

-1.38

-1.31

17514340

Gm10718

-1.38

-1.07

17353957

Spry4

-1.35

-1.05

17528274

Plekho2

-1.34

-1.01

17317264

Gm23475

1.26

1.01

17406027

Gm5277

1.37

1.04

17215065

Gm22786

Neuronal PAS domain protein 2
Predicted gene, 23813 [Acc: MGI:
5453590]
Cell death-inducing DNA fragmentation
factor, alpha subunit-like effector B
Predicted gene 10718 [Acc: MGI:
3642028]
Sprouty homolog 4 (Drosophila)
Pleckstrin homology domain containing,
family O member 2
Predicted gene, 23475 [Acc: MGI:
5453252]
Predicted gene 5277 [Acc: MGI:
3646590]
Predicted gene, 22786 [Acc: MGI:
5452563]

1.37

-1.01
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17225169

Snora75 |
Ncl

17214025

Gm25360

17508787

Lonrf1

17292327

Mirlet7f-1

17389645

Gm25514

17318089

Ly6c1

Small nucleolar RNA, H/ACA box 75 |
nucleolin
Predicted gene, 25360 [Acc: MGI:
5455137]
LON peptidase N-terminal domain and
ring finger 1
microRNA let7f-1
Predicted gene, 25514 [Acc: MGI:
5455291]
Lymphocyte antigen 6 complex, locus
C1

1.37

-1.02

1.38

1.27

1.38

1.03

1.40

-1.15

1.41

1.02

1.41

1.19

1.41

1.07

1.42

1.13

1.42

1.15

1.43

1.02

1.43

1.40

1.43

-1.17

Sodium channel, type IV, beta

1.44

1.48

Period circadian clock 2 | RIKEN
cDNA9830107B12 gene

1.44

1.06

1.45

1.40

1.47

1.21

1.47

1.17

1.48

-1.03

17381519
17391997

Gpcpd1

17377523

Gm23598

17213313

Snord70

17513974

n-R5s127

Glycerophosphocholine
phosphodiesterase GDE1 homolog (S.
cerevisiae)
Predicted gene, 23598 [Acc: MGI:
5453375]
Small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 70
Nuclear encoded rRNA5S127 [Acc:
MGI: 4421983]

17547851
17516740

17307837

Scn4b
Per2 |
9830107B12
Rik
Ephx2

17337794

Gm25135

17303625

Nr1d2

17333651

Zfp97

Epoxide hydrolase 2, cytoplasmic
Predicted gene, 25135 [Acc: MGI:
5454912]
Nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group D,
member 2
Zinc finger protein 97

17457318

Mir490

microRNA 490

1.48

-1.23

17524206

Scarna9

Small cajal body-specific RNA 9

1.49

1.02

1.49

1.26

1.52

-1.02

1.53

1.86

1.53

1.35

1.54

1.79

1.55

1.08

1.57

1.07

1.62

1.39

1.64

1.03

1.69

1.09

17225506

17237541
17370040

Gm13528

17526707

Zbtb16

17386725

Pde11a

Predicted gene 13528
Zinc finger and BTB domain containing
16
Phosphodiesterase 11A

17505453

Snord71

Small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 71

17516613
17433328

Per3

17312052

Gm25987

17477979

Dbp

17464713

Gm22155

Period circadian clock 3
Predicted gene, 25987 [Acc: MGI:
5455764]
D site albumin promoter binding protein
Predicted gene, 22155 [Acc: MGI:
5451932]
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17481743

Wee1

WEE1 homolog 1 (S. pombe)

1.73

1.11

17511693

Ces1d

Carboxylesterase 1D

1.76

-1.08

1.76

-1.36

1.85

-1.20

1.88

1.40

1.97

1.34

2.01

1.24

17546745
17523676

Gm26870

17380572

Gm14327

17520288

Gm22866

Predicted gene, 26870 [Acc: MGI:
5477364]
Predicted gene 14327
Predicted gene, 22866 [Acc: MGI:
5452643]

17474631
17263174

2210407C18
Rik

RIKEN cDNA2210407C18 gene

2.09

1.33

17400862

Hmgcs2

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-Coenzyme
A synthase 2

3.35

2.44
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Supplementary Table 3.4. KEGG pathway analysis of differentially expressed genes in
WT HFD and ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD hearts.
KEGG Pathway

P-value

# of genes

%

PI3K-Akt signaling pathway (mmu04151)

3.74E-04

14

7.04

MAPK signaling pathway (mmu04010)

1.32E-05

14

7.04

Pathways in cancer (mmu05200)

1.19E-03

14

7.04

Proteoglycans in cancer (mmu05205)

9.03E-04

10

5.03

Focal adhesion (mmu04510)

1.04E-03

10

5.03

Estrogen signaling pathway (mmu04915)

2.68E-05

9

4.52

FoxO signaling pathway (mmu04068)
Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum
(mmu04141)
TNF signaling pathway (mmu04668)

1.34E-03

8

4.02

4.79E-03

8

4.02

2.29E-03

7

3.52

Oxytocin signaling pathway (mmu04921)

1.37E-02

7

3.52

Regulation of lipolysis in adipocytes (mmu04923)

6.73E-04

6

3.02

ECM-receptor interaction (mmu04512)

4.65E-03

6

3.02

Hepatitis B (mmu05161)

3.50E-02

6

3.02

Biosynthesis of antibiotics (mmu01130)

3.98E-02

6

3.80

Bladder cancer (mmu05219)

1.60E-03

5

2.51

Small cell lung cancer (mmu05222)

2.03E-02

5

2.51

Aldosterone synthesis and secretion (mmu04925)

2.20E-02

5

2.51

GnRH signaling pathway (mmu04912)

2.37E-02

5

2.51

Circadian rhythm (mmu04710)

1.45E-04

5

3.16

mTOR signaling pathway (mmu04150)
Drug metabolism - cytochrome P450
(mmu00982)

3.67E-02

4

2.01

2.02E-02

4

2.53
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Supplementary Table 3.5. Diurnal rhythms in cardiac remodeling genes in WT and
ClockΔ19/Δ19 hearts by JTK_CYCLE.

WT

JTK_CYCLE
P-value
1.47E-05*

JTK_CYCLE
q-value
9.16E-07

3.70

Amplitude
95% CI
(1.82,4.86)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

0.17

0.11

2.68

(1.11,4.18)

WT

1.00

0.90

0.09

(-0.06,0.25)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

0.15

0.08

0.09

(0.02,0.19)

WT

4.58E-02*

2.00E-02

0.82

(0.43,1.52)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

0.27

0.19

0.48

(0.23,0.80)

WT

7.69E-03*

2.40E-03

0.66

(0.42,0.93)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

1.00

1.00

0.14

(-0.08,0.41)

WT

3.05E-03*

5.72E-04

0.52

(0.19,0.84)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

1.00

1.00

0.14

(-0.10,0.41)

WT

3.05E-03*

5.72E-04

4.83

(2.99,7.24)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

6.09E-02

3.05E-02

0.80

(-0.12,1.77)

WT

7.69E-03*

2.40E-03

0.52

(0.10,1.06)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

1.00

1.00

0.14

(-0.12,0.48)

WT

1.68E-02*

6.30E-03

0.88

(0.27,1.29)

ClockΔ19/Δ19

1.00

1.00

0.10

(-0.39,0.58)

Gene

Genotype

Rcan1
Nppa
Nppb
Thbs1
Irs2
Nr4a1
Cldn5
Atf3
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Amplitude

Study 3 – Circadian Environment

CHAPTER 4
REST DRIVES CARDIAC RENEWAL AND REMODELING THROUGH
TRANSCRIPTIONAL, HEMODYNAMIC, AND MYOFILAMENT REGULATION

Based on the publication:
REITZ CJ, Alibhai FJ, Pyle WG, Martino TA. Rest Drives Cardiac Renewal and
Remodeling through Transcriptional, Hemodynamic, and Myofilament Regulation.
Submitted to the Journal of the American College of Cardiology.
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Abstract
To understand the importance of rest in heart health, new preclinical models are
needed to investigate how rest benefits cardiovascular health and outcomes in disease.
Here we develop an experimental model to study the physiological and molecular basis
of rest for heart health, whereas existing models have only focused on the adverse effects
of disruption. To promote rest, mice were exposed to short-wavelength light during the
murine wake time. Rest and hemodynamic responses were assessed by running-wheel
actigraphy and radiotelemetry, respectively. Transcriptional and functional changes were
evaluated using high-throughput microarrays, pathophysiology, and myofilament assays,
at baseline and following pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy. Translational
investigations used open-access human datasets and cardiovascular drug target
analyses. Under this model, rest reduced heart rate and blood pressure, while maintaining
normal diurnal hemodynamic rhythms over 24 hours. In the heart, we identified a cassette
of rest-responsive genes important for cardiac growth and renewal. Rest benefited
healing and repair in pressure overload cardiac hypertrophy, limiting hemodynamic and
myofibrillar stress. Translational investigations using open-access datasets revealed
conserved rest-responsive gene pathways in myocardial tissue from patients with aortic
stenosis, dilated and ischemic cardiomyopathy. Importantly, over half of the commonly
prescribed cardiac medications listed by the American Heart Association target the
products of rest-responsive genes, emphasizing the importance of rest in clinical
medicine. Using a remarkably simple strategy, we established an evidence-based murine
model to study how rest benefits heart health and healing from cardiovascular disease.
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Introduction
Rest plays an important role in human health (Luyster et al., 2012, Chaput, 2010).
Indeed, our physiology undergoes dramatic changes during rest, including reduced body
temperature, sympathetic activity, heart rate, and blood pressure (Colten and Altevogt,
2006). In contrast, chronic disturbances to nighttime rest are associated with serious
health consequences, including cardiovascular disease (Montano et al., 2019). The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention calls insufficient rest “a public health
epidemic” (CDC, 2014), with the rising prevalence attributed to numerous lifestyle (e.g.
work schedules, electronic devices at night) and health factors (e.g. sleep disorders)
(Tobaldini et al., 2019). Epidemiological studies have demonstrated that a lack of
adequate rest increases the risk of cardiovascular disease, including hypertension
(Gottlieb et al., 2006), coronary artery disease (Ayas et al., 2003), myocardial infarction
(Daghlas et al., 2019), and overall cardiovascular mortality (Krittanawong et al., 2017,
Wang et al., 2007). These findings underscore an important role for rest in heart health
and repair, yet the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying these benefits are
poorly understood.
To study these mechanisms, current experimental models have focused on disrupting
rest, using environmental interventions and genetic circadian rodent models. Indeed, it is
well-established that cardiovascular physiology undergoes time-of-day variations, driven
by the 24-hour molecular circadian clock, and disturbing this mechanism has adverse
effects on cardiovascular health (Alibhai et al., 2015, Reitz and Martino, 2015, Khaper et
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al., 2017, Martino and Young, 2015). However, to fully elucidate the role of rest in the
cardiovascular system, new experimental models are needed to investigate the positive
benefits of rest, in addition to the adverse effects of disruption.
Here, we establish a novel murine model to study the biological role of rest in
cardiovascular health. With this model, we show that hemodynamic demand is reduced
with extended rest. We show that rest regulates the expression of genes important for
cardiac growth and renewal, using high-throughput transcriptional analyses. Moreover,
rest benefits healing and repair in pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy,
reducing hemodynamic and myofibrillar stress. Importantly, we investigate translational
implications for human medicine and show that rest-responsive genes are conserved in
human heart disease, using open-access datasets, and are targets of current front-line
cardiac medications.
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Materials and Methods
Animals
Seven-week-old male C57Bl/6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) were housed in a
12-hour light (L): 12-hour dark (D) cycle (LD 12:12), with lights on at 8:00 am (Zeitgeber
time (ZT) 0) and lights off at 8:00 pm (ZT12), for at least 1 week before all experiments.
Standard rodent chow and water were provided ad libitum. Animals were housed at the
Central Animal Facility, University of Guelph. All studies were carried out in accordance
with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and were reviewed and
approved by the University of Guelph Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Rest model
To create a mouse model of rest, we assessed the effect of light on diurnal rhythms in
running wheel behaviour, a well-established method to measure 24 hour activity (Alibhai
et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2017b, Reitz et al., 2019). To examine whether extending the
light period could influence rest, mice were acclimatized to an LD 12:12 cycle for 1 week,
followed by 16 hours L: 8 hours D (LD 16:8). To assess the effects of light wavelength,
mice were acclimatized to a LD 12:12 cycle for 1 week, followed by 1 week of 12 hours
L: 12 hours red light (>620 nm wavelength) (LR 12:12) or 12 hours L: 4 hours blue light
(420-520 nm wavelength): 8 hours D (LBD 12:4:8; rest model). Following validation of the
rest model, all experiments were performed under LBD 12:4:8 (rest model) versus normal
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LD 12:12 (control). Light wavelength was controlled using colour filters (blue: Roscolux
74, red: Roscolux 27; Rosco Laboratories) over white fluorescent lights (Octron T8;
Sylvania).

Running wheel actigraphy
Animals were individually housed in running wheel cages (Colbourn Instruments) for
continuous activity recording, as previously described (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al.,
2017b, Reitz et al., 2019). Mice were acclimatized to the cages for two weeks in a
controlled LD 12:12 environment before all experiments. Diurnal locomotor activity was
continuously recorded and analysed in 10-minute bins. Actograms, displaying binned
running wheel revolutions, and the corresponding periodograms, displaying period
amplitude, were generated using ClockLab Software (Actimetrics). Rest was measured
as hours per day with < 100 counts of activity. All data were analyzed using ClockLab.

Radiotelemetry
Diurnal cardiovascular hemodynamics was assessed using PA-C10 murine telemetry
probes (Data Sciences International) to collect continuous blood pressure and heart rate
data from conscious, freely moving mice, as previously described (Martino et al., 2011,
Alibhai et al., 2017a). Animals were anesthetized with 4% isoflurane, intubated, ventilated
(model 687; Harvard Apparatus), and maintained at 2.5% isoflurane throughout the
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procedure. The right carotid artery was isolated and the telemeter catheter was implanted
to the level of the aortic arch via the carotid artery. The telemeter transmitter unit was
implanted in a subcutaneous skin pouch and the neck incision was closed using silk 6-0
suture (Covidien). Mice were administered buprenorphine (0.1 mg per kg) analgesia upon
awakening and at 8 hours and 24 hours postoperatively. Recordings were initiated at 1
week following telemeter implantation and measurements were collected over three
continuous 24-hour cycles for each condition. Following baseline telemetry recordings,
mice were subjected to transverse aortic constriction (TAC) surgery, as described below.
At 4 weeks post-TAC, measurements were collected over three additional days under
each light cycle. Systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure, mean arterial
pressure (MAP), and heart rate (HR) were analysed using the Data Quest IV system
(Data Sciences International). Measurements were taken every 5 min for 30 seconds and
averaged into 1-hour bins according to ZT time.

Pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy
To induce pressure overload cardiac hypertrophy, 8-week-old mice (22-24 g)
underwent surgical aortic constriction (TAC), as described previously (Alibhai et al.,
2017a, Martino et al., 2007, Martino et al., 2011, Tsimakouridze et al., 2012). All surgeries
were performed between ZT01 and ZT04. Mice were anesthetized with 4% isoflurane,
intubated, ventilated (model 687; Harvard Apparatus), and maintained at 2.5% isoflurane
throughout the procedure. Animals were administered a local subcutaneous injection of
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a 50:50 bupivacaine (1.5 mg/kg)/lidocaine (3 mg/kg) mix prior to incision. A left-sided
thoracotomy was performed at the second intercostal space to view the aorta. The
descending aorta, distal to the left subclavian artery, was then ligated with a 6-0 silk suture
tied around a 27-gauge needle to constrict the vessel. The needle was removed and the
chest and skin were closed with silk 6-0 suture (Covidien). Sham animals underwent the
same procedure but the aorta was not constricted. Mice were given a subcutaneous
injection of buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg) for post-operative analgesia upon awakening, and
at 8 hours and 24 hours post-operatively. Following recovery from surgery, mice were
housed under either the rest model or control for 4 weeks.

Echocardiography
Cardiac structure and function were assessed at baseline and 4 weeks post-TAC
using a GE Vivid 7 Dimension ultrasound machine (GE Medical Systems) with an i13L
14MHz linear-array transducer under light anesthesia (1.0% isoflurane). Images were
analyzed on an offline system using EchoPAC (GE Medical Systems). Measurements
were taken at the mid-papillary level and used to determine left ventricular internal
dimension at diastole (LVIDd), left ventricular internal dimension at systole (LVIDs), %
ejection fraction (% EF), % fractional shortening (% FS), and heart rate (HR). At least 5
images per animal were used for analysis.
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Tissue collection
At 4 weeks post-TAC, animals were euthanized by isoflurane and cervical dislocation
at 4-hour intervals over 24 hours (ZT03, 07, 11, 15, 19, and 23). Body weight (BW), heart
weight (HW) and tibia length (TL) were measured for each animal. Hearts were snap
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C until use.

RNA isolation, microarray, and bioinformatics analyses
Total RNA from hearts was isolated using the miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA quantity and quality were assessed by Nanodrop
(260/280 ≥ 2; Thermo Scientific) and RNA ScreenTape (RIN ≥ 7; Agilent). Whole genome
microarray analyses were performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Gene 2.0 ST
array, which interrogates 35,240 RefSeq coding and non-coding transcripts (GEO
Accession: GSE115567). Gene expression analyses were performed on 6 individual
mouse heart samples (n=3 control; n=3 rest model). Bioinformatics analyses were
performed using GeneSpring GX v14.9 (Agilent Technologies). Raw .cel files were loaded
into a project file with exon analysis and Affymetrix exon expression experiment settings
and a biological significance workflow analysis. The most recent mouse gene 2.0 ST array
annotation technology (MoGene-2_0-st_na36_mm10_2016-07-06) was used to perform
all analyses. Raw fluorescence data were normalized across all chips using the exon
robust multiarray summarization algorithm. Experiment parameters for sample groups
and replicate structure were defined, and launched as a group-level interpretation. Quality
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control across all samples was assessed by log2(normalized signal values) expression
of 8 control hybridization probes across all chips, and group level clustering was analyzed
by principal components analysis. The probeset filter parameter was defined to include
all 34,351 probeset entities, then filtered by expression using a lower cut-off of 60 raw
fluorescence units. Differentially expressed genes were determined by fold change
analysis of all entities with ≥ 1.3-fold change in expression between rest vs. control hearts.
Hierarchical cluster analysis of this gene cassette generated heat maps of entity
expression relative to control hearts. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis was performed on
differentially expressed gene lists using the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and
Integrated Discovery (DAVID) Functional Annotation Tool (DAVID Bioinformatics 6.8,
NIAID/NIH) (Huang da et al., 2009). Circos plots were generated using Circos v.0.69-9
(Krzywinski et al., 2009).

Real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Analysis of mRNA expression by RT-PCR was performed on a ViiA7 real time PCR
system (Applied Biosystems) using the Power SYBR Green RNA-to-Ct one step kit (Life
Technologies) under the following protocol: reverse transcription at 48°C for 30 min and
95°C for 10 min for 1 cycle, followed by amplification at 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1
min for 40 cycles, followed by hold at room temperature. The primers used were
natriuretic peptide B (Nppb) forward: 5’-GCGAGACAAGGGAGAACAC-3’ and reverse:
5’-GCGGTGACAGATAAAGGAAAAG-3’, ankyrin repeat domain 23 (Ankrd23) forward:
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5’-TCCAGGGCATGAGAGAAG-3’ and reverse: 5’-GGCTGCTACTGGTAGAAATG-3’,
regulator of calcineurin 1 (exon 4 isoform) (Rcan1) forward: 5’-CCCGTGAAAAAGCAGAA
TGC-3’ and reverse: 5’-TCCTTGTCATATGTTCTGAAGAGGG-3’, and histone forward 5’GCAAGAGTGCGCCCTCTACTG-3’ and reverse: 5’-GGCCTCACTTGCCTCCTGCAA3’. Relative gene expression was normalized to histone using the delta delta CT method,
as described previously (Alibhai et al., 2017a, Alibhai et al., 2017b, Alibhai et al., 2014,
Bennardo et al., 2016, Podobed et al., 2014b, Tsimakouridze et al., 2012).

Myofilament isolation, actomyosin MgATPase assay, and protein phosphorylation
Cardiac myofilaments were isolated by differential centrifugation using the protocol
described by Yang and Pyle (Yang and Pyle, 2012). Actomyosin MgATPase activity in
isolated cardiac myofilaments was determined using a modified Carter assay, as
described previously (Yang and Pyle, 2012, Ferguson et al., 2019, Fernandes et al.,
2019). Isolated myofilament proteins were separated using 12% sodium dodecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and protein phosphorylation levels were quantified
using the PRO-Q Diamond phosphoprotein gel stain (Invitrogen), following the protocol
of Fernandes et al. (Fernandes et al., 2019).
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Human myocardial gene expression microarray analyses
Human myocardial gene expression data were obtained using publicly available
datasets from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (Edgar et al., 2002). Raw
.cel microarray files were downloaded from 6 independent datasets examining myocardial
gene expression from LV biopsies from a total of 140 patients. Data sets included patients
with aortic stenosis (AS) (Petretto et al., 2008), dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) (Barth et
al., 2006, Molina-Navarro et al., 2013, Matkovich et al., 2017), ischemic cardiomyopathy
(ICM) (Molina-Navarro et al., 2013, Matkovich et al., 2017, Kong et al., 2010), and nonfailing controls (GEO datasets: GSE1145 (AS), GSE10161 (AS), GSE3585 (DCM),
GSE42955 (DCM, ICM), GSE79962 (DCM, ICM), GSE16499 (ICM); Table 4.2). Raw
microarray files were analysed from each dataset, using GeneSpring GX v14.9 (Agilent
Technologies Inc.), as described above. All probeset entity lists were then interrogated
for rest-responsive genes identified from our murine studies, and analysed as fold change
in expression from non-failing control hearts.

Cardiac medications targeting rest pathways
A list of the top 66 commonly prescribed cardiovascular medications was obtained
from the American Heart Association (AHA) website (AHA, 2019). All molecular drug
targets were determined using the DrugBank database (Wishart et al., 2018), as
previously described (Zhang et al., 2014). Lists were then curated for target genes with
known rhythmic transcripts (JTK p-value < 0.05) based on analyses from mouse heart
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tissue using the CircaDB database (Pizarro et al., 2013) and for rest-responsive genes
identified from our rest model microarray analyses in murine hearts. Venn diagrams were
generated using BioVenn (Hulsen et al., 2008).

Statistical analysis
Values are presented as mean ± SEM. Statistical comparisons were made by
Student’s t-test or a one-way or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey
post-hoc for multiple comparisons, as applicable. A p-value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
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Results
A mouse model to study the cardiovascular benefits of rest
In order to establish an experimental model to study how rest benefits heart health,
we hypothesized that light could be used to promote rest in the nocturnal rodent. To test
this, C57Bl/6 mice were housed under 16 hours (h) light (L): 8 h dark (D), as compared
to control LD 12:12. We tested this protocol using running wheel actigraphy (Figure 4.1a)
and showed delayed onset of running wheel behaviour by 4 h into the normal murine
waketime under LD 16:8 (Figure 4.1b). As a result, the hours per day spent at rest was
significantly increased (p<0.01) under the light protocol (Figure 4.1c). We next
established whether the wavelength of light can also influence daily rhythms in running
wheel behaviour. Figure 4.1d shows normal diurnal rhythms (left) and circadian period
(~24 h; right) in mice under control LD 12:12. Interestingly, when mice were exposed to
long-wavelength red light (>620 nm), these rhythms were maintained similar to control
conditions (Figure 4.1e). Alternatively, to study the effects of short-wavelength blue light
(420-520 nm) on rest, we tested a second protocol using 12 h L: 4 h blue light (B): 8 h D
(LBD; rest model) and showed changes in running wheel behaviour, without disturbing
the normal circadian period (Figure 4.1f). Short-wavelength light during the first 4 hours
of the murine waketime delayed the onset of running wheel behaviour (Figure 4.1g) and
led to significantly increased (p<0.001) time spent at rest (Figure 4.1h), as compared to
control. Thus, we established a method to promote rest in mice, providing an experimental
model to study how rest influences the cardiovascular system.
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Figure 4.1. A mouse model to study the cardiovascular benefits of rest. (A)
Representative actigraphy, (B) quantification of 24-hour running wheel behaviour, and
(C) hours of rest per day in mice under normal 12-hour light (L): 12-hour dark (D) (LD
12:12; control) and LD 16:8. *p<0.01 LD 16:8 vs. LD 12:12. n=5, paired Student’s t-test.
(D) Running wheel actigraphy (left) and periodogram quantification (right) under a normal
LD 12:12 cycle and (E) under 12 h light: 12 h red light (>620 nm) (LR). (F) Representative
actigraphy (left) and periodogram (right), (G) quantification of running wheel behaviour,
and (H) hours of rest per day in mice under the rest model (12 h L: 4 h blue light (420520 nm): 8 h D; LBD 12:4:8) vs. control (LD 12:12). *p<0.001 rest vs. control. n=5, paired
Student’s t-test. (I) Diurnal rhythms in systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure,
(J) quantification of average mean arterial pressure (MAP) from zeitgeber time (ZT) 11 –
ZT15, and (K) diurnal heart rate (HR), in healthy mice under control vs. rest. n=4/group,
*p<0.001 control vs. rest, paired Student’s t-test. Values are mean ± SEM.

To examine how rest regulates diurnal cardiovascular physiology, we measured
hemodynamic parameters under the rest model, using radiotelemetry. Rest maintained
significantly lower systolic (SBP; p<0.001) and diastolic (DBP; p<0.001) blood pressure
during the additional 4 h of rest, as compared to control (Figure 4.1i). As a result, mean
arterial pressure (MAP) was significantly lower (p<0.001) in all mice, as compared to
control from zeitgeber time (ZT) 11-ZT15 (Figure 4.1j). Moreover, consistent with blood
pressure, rest significantly reduced (p<0.001) heart rate (HR) under the rest model, as
compared to control (Figure 4.1k). Thus, rest regulates diurnal cardiovascular physiology
to lower nighttime hemodynamic demand.
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Rest drives cardiac gene expression
To investigate the underlying transcriptional pathways regulated by rest in the heart,
we performed genome-wide microarray analysis during the rest period (ZT07) in rest vs.
control hearts. Principal components analysis revealed group-level clustering, suggesting
changes in overall gene expression in the heart with rest (Figure 4.2a). Our bioinformatics
analysis revealed a unique cassette of 91 genes that were differently expressed in rest
hearts vs. control (Figure 4.2b, Supplementary Table 4.4). Gene Ontology (GO)
analysis of this gene cassette confirmed differentially-regulated genes related to circadian
pathways as well as important biological processes including transcription, response to
stress, growth/renewal, cell signaling, and metabolism (Figure 4.2c, top). Moreover, GO
cellular compartment analysis identified subcellular changes in the cytoplasm, nucleus,
sarcomere, extracellular matrix, and mitochondria with rest (Figure 4.2c, bottom).
Visualization of GO correlations between circadian genes and transcriptional outputs,
revealed putative circadian clock-regulated genes that were up-regulated (red) or downregulated (blue) in the heart with rest (Figure 4.2d). From these data, we identified genes
that showed the greatest up-regulation (Figure 4.2e) and down-regulation (Figure 4.2f)
with rest, and mapped to known functions relating to cardiac growth, renewal, and
remodeling. Thus, using our rest model we observed global changes in cardiac gene
expression and identified genes involved in critical biological pathways regulated by rest.
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Figure 4.2. Rest drives cardiac gene expression. (A) Principal components analysis and
(B) heat map of differentially regulated genes (fold change ≥ 1.3) in rest vs. control hearts,
collected during the rest period (ZT07). (C) Gene ontology (GO) analysis of biological
processes (top) and cellular compartments (bottom) regulated by rest. (D) Visualization
of GO correlations. Links connect core circadian mechanism genes with putative clockcontrolled outputs either up-regulated (red) or down-regulated (blue) with rest. (E)
Curated list of the top up-regulated and (F) down-regulated genes in rest vs. control
hearts. n=3 hearts/group, *p<0.05 rest vs. control, Student’s t-test.
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Rest limits adverse cardiac remodeling in pressure overload-induced cardiac
hypertrophy
In order to understand how rest benefits heart health and repair, we used the pressure
overload model of transverse aortic constriction (TAC). Mice were subjected to TAC,
housed under the rest model or control for 4 weeks, and followed for pathophysiology and
molecular outcomes (Figure 4.3a). Consistent with our observations in healthy mice, we
found that rest maintained significantly lower (p<0.001) SBP and DBP over the rest period
(Figure 4.3b), with lower (p<0.005) MAP (Figure 4.3c) and reduced (p<0.001) HR
(Figure 4.3d) from ZT11-ZT15, as compared to TAC control mice. Thus, demonstrating
an important role for rest in mitigating pathological hemodynamic stress.
We then examined how rest benefits healing and repair in heart disease, by assessing
cardiac pathophysiology outcomes. TAC mice housed under the rest model for 4 weeks
developed less cardiac hypertrophy (Figure 4.3e), as evidenced by significantly smaller
(p<0.001) heart weight (HW) and HW: body weight ratios (HW:BW), as compared to
control (Figure 4.3f, Table 4.1). Moreover, rest limited adverse cardiac remodeling and
better maintained cardiac function post-TAC (Figure 4.3g), as shown by significantly
smaller (p<0.001) left ventricular internal dimensions at diastole (LVIDd) and systole
(LVIDs) and better (p<0.01) % ejection fraction (% EF) and % fractional shortening (%
FS) at 4 weeks post-TAC as compared to control, by echocardiography (Figure 4.3h,
Table 4.1). Thus, rest can limit adverse remodeling in the pressure-overload heart in vivo.
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Figure 4.3. Rest limits adverse cardiac remodeling in pressure overload-induced cardiac
hypertrophy. (A) Experimental design, mice underwent baseline echocardiography
followed by the transverse aortic constriction (TAC) model of cardiac pressure overload
and were randomized to the rest model vs. control, and followed for echocardiography
outcomes and molecular endpoints. (B) Diurnal SBP and DBP, (C) quantification of MAP,
and (D) diurnal HR, in TAC mice under control vs. rest. n=4/group, *p<0.005 control vs.
rest, paired Student’s t-test. (E) Representative images of hearts from sham, TAC control,
and TAC rest, and (F) quantification of heart weight (HW; left) and HW: body weight (BW;
right) at 4 weeks post-TAC. n=15/group, *p<0.0001 TAC control vs. TAC rest, two-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc. (G) Representative M-mode echocardiography
images showing (H) smaller LVIDd and LVIDs and better % EF and % FS in TAC rest
hearts vs. control at 4 weeks post-TAC. n=6/group, *p<0.01 TAC control vs. TAC rest,
two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc. All pathophysiology values are shown in
Table 4.1. (I) Rest limits the up-regulation of Nppb, Ankrd23, and Rcan1 mRNA
expression in TAC hearts. n=3 hearts/timepoint/group, *p<0.05 rest vs. control, unpaired
Student’s t-test. Values are mean ± SEM.

In order to elucidate the molecular mechanisms mediating the benefits of rest, we first
looked at the expression of key rest-responsive genes identified by our microarray
analysis. In the TAC hearts, there was less (p<0.05) mRNA expression of Nppb, Ankrd23,
and Rcan1 from ZT15-ZT19 following the additional 4 hours of rest in the rest model vs.
control (Figure 4.3i). Thus, promoting rest can mitigate the pathological up-regulation of
adverse remodeling pathways at the molecular level in the pressure overload heart.
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Table 4.1. Rest limits adverse cardiac remodeling in pressure overload-induced cardiac
hypertrophy in mice.
Sham Control

Sham Rest

TAC Control

TAC Rest

6

6

6

6

n

Echocardiography (Baseline)
LVIDd (mm)

3.98±0.03

4.05±0.02

4.02±0.04

4.05±0.02

LVIDs (mm)

2.35±0.05

2.45±0.01

2.42±0.05

2.45±0.01

EF (%)

78.00±1.07

76.21±0.39

76.64±1.02

76.29±0.34

FS (%)

41.08±0.96

39.42±0.37

39.81±0.94

39.42±0.31

473±11

494±3

451±5

488±4

HR (bpm)

Echocardiography (4 weeks)
LVIDd (mm)

4.13±0.02

4.11±0.02

5.32±0.15

4.52±0.16*

LVIDs (mm)

2.48±0.02

2.45±0.02

4.17±0.16

3.19±0.26*

EF (%)

76.83±0.46

77.29±0.58

49.84±2.02

61.12±3.90*

FS (%)

39.90±0.39

40.30±0.51

21.84±1.13

29.94±3.10*

499±6

491±4

474±9

474±9

126.55±1.45

124.95±1.52

212.35±9.67

168.94±6.85*

HW:BW (mg/g)

4.10±0.07

4.05±0.03

7.73±0.48

6.49±0.29*

HW:TL (mg/mm)

6.36±0.07

6.31±0.07

10.79±0.48

8.91±0.38*

HR (bpm)
Morphometry (4 weeks)
HW (mg)

LVIDd, left ventricle internal dimensions at diastole; LVIDs, LV internal dimensions at
systole; % EF, % ejection fraction; % FS, % fractional shortening; HR, heart rate; HW,
heart weight; HW:BW, HW:body weight ratio; HW:TL, HW:tibia length ratio. *p<0.01 TAC
control vs. TAC rest, by two-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc. Values are mean ± SEM.
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Rest regulates intrinsic myofilament contractility
Given that we observed rest-driven changes in in vivo function and molecular
pathways involved in cardiac contractility and remodeling, we then examined the main
structural element of myocardial contractility, the cardiac sarcomere. Myofilament
function was assessed in hearts collected at ZT15, i.e. during the time of extended rest.
In myofilaments isolated from healthy hearts, rest led to reduced (p<0.05) maximum
MgATPase activity and increased calcium sensitivity, shown by a decrease (p<0.05) in
EC50, suggesting that rest can influence intrinsic myofilament contractility (Figure 4.4a).
In heart disease, TAC control hearts showed impaired myofilament function, with reduced
(p<0.05) maximum actomyosin MgATPase activity and reduced (p<0.05) EC50 (Figure
4.4b), suggesting that under disease conditions these changes in myofilament function
may contribute to reduced in vivo cardiac function. However, under the rest model, TAC
hearts showed preserved actomyosin MgATPase activity and calcium sensitivity, similar
to sham controls (Figure 4.4b, bottom), demonstrating that rest can prevent deleterious
changes in myofilament function and this may limit pathological remodeling in vivo.
Moreover, to determine the impact of rest on the post-translational modification of key
contractile proteins, we quantified myofilament protein phosphorylation (Figure 4.4c).
Phosphorylation was consistently higher in TAC control hearts, as compared to sham.
However, rest led to lower (p<0.05) phosphorylation levels of myosin binding protein C
(MyBP-C) and troponin T (TnT), similar to healthy control hearts (Figure 4.4c),
suggesting that rest can mitigate post-translational modifications in cardiac myofilament
proteins associated with pathological stress.
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Figure 4.4. Rest regulates myofilament function. (A) Rest alters cardiac actomyosin
MgATPase activity curves (left) and EC50 values (right) in healthy hearts and (B) in
pressure overload cardiac hypertrophy (TAC). (C) Myofilament protein phosphorylation,
shown by Pro-Q Diamond phosphoprotein stain (top) and quantification (bottom), in
murine heart tissue collected at ZT15. n=3/group, *p<0.05 by unpaired Student’s t-test.
Values are mean ± SEM. MyBP-C = myosin binding protein C; TnT = troponin T; Tm =
tropomyosin; TnI = troponin I.
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Rest-responsive pathways driving cardiac renewal and repair are conserved in
human heart disease
To investigate the relevance of these rest-responsive pathways from our mouse model
to the pathologically-stressed human heart, we turned to publicly available microarray
datasets. We analysed gene expression data collected from 140 left ventricular biopsy
samples over 6 independent studies, including patients with aortic stenosis, dilated
cardiomyopathy, and ischemic cardiomyopathy, vs. non-failing controls (Table 4.2). Gene
expression analyses revealed that the rest-responsive genes Nppb, Ankrd23, and Rcan1,
that we identified in the murine heart, are also up-regulated in human heart disease
(Figure 4.5a, left). Moreover, consistent with our protein analyses, genes coding for key
contractile elements in the cardiac sarcomere also showed altered expression in human
hearts from patients with aortic stenosis, dilated, and ischemic cardiomyopathy (Figure
4.5a, right). Importantly, these data demonstrate conserved rest-responsive genes in the
murine and human heart, that underlie critical pathways of cardiac growth, renewal, and
remodeling.
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Figure 4.5. Relevance of rest in human heart disease and clinical medicine. (A)
Microarray analysis of human heart tissue from patients with aortic stenosis, dilated
cardiomyopathy, and ischemic cardiomyopathy demonstrates altered expression of
cardiac remodeling (left) and myofilament (right) genes. See Table 4.2. *p<0.05 versus
non-failing control hearts, unpaired Student’s t-test. (B) American Heart Association
(AHA) cardiac medications target rest-responsive genes (as identified by murine heart
microarray analyses with the rest model) and circadian genes (identified as rhythmic in
mouse heart by CircaDB). See Table 4.3. (C) Analysis of the molecular targets interacting
with these cardiac medications identified 24% were coded for by genes with circadian
expression profiles and 13% were transcriptionally-regulated by rest. See Table 4.3.
Values are mean ± SEM. Mybpc3 = myosin binding protein C, cardiac; Tnnt2 = troponin
T2, cardiac type; Tnni3 = troponin I3, cardiac type, Tnnc1 = troponin C1, slow skeletal
and cardiac type; Des = desmin; Ttn = titin.
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Lastly, to explore the potential of targeting these pathways in clinical medicine, we
investigated whether commonly prescribed cardiac medications target rest-responsive
genes. From the American Heart Association list of 66 major types of commonly
prescribed cardiovascular drugs (AHA, 2019), 41 of these drugs (62%) target genes that
showed altered expression with rest from our microarray analyses in murine hearts
(Figure 4.5b, Table 4.3). Moreover, these same medications plus an additional 17 drugs
(88%), target genes known to have rhythmic expression in the mouse heart over 24 hours
(Figure 4.5b, Table 4.3). In total, 232 molecular targets were identified to interact with
these drugs in the body using the DrugBank database. Of these, 56 targets (24%) were
coded for by genes with circadian expression profiles (Figure 4.5c, Table 4.3). Moreover,
we identified 31 drug targets (13%), whose genes showed altered expression in the heart
with rest, based on our murine microarrays, and 14 of which were uniquely regulated by
rest (Figure 4.5c, Table 4.3). Collectively, these findings demonstrate that rest influences
the same critical pathways targeted by contemporary medicine and current treatment
strategies may benefit from timing dosage to correspond with the rest period, to improve
therapeutic efficacy and benefit patient outcomes.
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Table 4.2. GEO datasets of human myocardial tissue gene expression.
GEO
Accession

Patient Cohort

GSE1145

Aortic stenosis and LV
hypertrophy (n=7)
Control (coronary artery
disease with normal LV
function) (n=4)

GSE10161

Aortic stenosis (n=20)
Control (n=7)

GSE3585

GSE42955

GSE79962

GSE16499

Dilated cardiomyopathy
(n=7)
Non-failing control (n=5)
Dilated cardiomyopathy
(n=12)
Ischemic cardiomyopathy
(n=12)
Control (n=5)
Dilated cardiomyopathy
(n=9)
Ischemic heart disease
(n=11)
Non-failing donors (n=11)
Ischemic heart failure
(n=15)
Non-failing control (n=15)

Tissue

Microarray
Platform

Ref.

LV biopsy

Affymetrix
Human Genome
U95 Version 2
Array

-

Affymetrix
Human Genome
U133A Array
Affymetrix
Human Genome
U133A Array

(Petretto
et al.,
2008)

LV biopsy

Affymetrix
Human Gene
1.0 ST Array

(MolinaNavarro et
al., 2013)

LV biopsy

Affymetrix
Human Gene
1.0 ST Array

(Matkovich
et al.,
2017)

LV biopsy

Affymetrix
Human Exon
1.0 ST Array

(Kong et
al., 2010)

LV biopsy

LV biopsy
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(Barth et
al., 2006)

Table 4.3. Commonly prescribed cardiac medications listed by the American Heart
Association (AHA, 2019) target rhythmic and rest-responsive genes in the heart.

Drug Class

Drug Name
(generic)

Major
Trade
Name

Apixaban

Eliquis

Dabigatran

Pradaxa

Anticoagulants Heparin

various

Rivaroxaban

Xarelto

Warfarin

Coumadin

Aspirin

Antiplatelet
Agents

Clopidogrel

Rest Genes
(Rest model,
murine heart
microarrays)
Abcb1a
Abcb1a, Ces1
Fgfr4, Hgf,
Vegfa
Abcb1a
-

Abcb1a,
Ccna2, Ccnd1,
Hspa5, Mapk6,
Prkaa2

Abcb1a, Ces1,
Slc22a2

Plavix

Abcb1a, Ces1

Prasugrel

Effient

Abcb1a,
Abcc5, Pde4a,
Rcan1,
Slco2b1
-

Ticagrelor

Brilinta

Abcb1a

Abcb1a

Benazepril

Lotensin

Ace, Mthfr

-

Captopril

Capoten

Abcb1a, Ace

Abcb1a, Lta4h

Enalapril

Vasotec

Abcb1a, Ace

Abcb1a

Fosinoprill

Monopril
Prinivil,
Zestril
Univasc

Ace

-

Ace

-

Ace, Ace2

-

Dipyridamole

ACE Inhibitors

Circadian
Genes
(Murine heart
CircaDB
rhythmic)
Abcb1a,
Abcg2
Abcb1a, Ces1
Ccl5, Fgfr1,
Fgfr4, Hgf,
Vegfa
Abcb1a,
Abcg2
Cyp1a1
Abcb1a,
Ccna2, Ednra,
Hsp5a,
Mapk6, Nfkb1,
Nfkbia,
Prkaa1,
Prkab1, Ptgs1,
Rps6ka3

Lisinopril
Moexipril
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Abcb11,
Abcb1a, Abcc5,
Rcan1
-

Angiotensin II
Receptor
Blockers

AngiotensinReceptor
Neprilysin
Inhibitors

Beta Blockers

Combined
Alpha and
Beta Blockers

Perindopril

Aceon

Ace

-

Quinapril

Accupril

Ace

-

Ramipril

Altace

Ace

-

Trandolapril

Mavik

Ces1

Candesartan

Atacand

Eprosartan

Teveten

Irbesartan

Avapro

Losartan

Cozaar

Telmisartan

Micardis

Valsartan

Diovan

Ace, Ces1
Abcb1a,
Agtr1a, Ptgs1
Agtr1a
Agtr1a, Jun,
Ptgs1
Abcb1a,
Agtr1a
Abcb1a,
Abcg2, Agtr1a
Agtr1a

Sacubitril/valsartan

Entresto

-

-

Acebutolol

Sectral

Abcb1a, Adrb1 Abcb1a

Atenolol

Tenormin

Adrb1

Abcb11

Adrb1

-

Betaxolol
Kerlone
Bisoprolol/
Ziac
hydrochlorothiazide
Bisoprolol
Zebeta
Lopressor,
Metoprolol
Toprol XL
Nadolol
Corgard
Propranolol

Inderal

Sotalol

Betapace

Carvedilol

Coreg
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Abcb1a
Abcb11,
Abcb1a
Abcb11,
Abcb1a
-

Abcb1a, Adrb1 Abcb1a
Abcb1a, Adrb1 Abcb1a
Abcb1a,
Abcb1a, Adrb1
Slc22a2
Abcb1a, Adrb1 Abcb1a
Abcb1a,
Abcb1a,
Adrb1,
Slc22a2
Cyp1a1
Adrb1, Kcnh2 Abcb1a,
Adra1a,
Adra1d,
Abcb1a, Gja1,
Adrb1,
Hif1a, Nppb,
Cyp1a1, Gja1, Vcam1, Vegfa
Hif1a, Kcnh2,
Ndufc2, Nppb,

Labetalol
hydrochloride
Amlodipine
Diltiazem

Felodipine

Nifedipine
Calcium
Channel
Blockers

Nimodipine

Nisoldipine

Verapamil

Atorvastatin

Ptgs1, Vcam1,
Vegfa, Xdh
Normodyne, Adra1a,
Trandate
Adra1d, Adrb1
Norvasc,
Abcb1a,
Lotrel
Cyp1a1, Nos2
Cardizem,
Abcb1a
Tiazac
Abcb1a,
Cacnb2,
Plendil
Calm2, Calm3,
Nr3c2, Pde1b
Abcb1a,
Adalat,
Cacnb2,
Procardia
Calm2, Calm3,
Cyp1a1
Cacnb2,
Cacnb3,
Nimotop
Cacnb4,
Nr3c2
Abcb1a,
Sular
Cacnb2
Abcb1a,
Abcc1, Abcg2,
Adra1a,
Calan,
Adra1d,
Verelan
Cacnb2,
Cacnb3,
Cacnb4,
Kcnh2, Scn5a
Abcb1a,
Lipitor
Abcc1, Abcc5,
Slco2b1

Digitoxin
Cholesterollowering
Medications

Abcb1a

Digoxin

Lanoxin

Abcb1a

Ezetimibe/
Simvastatin

Vytorin

Abcb1a,
Abcg2

Lovastatin

Advicor

Abcb1a

Rosuvastatin

Crestor

Abcc1, Abcg2,
Slco2b1
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Abcb1a,
Cacna1c
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c
Abcb11,
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c,
Tnnc2
Abcb11,
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c
Cacna1c,
Cacnb3,
Cacnb4
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c
Abcb11,
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c,
Cacnb3,
Cacnb4,
Slc22a5
Abcb11,
Abcb1a, Abcc5,
Dpp4
Abcb1a,
Cyp11a1
Abcb11,
Abcb1a,
Cyp11a1
Abcb11,
Abcb1a
Abcb11,
Abcb1a
Abcb11,
Slc7a11

Diuretics

Vasodilators

Simvastatin

Zocor

Abcb1a

Amiloride

Midamor

Scnn1g

Bumetanide

Bumex

Slc12a4

Abcb11,
Abcb1a
Scnn1a,
Slc22a2
-

Chlorothiazide

Diuril

-

-

Chlorthalidone

Hygroton

-

-

Furosemide
Hydrochlorothiazide
Indapamide

Lasix
Esidrix,
Hydrodiuril
Lozol

Pgd, Slco2a1

Slc22a5

-

-

-

Spironolactone

Aldactone

Abcb1a,
Nr3c1, Nr3c2

Hydralazine

Apresoline

P4ha1

Abcb11,
Abcb1a,
Cacna1c,
Srd5a1
P4ha1

Isosorbide dinitrate

Isordil

-

-

Minoxidil

Loniten

Ptgs1

Ren1

Nesiritide

Natrecor

Npr2, Npr3

-

Nitroglycerin

Nitrostat

-

-

Nitroprusside

Nitropress

Cyp1a1

-
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Figure 4.6. Central Illustration – Rest Benefits the Healing Heart. Rest is critical for heart
health. Here we create a mouse model to study the cardiovascular benefits of rest. We
show that rest influences the diurnal variation in heart rate, blood pressure, and cardiac
contractility, down-regulating myofibrillar stress at the level of the sarcomere to benefit
cardiac growth, renewal and repair, with translational implications for human medicine.
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Discussion
In order to understand the importance of rest for heart health, new preclinical models
are needed to investigate the benefits of rest on cardiovascular health and outcomes in
disease. Whereas existing models have only focused on disruption, here we develop an
experimental model to study the physiological and molecular basis of rest to benefit
cardiovascular growth, renewal and repair. Using this mouse model, we demonstrate that
rest regulates diurnal cardiovascular physiology. Transcriptional analyses show that rest
regulates the expression of genes important for cardiac growth and renewal. Moreover,
rest limits adverse cardiac remodeling in pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy,
through reduced hemodynamic and myofibrillar stress. Importantly, we show that these
rest-responsive pathways are conserved in human heart disease and are targets of
commonly prescribed cardiac medications, using open-access datasets and drug target
analysis. To fully elucidate the role of rest in the cardiovascular system and develop
strategies to benefit patients, we need new preclinical models to investigate the positive
benefits of rest. This study establishes a novel experimental model to do this and
demonstrates the importance of rest for heart health and healing from heart disease
(Figure 4.6 - Central Illustration).
Despite the growing evidence of the adverse effects of disrupted nighttime rest, there
remains an unmet need in clinical cardiology to understand the underlying mechanisms
of rest in cardiovascular health (Wolk et al., 2005). Current experimental models to
understand these mechanisms have to this point focused on the adverse effects of
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disrupting rest. In rodents for example, manual approaches, e.g. using gentle handling
(Anafi et al., 2013), or automated systems, e.g. a mechanical sweeper installed in the
animal’s cage (McAlpine et al., 2019), have been used to understand the effects of sleep
deprivation and sleep fragmentation, respectively, on cardiovascular health. However,
both gain- and loss-of-function approaches are necessary in order to demonstrate how
rest is both necessary and sufficient to regulate healthy cardiovascular function and
outcomes in disease. Here we establish an experimental “gain-of-function” model to
interrogate the physiological and molecular benefits of rest.
The circadian system underlies daily rhythms in our physiology and is especially
important for the cardiovascular system. Healthy cardiovascular physiology exhibits timeof-day oscillations, including the rise of heart rate, blood pressure, and cardiac
contractility during the day, with reduced hemodynamic and cardiac workload during the
subjective night (Alibhai et al., 2015, Reitz and Martino, 2015). In the circadian system,
the melanopsin-expressing retinal ganglion cells in the eye are maximally responsive to
short wavelength light (Lucas et al., 2001). Thus, in our model, using short wavelength
light during the murine wake time allows us to extend the rest period in mice, while
maintaining normal diurnal rhythms. Importantly, this allows us to show how rest regulates
cardiovascular hemodynamics, reducing blood pressure and heart rate during the rest
period in healthy mice and in a disease model of pressure overload-induced cardiac
hypertrophy. Importantly, reducing nocturnal blood pressure is a major goal in the
treatment of cardiovascular disease (Verdecchia et al., 1995, Ohkubo et al., 2002). We
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show that rest is critical to regulating blood pressure and could influence the management
of hypertension in human patients.
In addition to cardiovascular physiology, we also show that rest influences cardiac
structure and function at the molecular level. We have previously shown that
approximately 13% of the cardiac transcriptome and 8% of the soluble cardiac proteome
oscillate day vs. night (Martino et al., 2004, Podobed et al., 2014a). Here we establish a
novel cassette of genes that show altered expression in the heart with rest. Interestingly,
we show that some of these genes may be regulated by circadian pathways, as we show
correlations between genes of the core circadian mechanism and those mapping to key
biological functions in the heart, including growth and renewal. Previously, using existing
disruption models, Anafi et al. demonstrated large-scale transcriptional changes in the
heart following one night of sleep deprivation in mice, mapping to processes of protein
turnover and DNA repair (Anafi et al., 2013). In combination, using both gain and loss-offunction models, we can more fully elucidate these molecular targets and examine the
intrinsic effects of rest on the cells of the cardiovascular system.
Here we also show that rest can influence intrinsic myocardial contractility at the level
of the cardiac sarcomere. Sarcomere function is regulated by both the composition and
post-translational modifications of myofilament proteins (Hamdani et al., 2008, LorenzenSchmidt et al., 2016). In this study we sought to determine if rest was able to attenuate
the changes in myofilament protein regulation exerted by pathological cardiac stress. TAC
led

to

reduced

myofilament

contractility
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and

increased

myofilament

protein

phosphorylation, while rest reduced these changes, moving myofilament function and
protein phosphorylation towards levels seen in healthy controls. These findings, coupled
with the reduced hemodynamic load observed with rest, suggest that rest can mitigate
pathological neurohormonal activation of stress kinases in the heart that drive disease
progression. Indeed, adrenergic stimulation and protein kinase activation are key players
underlying contractile dysfunction in the failing heart (Hamdani et al., 2008, Kuster et al.,
2012). Although the complexity of myofilament protein phosphorylation and the extensive
list of kinases and phosphatases involved limits a detailed mechanistic investigation of
this finding within the current study, it does support the need to further explore the
relationship between cardiac myofilaments, sleep-wake patterns, and their role in cardiac
disease. These data, as well as previous work from our lab and others, implicate an
important role for rest and time-of-day in the structure and function of the cardiac
sarcomere and myofilament contractility (Podobed et al., 2014b, Andrews et al., 2010,
Alibhai et al., 2015). Importantly, clinical heart failure therapies aim to limit neurohormonal
activation, reduce cardiac workload, and prevent adverse remodeling (Packer, 1992,
Hartupee and Mann, 2017), with direct effects on intrinsic myocardial contractility. Thus,
the benefits of rest in reducing cardiac workload directly mirror the goals of contemporary
cardiology.
Insufficient rest is an international problem, with over one half of respondents surveyed
in the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan
reporting getting less than the recommended amount of rest (NSF, 2013). Numerous
lifestyle factors conspire to prevent us from getting adequate rest, such as work
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schedules, diet, exercise, mental health (Hafner et al., 2017), as well as increased use of
electronic devices at night (Chang et al., 2015). Moreover, circadian rhythm and sleep
disorders, including jet lag, shift work, advanced or delayed sleep phase syndromes,
sleep-disordered breathing, and insomnia, also contribute to insufficient rest in the
general population. This has led to the need for new strategies to study the biological role
of rest and develop interventions to benefit people. Clinically, our experimental data
support recent findings proposing sleep extension in short sleepers as a feasible
intervention to improve cardiovascular health (Daghlas et al., 2019, Montano et al., 2019,
Haack et al., 2013). Collectively, this study emphasizes the importance of developing
translational strategies to improve nighttime rest to benefit heart health and healing in
human patients.

Study limitations. This study uses a mouse model to investigate the role of rest in heart
health and to understand how rest benefits healing and repair in cardiovascular disease.
Future studies will need to investigate the interaction between the circadian system and
rest, using genetic circadian mice, as well as how these findings translate from the
nocturnal mouse to a diurnal preclinical model. Collectively, this work reveals new
knowledge on the molecular basis of rest and opens new avenues to investigate how rest
influences cardiovascular biology.
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Conclusions
Here we develop an experimental model to study the biological role of rest in
cardiovascular growth, renewal and repair. These findings establish novel mechanisms
of how rest benefits heart health and healing from cardiovascular disease.

Perspectives
Competency in Medical Knowledge: Rest is fundamental for heart health and healing
from cardiovascular disease. A novel rodent model demonstrates that rest regulates
biological pathways important for cardiovascular health and can limit pathological cardiac
remodeling in pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy.
Translational Outlook: Using evidence-based preclinical models, interventions targeting
nighttime rest can improve outcomes in cardiovascular disease and limit progression to
heart failure. Additional studies are needed to determine the efficacy of interventions to
maintain or improve nighttime rest to benefit outcomes in patients with cardiovascular
disease.
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Supplementary Information
Supplementary Table 4.4. Differentially expressed genes in rest versus control hearts,
all transcripts > 1.3-fold change (91 transcripts).
Transcript
ID
17548055

Gene Symbol

Gene Description

BC023105

17296489

Nnt

17354589

Gm4841

17481960

Arntl

17350932
17421540

BC023105
Nppb

17212087

Npas2

17324835
17424088
17464061
17548256
17457318

Tfrc
Mir5123
Gm10400

17350921

F830016B08 Rik

17424092

Gm25931

17281084

Egln3

17332228
17438963

Rcan1
Ppbp

17249980

Igtp

17385654

Itgb6

17376549

Prnd

17510040

Crtc1

17222193

Ankrd23

17450501

Gbp10

Mir490

Nicotinamide nucleotide
transhydrogenase
Predicted gene 4841
Aryl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator-like
Natriuretic peptide type B
Neuronal PAS domain
protein 2
Transferrin receptor
microRNA 5123
Predicted gene 10400
microRNA 490
RIKENcDNAF830016B08
gene
Predicted gene, 25931
[MGI: 5455708]
egl-9 family hypoxiainducible factor 3
Regulator of calcineurin 1
pro-platelet basic protein
Interferon gamma induced
GTPase
Integrin beta 6
Prion protein dublet | prion
protein gene complex
CREB regulated
transcription coactivator 1
Ankyrin repeat domain 23
guanylate-binding protein
10

17392722
17550156
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Rest

Control

0.92

-0.50

Fold
Change
(Rest vs.
Control)
2.66

0.18

-0.97

2.22

0.75

-0.25

2.00

0.45

-0.47

1.90

0.63
0.33

-0.26
-0.55

1.86
1.84

0.39

-0.43

1.77

0.41
0.33
0.33
0.09
0.20

-0.36
-0.38
-0.33
-0.54
-0.41

1.71
1.64
1.58
1.54
1.53

0.51

-0.08

1.51

0.35

-0.24

1.51

0.30

-0.28

1.49

0.27
0.42

-0.30
-0.14

1.49
1.47

0.35

-0.20

1.47

0.23

-0.28

1.42

0.19

-0.29

1.40

0.24

-0.24

1.39

0.33

-0.14

1.39

0.25

-0.22

1.38

0.38
0.38

-0.09
-0.09

1.38
1.38

17381509

5031426D15 Rik

17261107

Rel

17266563

Wsb1

17534892
17280817
17520073
17548472
17474932

Zfp449
Scin
Nt5e

17248754

Adam19

17341540

Tnfrsf12a

17227910

Hmcn1

17456934

Mest

17229307

Dusp27

17232235

Ctgf

17438189

Rasl11b

RIKENcDNA5031426D15
gene
Reticuloendotheliosis
oncogene
WD repeat and SOCS boxcontaining 1
Zinc finger protein 449
scinderin
5’-nucleotidase, ecto

A disintegrin and
metallopeptidase domain
19 (meltrin beta)
Tumor necrosis factor
receptor superfamily,
member 12a
Hemicentin 1
Mesoderm specific
transcript
Dual specificity
phosphatase 27 (putative)
Connective tissue growth
factor
RAS-like, family 11,
member B

17550246
17245433

Msrb3

17472598

C2cd5

17317307

Gm24041

17490149

Cd33

17426784

2310067E19 Rik

17267632

Dgke

17315686
17267420

C7
Ypel2

17238934

Syne1

17381515

Gm10115

Methionine sulfoxide
reductase B3
C2 calcium-dependent
domain containing 5
Predicted gene, 24041
[MGI: 5453818]
CD33 antigen
RIKENcDNA2310067E19
gene
Diacylglycerol kinase,
epsilon
Complement component 7
yippee-like 2 (Drosophila)
Spectrin repeat containing,
nuclear envelope 1
Predicted gene 10115
[MGI: 3641675]
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0.17

-0.29

1.38

0.18

-0.28

1.38

0.28

-0.18

1.37

0.25
0.27
0.22
0.15
0.32

-0.21
-0.18
-0.22
-0.29
-0.11

1.37
1.37
1.36
1.36
1.35

0.19

-0.24

1.34

0.20

-0.23

1.34

0.19

-0.23

1.34

0.25

-0.16

1.33

0.18

-0.23

1.33

0.15

-0.25

1.32

0.22

-0.18

1.32

0.21

-0.19

1.32

0.18

-0.22

1.32

0.25

-0.15

1.32

0.13

-0.27

1.32

0.14

-0.26

1.32

0.18

-0.22

1.32

0.20

-0.19

1.31

0.11
0.17

-0.28
-0.22

1.31
1.30

0.07

-0.31

1.30

0.12

-0.26

1.30

17302588

Gm23437

17364986

Gm24400

17339987

Gm24240

17326944

LOC102637417
|Gm7735

17532629

mt-Ts2|
mt-Tl2

17268884

Nr1d1

17366918
17475777

Mir466d
Fbl

17532593

mt-Tf

Predicted gene, 23437
[MGI: 5453214]
Predicted gene, 24400
[MGI: 5454177]
Predicted gene, 24240
[MGI: 5454017]
keratin-associated protein
20-2-like | predicted gene
7735 [MGI: 3649168]
Mitochondrially encoded
tRNA serine 2
[MGI:102474] |
mitochondrially encoded
tRNA leucine 2 [MGI:
102481]
Nuclear receptor subfamily
1, group D, member 1
microRNA 466d
fibrillarin
Mitochondrially encoded
tRNA phenylalanine [MGI:
102487]

17550382
17532489
17303625

Nr1d2

17407188

Gm24046

17364098

Acta2

17340673

Fndc1

17472760

Bhlhe41

17280479

Gm25865

17550004
17251527
17548916
17511693
17503937

Nuclear receptor subfamily
1, group D, member 2
Predicted gene, 24046
[MGI: 5453823]
Actin, alpha 2, smooth
muscle, aorta
Fibronectin type III domain
containing 1
Basic helix-loop-helix
family, member e41
Predicted gene, 25865
[MGI: 5455642]

Per1

Period circadian clock 1

Ces1d
Mt2

Carboxylesterase 1D
Metallothionein 2
Basic helix-loop-helix
family, member e40
titin-cap

17461414

Bhlhe40

17255987

Tcap
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-0.32

0.05

-1.30

-0.22

0.16

-1.30

-0.18

0.21

-1.31

-0.28

0.10

-1.31

-0.02

0.36

-1.31

-0.13

0.26

-1.31

-0.14
-0.17

0.25
0.23

-1.32
-1.32

-0.28

0.14

-1.33

-0.18
-0.21

0.24
0.22

-1.34
-1.35

-0.27

0.18

-1.36

-0.10

0.36

-1.37

-0.17

0.30

-1.38

-0.24

0.22

-1.38

-0.20

0.27

-1.38

-0.24

0.23

-1.39

-0.24
-0.26
-0.29
-0.30
-0.17

0.23
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.37

-1.39
-1.39
-1.42
-1.43
-1.45

-0.18

0.36

-1.46

-0.28

0.28

-1.47

17464654

Pdk4

17513995

Acta1

17212874

Coq10b

17400862

Hmgcs2

17219206

Gm26110

17400568

Rnu1b6
Rnu1b1|
Rnu1b2
Rnu1b6

17400579
17400588
17400590

17408038
17408063

Gm25890|
Gm22614
Rnu1b1|
Rnu1b2
Rnu1b6

17408065

Gm25890|
Gm22614

17425278

Gm22042

17480729

Ucp3

17520288

Gm22866

17477979

Dbp

Pyruvate dehydrogenase
kinase, isoenzyme 4
actin, alpha 1, skeletal
muscle
Coenzyme Q10 homolog B
(S. cerevisiae)
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutarylCoenzyme A synthase 2
Predicted gene, 26110
[MGI: 5455887]
U1b6 small nuclear RNA
U1b1 small nuclear RNA |
U1b2 small nuclear RNA
U1b6 small nuclear RNA
Predicted gene, 25890
[MGI: 5455667] | predicted
gene, 22614 [MGI:
5452391]
U1b1 small nuclear RNA |
U1b2 small nuclear RNA
U1b6 small nuclear RNA
Predicted gene, 25890
[MGI: 5455667] | predicted
gene, 22614 [MGI:
5452391]
predictedgene,22042 [MGI:
5451819]
Uncoupling protein 3
(mitochondrial, proton
carrier)
predictedgene,22866 [MGI:
5452643]
D site albumin promoter
binding protein
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-0.27

0.37

-1.56

-0.36

0.28

-1.56

-0.35

0.30

-1.57

-0.40

0.26

-1.58

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.12

0.56

-1.61

-0.31

0.39

-1.61

-0.18

0.63

-1.75

-0.52

0.57

-2.12

CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Summary
In this thesis, circadian medicine strategies were used to investigate the critical role of
the circadian clock mechanism in cardiovascular health and disease. Chapter 1 detailed
the rationale behind these approaches and the current findings from the literature.
Chapter 2 showed that pharmacological targeting of the circadian factor REV-ERB postmI/R down-regulated cardiac inflammation, leading to less reperfusion injury, less infarct
expansion, and better long-term outcomes. In Chapter 3, genetic disruption of the
circadian factor CLOCK mediated resilience to heart disease in a model of diet-induced
obesity, through transcriptional and oxidative stress pathways. Chapter 4 showed that
rest regulates healthy cardiovascular physiology and drives cardiac repair and renewal to
benefit outcomes in pressure overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy. This section will
discuss broader applications and new directions.

A. Targeting Inflammation with Circadian Pharmacology
In Chapter 2, we show that circadian pharmacology, using emerging small molecule
circadian modulators, is an effective strategy to limit inflammation and improve repair
following myocardial ischemia/reperfusion. Mechanistically, these benefits are mediated
through the circadian factor, REV-ERB. Importantly, REV-ERB regulates the activation of
the NLRP3 inflammasome and increasing REV-ERB activity leads to down-regulation of
inflammasome gene and protein expression, triggering less inflammation. Our study is
the first investigation of REV-ERB in an in vivo model of cardiac reperfusion injury.
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Treatment for as little as one day is an effective therapy for MI, reducing reperfusion injury,
improving long-term outcomes, and limiting progression to heart failure.
In this study, we used a whole-body REV-ERBα knockout mouse model to study the
role of REV-ERB in mI/R injury. Interestingly, while conditional REV-ERB models have
been reported in other tissues (Cho et al., 2012), no heart-specific knockout strains have
been described. Exciting future directions of this research would be to generate
conditional REV-ERBα, β, or double knockouts in cardiomyocytes (driven by α-myosin
heavy chain-Cre; (Oka et al., 2006)), cardiac fibroblasts (driven by periostin-Cre; (Takeda
et al., 2010)), and immune (myeloid) cells (LysM-Cre; (Clausen et al., 1999)), to delineate
the specific cellular effectors involved in infarct healing. Moreover, recombinant adenoassociated virus (rAAV) strategies provide an additional tool for experimental gene
manipulations (Pacak and Byrne, 2011). For example, proof-of-principle cardiac-specific
knockouts were generated through gene transfer using AAV9 vectors expressing Cre
recombinase under the control of the cardiac troponin T promoter, circumventing the timeconsuming breeding required for traditional Cre-LoxP conditional knockout strategies
(Werfel et al., 2014). AAV gene therapy also provides an exciting approach to deliver
protective factors to prevent or treat disease as, for example, systemic delivery of AAV
vectors expressing 3-TSR suppressed tumour growth in a mouse model of ovarian cancer
(Yu et al., 2019). This opens the potential for future experiments to investigate delivery of
REV-ERB post-MI, as a strategy to confirm the beneficial effects of REV-ERB in infarct
healing. Collectively, using a combination of circadian pharmacology, new genetic mouse
models, as well as high-throughput technologies, such as RNA-Seq or chromatin
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immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-Seq approaches, future investigations can reveal novel REVERB target genes in the heart with important roles in cardiovascular health and disease.
To advance the therapeutic potential of small-molecule circadian modulators,
interesting new directions would be to investigate methods for targeted delivery.
Currently, the systemic effects of these compounds are an important limitation in the
feasibility of long-term dosing. Chronic administration can lead to changes in circadian
behaviour and in clock gene expression throughout the body (Solt et al., 2012, Kim et al.,
2013b), suggesting that targeted administration may improve the feasibility and efficacy
of repeated dosing. Interestingly, here we show in the mI/R model that as little as one day
of treatment post-mI/R is sufficient to improve outcomes up to 8 weeks later (Reitz et al.,
2019). In a clinical scenario, intracoronary drug delivery during reperfusion may be one
approach to reduce off-target effects while increasing the beneficial effects on the heart.
Intracardiac delivery is a popular approach for localized treatment, including the delivery
of stem cell therapies to regenerate the infarcted heart (Romagnuolo et al., 2019, Kim et
al., 2005). Moreover, targeted drug delivery in nano and microparticles, which has
received growing interest in the field of cancer treatment (Singh et al., 2019), may be a
future avenue in the translational application of circadian medicine. To improve drug
bioavailability, small molecules loaded into these particles can be targeted to the heart
using antibody and ultrasound-based approaches (Sy and Davis, 2010). For example,
drug or gene delivery can to localized to certain tissues using ultrasound-targeted
microbubble destruction, which has been applied as an effective approach for gene
delivery to the myocardium to improve outcomes in a rat MI model (Fujii et al., 2011).
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Taken together, future approaches to limit off-target effects and improve therapeutic
efficacy can further the translational potential of circadian pharmacology.
Inflammation, and the proper temporal coordination of inflammatory responses, is
critical for wound healing and repair, suggesting that circadian medicine could be applied
to a number of conditions with inflammation as an underlying pathological driver. Future
applications of these findings include surgical cardiac procedures which can trigger
ischemic myocardial injury, such as percutaneous coronary intervention (Thygesen et al.,
2018), CABG (Thygesen et al., 2018), aortic valve replacement (Montaigne et al., 2018),
and heart transplant (Fyfe et al., 1996). Moreover, the proper coordination of inflammatory
responses is critical for optimal recovery in both stroke patients (Shi et al., 2019) and burn
victims (Hoyle et al., 2017). This opens up new avenues for clinical translation to improve
healing and recovery following invasive procedures. Collectively, circadian medicine is an
exciting avenue to understand how the circadian system regulates cardiovascular
structure and function and has wide-ranging applications in wound healing and disease.

B. Circadian Gene Mutations and Heart Disease
In Chapter 3, we show a novel role for the circadian mechanism in resilience to heart
disease. Interestingly, using a genetic model of systemic CLOCK disruption, in the
ClockΔ19/Δ19 mouse, we found tissue-specific adaptations to diet-induced obesity. While
ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice developed greater adiposity, they were resilient to transcriptional
changes at the level of the heart and protected from oxidative damage in both the heart
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and liver. In combination, although the ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice developed obesity and
metabolic dysfunction, there were protected from adverse cardiac remodeling.
Exciting future research directions would be to investigate the role of inter-organ
crosstalk in these findings. Using tissue-specific genetic circadian models under the same
disease conditions would reveal whether this resilience phenotype is mediated by the
circadian clock in the heart, or by the coordinated interplay of peripheral clocks throughout
the body. Indeed, evidence from CCM mice suggests that the cardiomyocyte circadian
clock influences cardiac adaptations to increased fatty acid availability, as CCM hearts
show preserved ex vivo contractility when challenged with a HFD, maintaining baseline
levels of cardiac power and efficiency as compared to WT controls (Tsai et al., 2010).
Importantly, however, diet-induced obesity has systemic effects, inducing hepatic stress
(Townsend et al., 2019) and adipose tissue inflammation (Macpherson et al., 2015), with
potential indirect effects on the heart. Investigating the tissue-specific role of CLOCK in
diet-induced obesity using genetic mouse models would allow for a more targeted
investigation of the role of the circadian mechanism in resilience.
To further understand the role of CLOCK, it would also be interesting to investigate if
the inducible expression of mutant ClockΔ19/Δ19 in the heart is sufficient to mediate
cardiovascular disease resilience or if the re-expression of wild type Clock reverses the
protective phenotype in ClockΔ19/Δ19 HFD mice. A similar approach has previously been
applied to study the restoration of wild type Clock in the brain of ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice using a
reversible tet-OFF/tet-ON system (Hughes et al., 2012). With this genetic approach, wild
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type Clock was expressed at high levels in the SCN of ClockΔ19/Δ19 mice and treatment
with low-dose doxycycline could abolish this rescue (Hughes et al., 2012). Translating
this system to the heart, under the control of the α-myosin heavy chain promoter, would
be an interesting way to use gain- and loss-of-function experiments to further understand
how CLOCK coordinates cardiac adaptations to stress.
In humans, circadian rhythm disturbances are linked to adverse cardiometabolic
effects. However, new research directions have focused on identifying the underlying
molecular and environmental factors influencing inter-individual differences in resilience
to circadian rhythm disruption. For example, chronotype may be an important factor in
determining an individual’s resilience to shift work, as early and late chronotypes adapt
better to early vs. night shifts, respectively (Juda et al., 2013). Moreover, recent
investigations into circadian gene polymorphisms has revealed associations with
protective cardio-metabolic disease outcomes. Minor allele carriers for the CLOCK single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), rs4580704, had a significantly lower risk of both diabetes
and hypertension versus non-carriers in an analysis of 1100 participants from the GOLDN
study (Garaulet et al., 2009). Furthermore, the CLOCK gene TGA (rs1801260–
rs3736544–rs4864548) haplotype was associated with a lower prevalence of type 2
diabetes in 2485 subjects from the Japan Multi-Institutional Collaborative Cohort Study
(Uemura et al., 2016). It would be interesting to investigate potential associations between
chronotype or circadian polymorphism traits in obese individuals. Using genome-wide
association studies in human patients, numerous genetic variants have been identified
that associate with obesity, through screening of ~2.8 million SNPs in over 120,000
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individuals (Speliotes et al., 2010). Using a similar study design, screening obese patients
and tracking future cardiovascular outcomes could confirm a role for circadian gene
polymorphisms in heart disease resilience in humans.

C. Rest and Heart Health: The Role of Sleep in Cardiovascular Biology
In Chapter 4, we provide new insight into the biological role of rest for cardiovascular
health and in healing and repair in cardiovascular disease. Importantly, we establish a
novel experimental model to study the underlying physiological and molecular basis of
rest in the heart.
This “gain-of-function” rest model provides a useful tool that can be applied in future
studies to understand the role of rest in a broad spectrum of disease conditions. From a
cardiovascular perspective, this can be used to understand the role of rest in infarct
healing using acute MI and mI/R models, in systemic hypertension using angiotensin II
infusion, and in cardiac remodeling in diet-induced obesity. Insights into the adverse
effects of disruption have shown that insufficient rest increases the risk of MI in human
patients (Daghlas et al., 2019) and that experimentally disturbing nighttime rest
exacerbates atherosclerosis in mice (McAlpine et al., 2019). Until now, it has not been
possible to study how rest can benefit healing and repair under these disease conditions.
Here we use high-throughput microarrays to establish a novel cassette of genes
regulated by rest in the heart. With advances in single-cell sequencing technologies,
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future studies could investigate how rest influences the individual cells of the heart and
cardiovascular system (Chaudhry et al., 2019). Cardiac cell isolation by enzymatic
digestion, single-cell RNA-sequencing, and transcriptional profiling using bioinformatic
cell clustering analysis has revealed 12 distinct populations of cells in the heart, in addition
to cardiomyocytes, including endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and resident cardiac immune
cells (Skelly et al., 2018). Incorporating a time-of-day component in tissue sampling can
reveal further transcriptional changes at the cellular level within the heart at sleep vs.
wake.
Clinically, incorporating diurnal cardiovascular physiology into modern medicine can
improve existing therapeutic efficacy, lead to novel therapies, and ultimately benefit
patient outcomes. Recently, clinical research has initiated small-scale pilot studies to
investigate therapeutic interventions to increase sleep in at-risk patients. For example, an
intervention to extend habitual sleep duration was shown to reduce 24 h blood pressure
in 22 hypertensive patients, by prolonging time in bed by 60 min a day for 6 weeks (Haack
et al., 2013). Moreover, extending habitual time in bed by 1 h was associated with
improved fasting insulin sensitivity in 16 healthy volunteers, suggesting that sleep
extension may also have metabolic benefits (Leproult et al., 2015). Recent findings of
increased risk of MI associated with short sleep duration, has also led to the hypothesis
that sleep extension in short sleepers could protect against future adverse cardiovascular
events (Daghlas et al., 2019, Montano et al., 2019). Future studies would need to
investigate translating our findings from nocturnal mice into a diurnal preclinical model to
develop new interventions that could improve outcomes for patients with heart disease.
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Conclusions
This thesis examines 3 unique approaches to apply circadian and cardiovascular
biology to medicine. Study 1 showed that pharmacological targeting of the circadian
mechanism has therapeutic efficacy and feasibility in improving infarct healing and longterm outcomes in an experimental model of mI/R. This has important implications for
translational circadian medicine strategies to treat clinically relevant reperfusion injury.
Study 2 applied circadian genetics to demonstrate that disruption of the circadian factor
CLOCK mediates resilience to cardiovascular disease in diet-induced obesity.
Polymorphisms in circadian clock mechanism genes have received growing attention in
human patients for their potential link to disease. Identifying protective variants can lead
to new therapeutic targets to prevent disease. Study 3 targeted the circadian
environment, to understand the beneficial role of rest in cardiovascular health and in
healing and repair in heart disease. This is the first gain-of-function strategy in an
experimental model to enable researchers to study the healthy benefits of rest.
Collectively, this work provides new understanding of the role of the circadian system
in cardiac growth, renewal, and remodeling. These studies pioneer new approaches to
apply circadian medicine to cardiovascular health and disease and to develop new
strategies to benefit patients.
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